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POLITICAL AND LEGAL REMEDIES

CHAPTER I.

OF THE CHARACTER OF MODERN WARS AND THE POSSIBILITY

OF PERMANENT PEACE.

IF the International Lawyer confines himself to bis own proper

ta-k, and does not usurp the functions of the Inter-
Finiction of the -.11-
International national legislator, of the moralist, or of the phi-

lanthropist, he is only concerned with War as a

violent and irregular, for the support of legal

. or with the restrictions which civilization has introduced

into th e of what are sometimes called the extreme rights

of War. II-- if called upon only to register and expound the

;il rules based upon the taeit OfIpftM consent of nations,

and conformable to the dictates of abstract justice, so far a- these

ran he ascertained; and he is net entitled to impair the simple

icnt of a subject, engrossing enough in itself, by specula-

tions on a remote future, or oven by benevolently suiru 1 -t. .1 n -

forms for the immediate pr-

Not, indeed, that the \\riters ,f te\t-books on International

have ireiierallv e\er<'i-el the self-restraint heiv
HR limit* not
pnm.in.tiy Commended ^i\ the contrary, they ha\e all but

universally assumed the character of legislators as

well as lawyers. Nor have th. \ even confined themselves to the
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moderate eoursc of hinting at what, in their opinion, the law

ought to be, while explaining what it actually is. Their views of

what the law is have been largely colored by what they have

\\ Mu-d the law to be, and, too often, by what they have conceived

the interests of their own States demanded it should be. Some

writers, indeed, by publishing Codes of International Law, have

combined inextricably together the treatment of the law as it is,

and that of the law as, in their opinion, it ought to be. They
have given definiteness and precision to principles which arc, as

yet, of most fluctuating authority, and are only creeping on to-

ward general recognition. They have imparted clearness and

simplicity to rules the true import and circumscription of which

can only be understood by laying side by side a long series of

treaties, despatches, judicial decisions, and desultory utterances

of eminent statesmen. They have everywhere substituted order

for disorder, the rule of right for that of might, and the claims of

humanity for the traditional assumptions of egotistic self-interest.

But, though the motives of these philanthropic legislators have

been of the noblest, and the results of their efforts,
Uncertainty of . *
rules of inter- no doubt, widely beneficent, their method has been
national Law. . TIT

one of the causes which has discredited Interna-

tional Law as a system of actually binding rules. It has come

about that neither the subject of the law as it is, nor that of the

law as it ought to be made, has been adequately treated
; and,

when those who professed to be teachers of the law acknowl-

edged themselves uncertain as to the existence of any rules at

all wholly out of the region of further debate, there might be an

excuse for those who were interested in prolonging a period of

uncertainty and confusion in declaring there was no law at all.

The Laws relative to War afford a good illustration of these

remarks. There is no part of International Law
Laws of War in

.

con e of forma- m which the rules are, almost from day to day, un-

dergoing more rapid vacillations
;
and the proceed-

ings of the Brussels Conference, in 1874, display at once the
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number of points in respect of which the law is unsettled, and

,;raordinary amount of ink-rot which attaches to their set-

tlement. Thus it might be expected that here, perhaps more

than el-ewhere, the function of the lawyer would almost unavoid-

ably have slidden into that of the legislator. In fact, tin- t\\>

functions cannot be wholly kept apart, because it sometimes

happen* that the existing rule can only be understood by exam-

ining it* iva-ons, or even by setting forth in full the contro-

versies amid>t which it hardly maintains its existence. N

theless, it is desirable to separate the legislative function from

the strictly legal one where it is possible ;
and this is especially

important in respect of a question like that of War, in which ><>

many strong passions, and generous, though uninformed, in-

stincts, are wont to divorce the discussion of it altogether from

inl to the practical difficulties of national life.

There are three distinct aims which are usually regarded as

being legitimate objects of concern on the occa-
Threc 1

J

mate aims of sion of making a proposed change in International

Law, or on that of giving increased definiteness

alidity to a rule of law which has hitherto been imper-

(i) To mitieiitc fectly apprehended and recognized. These aims

luce Us'
arc (1) mitigation of severity in carrying on War:

frequ (j) a reduction in the length ami frequency of

War*: (:J) preparation for a time when War .*hall

me obsolete. Though all these aims are rcc-

d as worthy ones, and the pursuit of the first two of

them has undoubtedly operated largely in the reform of tin-

law, y-t they have been hitherto treated of after a urv desultory

:i : they have rarely been handled in relation t> each other:

the proportionate claim- have been rarely ascertained,

or, when conflicting, reconciled ; the importance of

dally of the la>t. lia^ not been rated highly enough so much

of standard text-books would be of opin-

1*
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ion that the authors held War to be little more of an evil than

a civil lawsuit, and the acquisition of territory, or of a commer-

cial advantage, happily and honorably purchased by "War.

Owing to this levity or confusion of treatment, the whole

topic of Neutral rights and duties, with which about a third

part of International Law is concerned, has been treated far too

exclusively, and far more often, from the point of view of

Neutral and Belligerent interests than from its bearing on the

length of tin- War, on the probability of the recurrence of War,

or on the promotion of a permanently pacific state of society.

Of course, the latter considerations have been adverted to, and

the consideration of Xeutral and Belligerent interests ought to

have its weight in the inquiry. The complaint here is that

writers on the subject either do not adjust competing classes

of considerations, or adjust them in a way which nothing but

an habitual indifference to the evil of War in itself, or inatten-

tion to its true nature, could explain or excuse.

It will be replied that a time when War shall become ob-

solete, or the frequency of its recurrence much re-
ritimntc nboli-

. .

tion of w.-ir uot duced, is too distant to furnish any guide to the
impossible.

J h

conduct of the practical politician, or legal re-

former. The prospect of such a time may invigorate the hopes
of the philanthropist, and even console the despondent misgiv-

ings of the moral philosopher; but there is much on the face of

the civilized world to point to the speedy advent of a season

of warfare on an unprecedented scale, and little to suggest the

hope of its speedy abolition.

If it were conceded that, however distant the time of general

and permanent Peace now seems, yet that time may come, and

that it should be one of the objects of the International Law

Reformer to make that time a reality and to hasten its arrival

so far as he could work in this direction without jeopardizing

nearer and more certainly attainable ends of true value enough
would be admitted for the present purpose. But this conces-
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sion is not a hard one to make, as a little examination into the

- will make clear.

1. In the first place, the teachings of history certainly are to

the effect that practices and institutions, which at
Some mischiev-

one time seem to be necessary conditions of the
once prevalent,
havediuap- social and political condition of all people, and

yet which stand condemned as counter to princi-

ples of morality, justice, and political expediency, vanish in an

almost inconceivably short space of time, and become so far

obsolete as to be with difficulty revived, even in imagination.

The interminable, and seemingly irrepressible, pri-

vate wars which marked the middle period of the

Feudal system, and against which the abler Kings and Popes
so perseveringly struggled by the use of such devices as the

"King's Peace,"* and the "Truce of God,"f arc remarkable

quite as much for the completeness with which they were

-eded by the supremacy of Law and Courts of Justice, as

for the complexion they imparted to the whole of the nascent

Judicial political life of Europe. The judicial combats,

again, which took so deep a hold of the legal and

political mind of the Normans, and obtained a linn footing in

nd, passed away, for all practical purposes, as it would

appear, in tin- course of the single reign of Henry II. The

more recent < -\pi Hence of the rapid decay of the practice of

duelling is still more instructive, as the practice is

Duelling.
still honored in some countries, while in not more

civilized countri* - it i> already placed on a par with the ino-t

abominable crimes. These instances, at Ira^t, prove that there

liiiiLj in the mere popularity, dilTn-i<n. or anti.juity of a

If abhorrent to humanity, which can secure for it

a lasting cndtir

SeeStubbs'sConstitutioiKil History, vol. i. pp. 179-183.

f See Ward's Hiatory of the Law of Nations, vol. ii. pp. i.' 1-28.
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2. Again, it is especially difficult to prophesy perpetuity of

an institution or practice which is essentially
Change in

the character protean in character, and has undergone, and is

still undergoing, manifold changes in its most dis-

tinguishing features. It is hardly possible to embrace under

une name the sort of incessant feuds between tribe and

tribe which prevail at a time when union for purposes of con-

flict is the main basis of national association, and actual conflict

is at once the absorbing occupation and the chief stimulus of

life, and the occasional wars which interrupt the equable prog-

ress of a society uniformly given to pacific pursuits. Between

these two extremes, again, there is the stage, such as was repre-

sented in the middle Feudal period, when military and pacific

interests equally divide men's thoughts and lives.

To each of these conditions of War correspond varieties in

the mode of conducting War, and in the moral aspect under

which it is viewed. In the most primitive period, scarcely any
distinction can be drawn between the form and spirit of the

contests and the unrestricted ferocity which marks the interne-

cine struggles of wild beasts. The object of the fight is one

little short of mutual extermination, and the conduct of it is

marked throughout with personal vindictivencss and blood-

thirsty hatred. In the next stage, War begins to be regarded

as a means to an end outside itself, and more lasting than itself.

The notion of national right, as a legal conception, has begun to

disclose itself, and War is regarded as merely a temporary sus-

pense of well-ascertained relationships. Under some such forms

as those of chivalry, or of religious obligations enforced, per-

haps, by the head of a common spiritual community, restrictive

measures are introduced into the modes of conducting War, espe-

cially in relation to the treatment of prisoners, and the observ-

ance of positive engagements. At a still later stage, the laws

which regulate the conduct of War have become almost as nu-

merous and cumbrous as those which ascertain the relations of
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peace: War is conducted after the most highly systematized

methods, and with the help of the most finely organized and

expensive military and naval equipments; the scale of opera-

tions is enormous; the armaments so prodigious in times of

. as well as of War, as to encroach perilously on the labor

1 to provide means of subsistence ;
the objects of War are

.-ingly complex and manifold; and yet, withal, it is theo-

retically held that War is (at best) nothing but a di>;.

means to an indispensable end
;
that no greater injury ought to

be done an enemy than is needed to attain this end, and that it

is the imperative moral duty of statesmen to exhaust every pa-

cific resource before plunging their country into War.

-o successive changes of practice and belief indicate, first,

changes indi- tnat there is no fixed character appertaining to

,.;';f

'~
\Ynr which seems to promise it a permanence su-

perior to that which might, at one time, seem to

have attached to institutions now obsolete and discredited
; and,

secondly, that, in all ages and states of society, the appetite for

War, and the methods of conducting War, have reflected, with

considerable MUtttnetB, tin- ai^n^ate features and tendencies of

the then exiting civilization, though the extraordinary energy

which, at the present day, enriches every field of exertion, avail-

If of the latest phv-ical innovations and disco\'

to impart t< War, among other things an appearance of frc>hly-

.ing activity, which may he wholly an hallucination, and in

BO \\ay an augury of its longevity.

.in, War, in modern times, a-sumes a great variety of as-

pects from the condition of relative ci\ ili/ation, or
Dlverfe forms . .

,

.- political weight, which happens to cbaracterue the

Wirofastron Par^'lC8 * '* Thus \\ln-n a State, possessed .f

enormous political influence, material strength, and

unlimited resources mak-* war uj.oti : \

organized, and impoverished State, the conflict is called WiT,
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but it is, in reality, a mere exercise of superior force, whether

for purposes of tyranny, self-defence, or executive justice. The

rules of War, for instance, common among European States,

may ^v may not be observed and enforced when England is

at war with China, or Turkey, or Persia, and the outward for-

malities may be more or less rigorously complied with. But

the result is, from the very commencement, a foregone conclu-

sion
;
and the only issue involved for the more powerful State is

that of the expediency of inflicting the chastisement, the ex-

pense its infliction will involve, and the moral propriety of the

action proposed. There is no hazard or speculation in the enter-

prise. It is from first to last a mere question of moral right and

political exigency, as apprehended by the more powerful State.

Very similar is the case of warlike expeditions conducted by

War between a powerful and highly-civilized State against a fee-

line h'iiied'
d

ble imperfectly civilized, or semi-barbarous State.

Such have been the military enterprises in which

England has, during the last century and a half, incessantly en-

gaged against small Indian States and the native tribes of Aus-

tralasia and Western and Southern Africa
;
the United States,

against the infirm and disorganized communities within its

reach, as Texas and Mexico
; Russia, against refractory political

aggregates bordering on its territory in Western Asia, as Khiva

and Khokand
;

and (perhaps) Egypt, against recalcitrant and

more barbarous neighbors on the south and west, as Abyssinia

and Zanzibar.

In such enterprises as these the forms of civilized War seem

to be only observed as a matter of mere gratuitous courtesy,

and usually only to such an extent that they do not involve the

sliirhtc>t interference with the plenary success, at every point,

of military operations, carried out with the utmost despatch

and the most inflexible resolution. The grounds of the War
are of the most various kinds, and admit of every shade of

justification. Among these grounds are the alleged ill-treatment
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of the citizens of the more powerful States
; alleged offences

committed by citizens of the weaker State; the necessity of

intervention in the cause of humanity, for the purpose of pro-

moting internal peace and orderly government ; alleged territo-

rial aggressions, or possible aggressions in the future
; alleged

infractions of implied or express engagements, especially a* to

the payment of money or the facilitation of commerce. "What-

ever justification these grounds really admit of, the openly-

1 grounds are seldom the true ones, and, whether true or

not, they are only very ^lightly subjected to criticism at the

hands of civilized governments, or public opinion in civilized

States. The result is that the enterprise is nothing more than

a voluntary act of force, in which the whole and undivided re-

;

>ility rests, from first to last, with the stronger State.

This class of so-called War* differs from the former class mainly

in the less amount of deference to the public opinion of, and

in, other States, which is acknowledged on entering upon them,

and whi-h regulates the conduct of them.

Another e.la>s of Wars of a wholly peculiar kind, and pr<

ing problems quite diverse from those inherent in

the last two classes, are those designated as
*'
Civil

1 whii-h, through the tendency they have to diffuse

themselves and to promote general War, demand e-peeial atten-

tion. T M Wan admit of iriety of forms, from the

armrd in>unvcti>n of a portion of a perfectly harmonized and

scemiii'Jv \M-11 orirani/i-d State, as that of the Confederate Stat< 's

of Ann-rica in 1 si;i-'<;.\ to the final stroke of practical emancipa-

tion of Servia in isoj, and the portentous and not un-u<

struggle f..r ind.-p.-ndence whi<-h have .since manifested thcm-

in the loo-rlv-attarl^d pro\iuces of the Turkish Kmpiiv.

Whatever sanguine or despondent theories may prevail as to

Wars of this sort ever becoming obsolete a subject which \\ill

farther on it is at l.-ast obvious that the stimulus

and the obstacles to Wars of this class arc of a totally di:
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kind from those present in the case of Wars of other sorts.

Wars are, at the outset, closely connected with the in-

ternal government and organization of a particular State, and

are, presumedly and primarily, owing to defects either in the

form or in the administration of a political constitution. Thus

it 111:1v be expected, even on the face of the inquiry, that these

will decrease as the knowledge of the science and prac-

tice of the art of government progresses, though, of course,

their entire disappearance (if ever it can be attained) will depend

largely upon general causes, unfavorable to the resort to armed

force for any purpose whatever.

The remaining class of Wars, that between States at the same

ware between pitch of civilization, and recognized as politically
equal states.

equal and independent, presents AVar in what may
be termed its most characteristic shape, and that in which all

the difficulties which beset the annihilation of War are at a

climax. The grounds, objects, and causes of Wars of this kind

have little parallelism with those of the three kinds just adverted

to. Strong passions are stimulated, keen and competing inter-

ests are involved, notions of dignity and honor are concerned, a

military and naval organization, long and unremittingly perfect-

ed, is ready, on each side, to be turned to instant account, in a

way and to a degree which, in the circumstances attending a

one-sided War between a great European and a petty Eastern

State, or a suddenly fermented insurrection of a wide-spread

character in a single State, finds little resemblance.

The causes, real and apparent, near and remote, which in mod-

ern times promote Wars between highly civilized and politically

(Mjual States will, shortly, be enumerated and critically examined,

with a view to determining how far existing rules of Interna-

tional Law tend to aggravate or to reduce them. In the mean

time, it is here asserted that War between these States is, so far

causes and conditions go, extremely unlike what is called

War in every other case
;
that the reasons for one class of Wars
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becoming less frequent, or vanishing altogether, are different

fr.-ni, and stronger or -weaker than, those which may be I

ed in the case of another class of War-; and that, in a word,

War, i;tl fa<-t, is a product of such multiform and yet

clearly distinguishable influences, of a transient and perishable

sort, that perpetuity can no more be predicted of War than of

any one of these influences, or of all of them.

3. A further reason why no prediction can be ventured upon

Progress of as t the endurance of warfare among civilized
'

States is that, for some hundreds of years past, the

modes of conducting Wars between such States

have been steadily undergoing changes in one continuous direc-

tion, the object of these changes being the diminution of the

miseries inherent to warfare, the limitation of its area, and the

alleviation of the evils incidentally occasioned by it to Neutral

. What is the actual bearing, in this respect, of past or

proposed reforms will be the topic of special inquiry farther on.

They arc now only adverted to as affording an index of a sort

of instinctive resolution on the part of civilized States to reduce,

: y way that from time to time seems practicable, the parts

of warfare which are least in harmony with the demand* of the

current civilization.

I have pr..e
( -,-drd far more rapidly and decisively

in the case of land warfare than of >ea warfare; though in tin*

'hey have advanced most Conspicuously of late years, and

that very shortly the Laws <>f War by land

and by sea will, so far as the diiTerence of material permit-, l>e

idrntii-al. It i> a omnium complaint with iv-peet to some of

"f the exemption from capture of ene-

my's goods in neutral ship-, the abandonment of the u-e ,.f pri-

. the >trict protect!- m of private property >u land -

by th< ..f a r.r||i uvivnt State, tin- vT.>\\in U' di-ivp

taehing to the appropriation by a rtetof of territory at tl.
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of the War, and the constantly enlarged security afforded to

neutral commerce that they tend to make the trial by battle

increasingly uncertain, perplexed, and in every way unsatisfac-

t"i-y. This may or may not be the case
; but, at any rate, it is

clear that changes of this sort have all been gradually forced

upon Belligerent States by an aggregate of civilizing influences

unfavorable to War of any sort, and that it must be quite im-

possible to anticipate how far these and similar influences may
hereafter operate so as to preclude recourse to War under any

circumstances whatever.

4. This consideration of the presumption that may be reason-

Advance of a^ly based on changes which have hitherto been

?nce
U

oppo8
S
ed" inevitably brought about in the mode of conduct-

ing War, leads to another class of considerations,

suggested by the economical and moral condition of society in

the leading States of the world.

In the present aspect, it is impossible to estimate too highly

the momentousness of the change that has been brought about,

during the past century, in the economical doctrines and policy

professed by the politicians of Europe. It is not only that Nav-

igation Laws, a selfish and suicidal colonial system, and recourse

to protective taxation, have been, in England and many other

European countries, discredited and renounced, but, even in

countries where, for the sake of stimulating local manufactures,

protection still exists, the essential meaning and spirit of Free-

trade are more and more adequately appreciated, and converted

Frce-trndc "lto practical action, in a variety of unconscious

ways. It is not merely professed, but widely be-

lieved, that each State profits by the wealth, and not by the pov-

erty, of surrounding States
;
that each State, from its climate,

situation, or special opportunities of all sorts, is likely to have,

and, in fact, has superior advantages in some certain kinds of

production, manufacture, or trade; and that a State becomes
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rich and prosperous in proportion as it buys all things, in re-

spect of which it has not that advantage, as cheaply as possible,

and finds the greatest demand in other countries for the things

which itself most economically produces or prepares.

Though these truths arc occasionally clouded from view,

wing to a passing spasm of national distrust or impatience

the result of exceptional economical perplexities yet they are

not seriously contested in any quarters worthy of attention, and,

in fact, are already raised to the dignity of universal dogmas or

axioms. They not only guide the statesman in devising schemes

of taxation and arranging commercial treaties, but they have en-

tered deeply into the popular thought and feeling on all inter-

national topics, and they create that sort of secondary conscious-

ness toward foreign nations which, in the long run, determines

the attitude toward them of all popular assemblies, whether

iy political or not.

This notion of the benefit to all States of the wealth and pros-

perity of each, and the loss to all caused by the
Amicable inter-

r J

course between poverty or depression of any one, marks a com-

plete transformation of the aspect under which

i nations have, up to very recent times, been invariably

:id in which they are still regarded in only partially

civilized communities. It is not confined to pmvly mercantile

ra In 81 *>f activity and interest it tran>l.r

vals into co-operative labor. TS and jealous foes into helpful and

sympathetic allies. It lias manifold indirect influences on so-

einl life, as l.i-twrrii the citizens of dilfeivnt States. Not only

fen t- trade directly promote and endlessly

multiply association of all sorts, but one sort of association al-

:> another, and constant familiarity be-jvts friendli-

nett, and banishrs suspicion and va<_rue dislike. It thus may be

d that the new era of I

; ive trade will have OOOlOq
to tin- relation- b, tu.-rn tin- eit i/.en- and ultimately the g

of differ i kind whollv ni-w and incalculable.
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Some of these consequences have already manifested themselves

in the actual changes made in favor of the freedom of com-

merce in time of War. Other consequences are beginning to

make themselves felt in the same direction, and it must be quite

impossible to fax. an arbitrary limit to the extent to which such

causes may hereafter operate.

Anyway, it is clear that War, and all it presupposes, is dia-

metrically opposed and is now beginning to be felt to be so as

never before to the modern spirit and doctrines of internation-

al trade. This is not only the case because War springs out of,

or is inflamed by, sentiments of personal rivalry and animosity

between the citizens of different States, which are incompatible

with wide-spread trade relations, but because War, more than

any other event, is fatal to the course of trade. It occasions in-

terruptions, sudden, perplexing, and incalculable
;

it forces ordi-

nary trade into unnatural and uncongenial channels; it calls into

existence a bastard sort of trade, based on nothing but the arti-

ficial exigencies of War, and which the chance of a single battle,

or a turn in diplomatic negotiation, may instantly wither. For

and the like reasons it is obvious that War must be recog-

nized, more and more distinctly, as implacably alien to the most

characteristic tendencies of modern society. Of course this fact

can, in itself, furnish no ground for hope of its speedy abolition.

But it at least suffices to rebut any presumption that War must,

of necessity, be coeval with the life of civilized States; and if no

such presumption can be fairly made, then it is legitimate for

the reformers of International Law to include among their ob-

jects the hastening of the time for the final abolition of War.

5. Another reason, or class of reasons, for holding the ex-

(irowthofdis- tinction of War bewcen civilized States to be a

SnrirloaJ* reasonable object of concern at the present time

is that a diffused apprehension of the evils and,

in some respects, of the moral anomalies of War, is distinctly
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traceable, of a kind which seeins to be without precedent. 1 'ait

of this phenomenon is, no doubt, connected with the class of

;

'ist noted; that is, the recognized incongruity between

"NYar and the maintenance of a finely organized commercial sys-

tem. These facts have, no doubt, attracted attention to evils

greater even than themselves, and they have encouraged free

i and unfettered criticism. But the growing dislike to

'ii social and purely ethical grounds, certainly has an inde-

pendent origin of its own, and is connected with an aggregate

of social, moral, political, and religious influences which are only

vi-ry ivniotely connected with commercial considerations.

(1.) The most prominent influences of this sort are thse

which may be described as beino- due to the cx-
A public opin- v i i , ?i
ion

opposed
to traordinary impulse winch has or Jate years been

veil to popular education, and to the general dif-

fusion of knowledge. The work which has thus

been started is, of course, as yet extremely incomplete in all

countries, and a persistent controversy is everywhere being i

as to the true and best mode of carrying it forward, both in its

r aspect, as bearing <n the promotion of science and erudi-

tion, and in it- lower aspect, as securing a minimum of p
knowledge to every citizen of the State. This work In

. favored by the ditTuMoii of literature, the study of for-

eign languages, and all those forms of International co-.ipi-ra-

lion whieh will have, mi their >\\n account, to be separately ad-

1 to lower down.

The direct and ineiva-inu'ly familiar result of this educational

stir is a popular appreciation of the true bearing

Ml and significance of the common facts of dailv life.

questions.
The. conditions ,,f national wealth, the causes of

.iiid low wain's, the theory of pri-vs the relation of popu-

lation t-i matriial well-bein^. the di-tinetion bet\\-en prodiietixv

and uiipr--; bor, th-- iToMnii of |:mp -ri>m and it
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dies, and even the general principles of equitable and economical

taxation, are now no longer topics only for the abstracted stu-

dent or philosophical statesman, but are "common coin" for

every school-boy, as well as for the husbandman and the artisan.

True it is that the knowledge abroad on all these points is at

present of the crudest description, and gross fallacies are in the

mouth of almost every one who, without a special and even

technical training, aspires to instruct his fellows in reference to

them. But what is to be noticed is that these topics are, and

will be, discussed in the public thoroughfares of the world in a

way they never yet have been
;
and a true light will gradually

displace the flickering false lights, which have rather revealed

than illumined the long night of ignorance. As the true light

becomes broadened over the whole field of economic science, the

relation of War to material wealth and prosperity must be ev-

en-where steadily scrutinized and thoroughly understood. No

longer will the false glare of military glory intercept the true

view of the bearing of the enormous organization which War

presupposes on national prosperity.

There are two causes which will help to enforce this sort of

instruction. One is the constantly -increasing scale on which

military and naval preparations are, in most of the leading States

of the world, being conducted, with an activity of competition

to which no pacific industry presents a parallel. The other is

the operation of the pacific tendencies now being reviewed,

which, by making Wars less frequent, and shorter in duration,

brings into sharper contrast the enormous expenditure of all

sorts on War, entailed in times of Peace, with the product of

the expenditure, reaped in the brief and more and more rarely-

recurrent time of actual War.

It would not be relevant to the present inquiry into the effect

of popular education on the prospects of permanent Peace, to

examine in detail the sort of lessons on the economic loss en-

tailed by War which an increased and deepened study of such
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subjects is likely to spread abroad on every side. The main facts

aiv leathered up in the obvious phenomena that,
Obvions evils
of military *<- during the time of the most unruffled Peace in Ku-
tablishmeuta.

rope, some millions of men, selected from the health-

.rt of the population of the different countries, and at the

maturest period of human life, not only are withdrawn from all

productive occupations, but luxuriously, not to say extravagant-

ly, subsist upon, and thereby divert to their own support, the

productive labor of a proportionate number of other persons.

This, however, only repre- 'ngle item in the cost of mod-

ern War. New ships, new artillery, new fire-arms, new projec-

tiles and engineering apparatus, are daily displacing the old;

and no State believes it can afford to be outdone in its speed to

adopt, at any expense, in the process of complete reconstruction

<>f its armament, an invention which at any moment may be

'.ly
discovered by another State.

This Governmental activity in the department of warlike

scientific and preparation is incessantly going on, and nee.

ly creates a factitious demand for a certain sort of

j

1

,'^. manufacturing skill and device which the best sci-

entific energy of the day finds it well worth its

while to satisfy, even at the price of withdrawing itself from

remunerative fields of ordinary industrial activity. Thus the

-irntifie. rexcaivhi-s the linc-t arti-tie contrivances the

hani'-al appliances are, at tin- tir>t moment of

their di^.'overy, piv^-d into tin- service of War. It need nt
be pointed out how ^ivat a consumption of precious material,

and diversion ..f ingenuity and labor, all this involves, when it

is multiplied over so many countries, and has to \>

..rain so many tiinrs in sii.-h interminable sii.ve^ion.

. again, tin- e\pmso and loss entailed by the mere

f n . extravagance of War; by th.- m-.-essity of borrow-
il wealth.

| n ,_, ,,,,,,.^ ,!,.,. the pressure of R Sudden

:id at anv price; by the speed with
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which it has to be obtained, and by the small security that

can ever be afforded for even ordinary prudence or economy
in its distribution. In addition to all these sources of expense,

incurred either in time of profound Peace or in time of War,

there are special, but often enormous, expenses incurred through

the momentary alarm produced by an apprehension of AYar.

Alarms of this sort, sometimes so slight as scarcely to deserve

the name, are constantly going on
;
and even an accidental turn

in the style of a diplomatic correspondence, or a local political

movement, or even a manifestation of mere political excitement

in some known centre of disorder, are enough to call for the

presence of a small fleet of iron-clads, or the mobilization of a

considerable body of troops. This involves immense expense,

and often enough no small part of the cost of an actual AYar is

incurred simply by the expectation of one.

It must be remembered that this cost of AVar is being, and

war an obsta- wi\\ be increasingly, studied and appreciated, at a

o*Socfai
h
Re.

eS timc w ^icn questions respecting the growth and

distribution of national wealth and the causes of

pauperism arc becoming of the most absorbing interest, and

felt to be of the most urgent importance. Two objects are be-

ing kept steadily in view, not only by theoretical reformers, but

by the constantly growing number of thoughtful persons who

are concerning themselves in the welfare of the laboring classes

in all European countries. One of these objects is the reduc-

tion, or even (if possible) the extinction, of pauperism. The

other is the elevation of the condition of the laborer by raising

his wages and shortening his hours of work. These two ob-

jects are drawing more and more attention to themselves
;
and

it would seem as if one of the earliest fruits of a systematic ex-

tension of popular education would be shown in a spirited and

unanimous resolution to grapple with the most obvious and re-

mediable of the causes of destitution, and to raise the lower

class of laborers in the scale of cultivation.
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One of the most formidable obstacles to all such sclicn

once presents itself in the recurrent fact of War, and in the as-

ifl and universal preparations for it. Even the States

which, like (Jermany, conceive themselves unable to dispense

with their gigantic armaments confessedly groan under the

economic burden, and almost regret the victories which have

imposed now military responsibilities upon them.

: tgaged States their grandsires' wreaths regret,

From age to age in everlasting dol>t."

The undoubted tendency at present, in the central States of

Europe, is toward an enlargement, and not a contraction, of mili-

tary resources, and there does not appear to be any limit at

which this ceaseless production and reproduction of soldiers

must necessarily stop short. It is plain, then, that the conflict

n what are called military exigencies and the demands

fr a better economical condition, as above alluded to, is every

day becoming more momentous, and must some day assume so

monstrous a form as either to be no longer tolerated, or to be

:<-d only at the price of the inanition of what are now the

most powerful St.r

. the growth and diffusion of kno\\lrd-jy cannot
p.-r-

mit the true character of the economic ruin involved in ti.

I>ivj>arations which modern \\ to entail, to be kept out

of >ight. It imi-4 lc, and will be, sifted to the bottom, deeply

pondered upon, and publicly :. in all circles. uTeat and

small. It is
<jiiite impoibli; to pn-dir-t. what may be tin 1 final

I of a conviction on this subject, wrought into the <!

consciousness, ai. in the common spr-cli, of the bulk

fall European countries. Certainly, it can-

pp-ili.-ti-d, in \i,-w (^ the-e facts, that War is, and mu>t

nuL

Akin to the influence Od n and of popular
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edge directed to the economic anomalies resulting from War,

and co-operating with this influence, is the power
ire of of the newspaper press in modern times. This

Daily Papers, . . ... .

power might seem almost too light and superficial

to deserve the prominent place here accorded to it. But as a

vehicle of the truth about War, the power of the press ranks

among the very highest.

It has been the instinctive policy of those who are concerned

in sustaining the war spirit, and obtaining ever new
War spirit fos-

tered by milita- resources to satisfy the cxhaustless cravmsjs of a
ry splendor.

military system, to gloss over and hide out of sight

the real evils of War, and to surround all that concerns it with

a dazzling radiance of so-called
"
glory." This has been effect-

ed in a multitude of ways, some of them consciously, and others

of them unconsciously, pursued. The gay dress of soldiers, the

flying colors,- the caparisoned horses, the orderly processions and

movements, the very sound of the artillery turned to festive

uses, are all ingenious devices, more or less consciously resorted

to, for the purpose of imparting a glamour of fascination to the

calling of a soldier. For the same purpose, military distinction

and preferment is usually made to have an advantage over civil

honors; and in almost all European States the most illustrious

potentates, by their personal pretensions to the highest military

rank, do their utmost to impart to this rank dignity of the most

exalted kind. In the same way, heraldry, and even literature

and the popular speech, are laid under tribute, or rather corrupt-

ed to sinister uses, by being tempted to impart to all the inci-

dents of War, and to the occupation of a soldier, a romantic

lustre, and even a grandeur, which no other facts or pursuits are

allowed to carry with them.

The direct influence, however, of the extraordinary powers of

rapid, facile, accurate, and extensive communication which the

modern newspaper press possesses and habitually exerts, must

result in making every one see War and battles just as they are,
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and picture to themselves all the circumstances and incidents of

go "f a campaign, divested of all the adventitious d ra-

it h tlie seductive language of romance and the art-

ful machinations of Government officials have succeeded in in-

nic it. The newspaper press in England and the United

.<! to an in. Teasing extent in Continental countries, in-

refl an elaborate mechani-m, having -wide ramifications every*

where, and supported by a keen spirit of competition and hon-

orable esprit dc corps. The result was signally witnessed in the

AVar of 1870 between France and Germany, and still more in

the War of 1877-'78 between Itus.-ia and Turkey. Special corre-

spondents of superior intelligence and tried capacity, reprcsent-

in_C each of the leading English daily papers, accompanied the

stall of both the opposed armies as they were treated on the

t honorable and even friendly and familiar footing by the

otlieers on each side, and every opportunity was afforded them

f<r making themselves masters of all the events as they hnppcn-

md rapidly transmitting their communications often by a

il service homeward.

The re-nit wn* that, for thousands upon thousands of readers

in the most tranquil, though industrially active,

War revealed towns and even in the most sequestered vil!;

eanSpSS- the whole story of the contliet, as it ra^ed from

day to, day, was told with almost unerring aceura-

md rh-arnrv, by a chosen body of eye-witne>si-s, in amicaMe

|M-tition with one another. Not only the actual battle, but

tin' preparations and the waiting i'^r it, the quickened inarch,

tin- ramp lif<-, the mode of intercourse with invaded villagers-

and townspeople, the very conversation and moral tone of tin 1

soldier on either side at ca-h turn of the campaign, were made

to live before in, ;

'

', |...mp and eiivum-tance as lit-

-kill could impart to them.

What the story wa-, and \\ !, tly coiitra-t i

1

to ; . many \\ill re.-all with sliu ;
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ing. There was a picture of men chosen, often out of pure and

honorable homes, and consecrated to brutal practices, and such

forms of (perhaps) mitigated savagery as man is compelled to

put on when he is taught it is his duty first to destroy, and

only secondarily to save alive. No doubt the order, the preci-

sion, the very comprehensiveness of military action did much,

as it always does, to give dignity, and even lustre, to barbarities

exercised on defenceless towns-people, erring on the side of pa-

triotism, or making honest mistakes as to their technical duties

in respect of either their own Government or an invading Army.
But the individual life, given to rapine, and more and more ha-

bituated to dispense with the most ordinary moral obligations ;

reckless of all claims but those of so-called military necessity ;

blunted and hardened against the commonest sensibilities, and

merging all the finer responsibilites of humanity in the one

overbearing duty of military obedience all this was brought

into clear relief by the searching eye of the Special Corre-

spondent ;
and it was generally felt and believed that, if it be

true that self-sacrifice, patriotism, and military skill form one

side of War, it is also true that individual demoralization, and

the suspense of all customary moral obligation, form the other

side.

Of course this picture is not here recurred to for the purpose

of branding one side in certain special Wars with infamy rather

than the other, or even of doing any dishonor to the undoubted

courage, the endurance, and even the forbearance of the mass

of the men and officers engaged on both sides. These qualities

were conspicuous enough, and have everywhere had justice done

them. But what the daily memoirs from the seat of War

brought out was, that the ordinary result of War, as it proceed-

ed, was for passions to become roused on both sides with ever

growing intensity ;
for the legal restrictions on the exercise of

the extreme (so-called) Rights of War to become increasingly

disregarded ;
for the gentle to become harsh, the harsh brutal

;
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and for all the most attractive and ennobling features of civil-

ized humanity to fail to be recogn

This influence of the Daily Tress in laying bare the truth

about War is, of course, supported bv more per-
Knowledse of

J

maiient literature, of which in this aspect the tio-
fruin literature.

tions of M.M. Krekmann-Chatrian are remarkable

The true life of the soldier in times of Peace and

of War, and his experiences and conduct before, during, and

after battle, are growing to be just as essential a part of the

conception of warfare as the flag, the uniform, and the roar of

artillery. Here, then, again, as with the other signs of a new

era previously adverted to, it is quite impossible to predict ho\v

far this improved knowledge may operate in breeding a wholly

novel aversion to War. Nor is it saying too much to allege

that those who have labored so much to make the occupation

of War seem attractive and glorious have been truly wise in

generation ; because, if once the popular imagination, aid-

ed by common language, took a new turn, and regarded the oc-

cupation of a soldier as one so morally difficult as to be unfit for

any men but the very l>e>t, ami, even in their ease, to be so sur-

rounded with special temptations of the worst sort as to afford

occasion for unremitting anxiety and watchfulness, large stand-

ing armies would become an impos>il.ility, and the area of War
\\"iild soon be reduced to insignihVa;

(3.) A further ground for resisting the presumption that

War must ever. Inn.,: retofore, be looked
Spread of
liberalism in upon as a permanent necessity, i- ible iu

.

the constitutional changes, resting upon what are

railed liberal political prim-ipl-s whi.-h have l.een
i.p<- rating \

BO large an extent of late yean in Dearly every Mm-opean State.

These eliaiiu'e- have manifested them-elves under a variety of

theft MM il feature* in th.-m which are

cn-[.Kii"i;> (\ery\\ r in-tance, the rcsponsi-
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bility of the Executive Authority to the Legislative Authority,

and of the Legislative Authority to the people ;
the creation of

a broad basis of representation, by which the claims, sentiments,

and desires of every class of the people will secure attention at

the hands of the Legislative Assemblies
;
and the enforcement

of doctrines, somewhat vague in terms, but forcible enough in

practical cogency, to the effect that Government is to be con-

ducted in the interests of the whole people, and not of any frac-

tional part of it
;
that personal liberty is to be respected and

hedged round with adequate guarantees ;
that taxation and rep-

resentation are to be coextensive
;
and that the rights of free

public meeting, free discussion, and a free press are to be jeal-

ously guarded against legal or executive encroachments.

Perhaps there is not a single country where, as yet, all these

requirements can be said to be satisfactorily attained, though
the constitutions of England, the United States, the Swiss Con-

federation, and the Kingdoms of Belgium and Holland approach

nearest to the ideal type ;
while France, Italy, Germany, and

Austria are constantly approaching nearer, and Spain, and even

Russia, are making intermittent and tentative, but distinct, move-

ments in the same direction. On the other hand, there are

abundant indications, in almost every country, that the moder-

ate constitutional programme above sketched out is by no means

the limit of the aspirations of large classes of persons in each

country. There are those who seek and work for an entire re-

construction of the political and social institutions around them,

and who hold that the past is too rotten and discredited to af-

ford a worthy structure for building upon in the future. These

persons admit, of course, of endless subdivisions among them-

selves, some of them advocating doctrines only slightly removed

from anarchy, others being only a little more pronounced than

their sober "constitutional" brethren in calling for systematic

and comprehensive reforms. It is especially noticeable, how-

ever, that the reformers of various grades in different countries
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are, for the most part, in close sympathy with one another, are

illy desirous of overcoming the narrow prejudices ^hidi

are often mistaken for patriotism, are sincerely eager to assim-

institutions of other countries, and are eminently

favorable to every form of political and commercial union be-

lli, h- .\vn Stairs and States in the enjoyment of more

advanced institutions than those at home.

The bearing of these unquestionable facts on the tendency to

War in modern society is obvious enough. The mere fact that

it is impossible for a modern civilized State to go to War, or at

to maintain a War, unless the Government can so far con-

ciliate a popularly-constituted Assembly as to procure the nec-

essary supplies, has the effect of launching the vital topic of

the War arose into the field of public discussion of the

most serious and responsible kind, and also of making every

War, in reality as well as in form, to be waged by the whole

people, acting through their freely elected representatives, and

not by the Government alone. These two facts cannot but

i most decisive influence on the frequency and on the du-

ration of Wars though the character of the influence may

undoubtedly for a time be somewhat ambiguous. It is no

doubt true that where a Government can shift its responsibili-

ty on to a lar<_;v political Assembly, in which its own influence

is at once conceal. -d and overwhelming, it may be more

to engairo i' a ha/.ardoiis War than \\h-iv itself must bear tlie

whole onus of responsibility from first to last. It is also true

Thon-rhflirjiniu
tliat the War-fever can be very easily roused in a

;, country, and in no way can the rhetoric, of daily

journals and platform orator- ! tiirnrd to <

successful and pernicious UM - than in that of creating a madden-

'.-m for \Var. A partially civili/ed prop],, is perhaps.

as warlike as the most bellicose of < i. .\vnimmts.*

The following remarks of the Duke of Argylc muy here be oppositely
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But what is alone relevant here though the influence of

an era of constitutional Government and liberal
Constitntional . _ 'i

<;..vmiment policy is likely to be. for a time, ambiguous, yet
1:111*1 ultimate- .

J
."

ly tend to its weight must at last be felt far more against
1'eace.

"War than for it, and some day may prove fatal to

its continued existence. All the forces of civilization tend to

draw together the populations of different countries, to make

them eager for each other's welfare and happiness, sympathetic

for each other's sufferings, disposed to co-operate in each oth-

er's schemes. The result must be that it will become increas-

ingly difficult for interested persons to crush the pacific spirit,

which will increasingly assert itself throughout each population,

and to fan to the necessary heat the flame of warlike enthusi-

asm. The proposition to fight will seem more and more unnat-

ural, irrational, and impious, and the only Government which

can maintain its ground will be the one which has a character

quoted :

"
It is always in the power of any Executive Government to get the

country into a position out of which it cannot escape without fighting. This

is the terrible privilege of what, in the language of our Constitution, is called

the Prerogative. It is, in reality, the privilege of every Executive, whether

of monarchial or of popular origin. I am not one of those who are of opin-

ion that it could be lodged elsewhere with advantage, or even with any safe-

ty. The majorities which support a strong Government in power are in-

variably more reckless than the Ministry. In this Eastern Question, wrong
and injurious as I think their policy has been, it has been wise and moder-

ate as compared with the language of many of its supporters in both Houses

of Parliament. I have too vivid a recollection of the difficulty which was

experienced by the Cabinet of Lord Aberdeen in moderating within reason-

able bounds the excitement of the country, to place the smallest confidence

in any scheme for checking, through some popular agency, the action of the

responsible advisers of the Crown. They are always, after all, through a

process of ' natural selection,' the ablest men of the party to which they be-

long. Except under very rare conditions, they are more disposed, and are

more able, to look all round them than any other body in the State." The

Eastern Question,from 1856 to 1878, and to the Second Afghan War. By
the Duke of Argyle. Vol. ii. p. 519.
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for pcaccftilncss. The public discussion, to which every War
must hereafter be subjected, will bring to the front all economic

aspects of War which have previously been dilated upon ;
while

-peech also gives an opportunity for an appeal to the na-

ti'nal conscience of a kind to which the Wars which lived,

breathed, and had their being in the cabinets of statesmen and

diplomatics were wholly strangers.

(4.) A yet further reason for taking a sanguine view as to the

possible extinction of War may be found in the influence, at the

present day, of a variety of diverse philosophical schemes and

religious ideas. Of course the degree in which abstract philo-

sophical notions affect practical politics is difficult
Recent philoso-
phy antM-nu^- at anv moment to assign, and it is still more diffi-J

cult to prophesy how far and at what rate

the best accepted theories may operate in the future. But it is

undeniable that the philosophical persuasion of the few in one

generation becomes the common belief of the second genera-

tion, and the axiom, if not the truism, of the third.

There are three streams of philosophical thought, entirelv dis-

Thraelenri. tinct from each other, and having a totally inde-

pendent origin, which may be said to represent the

and most powerful products of the German, the French,

and the KnglMi mind. The in-rman stream starts from the

double fountain of Kant and He^vl ; the French stream Marts

1 seems to be absorbed by the philosophy, ethical and

political, of Augtiatc Comtc; tin- Kn^li-b stream ilo\\* from the

utilitarian philosophy of lirntham, ba*rd upon that of Locke

and Hohb.-s. mid developed by James Mill and his son, the late

.Mm Stuart Mill. It U by no means averted hen- that this com-

prndi-'iis .summary of rcc nt philosophical hi anv more

than re.-all the mo-' ial and obvious phenomena, and

still less that the ela-ilicatioii of the several schemes ,,f philo-

and >ulli
ly be-

2*
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cause it happens conveniently to gather up under a few heads a

number of contemporary tendencies. For the present purpose

the superficiality of the description is part of its value, if it has

any, and questions of the accuracy of the arrangement, and of the

inherent truth of one or another philosophical system, are irrele-

vant. "What is important to notice is that every one of the

leading thinkers and original founders of these several schools

as Kant, Hegel, Comte, Bcntham, and the two Mills devoted a

prominent place in his system to the moral duties arising from

International relations, and sketched out, with greater or less

distinctness and minuteness, the lineaments of a great interna-

tional Society, of which permanent Peace should be the essen-

tial basis and most beneficent feature. Each of them treated

of politics as the climax of ethics, and International politics as

the sublimest department of general politics. Each of them

conceived man as gifted with a nature which can only find its

adequate development and satisfaction in reciprocal intercourse,

extending over the widest field, and directed to purposes con-

terminous with man's habitations on the face of the earth.

These thinkers differed much from one another, and some of

Pacific tendency
them had little in common with any of the rest.

SKhSofc
f"

Tlic English Utilitarians, especially, exhibited the

most striking opposition, or even antagonism, at

almost every point, to the metaphysical spirit of Kant and

Hegel, and to the intensely moralizing and systematizing habits

of Comte. But in respect of the claims of a true international

morality, of the possibility of constructing a true Society of

States, of the conception of a human intercourse overstepping

the limits of any purely national society, and which would be

wholly incompatible with the interruptions of War they were

absolutely at one. Whatever the general influence of these

writers may have been, and may yet be, the weight of that in-

fluence is likely to be greatest where it is all in the same direc-

tion, and this is against War, and in favor of lasting Peace. As
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this influence filters down to larger classes of society, it is not

i^n a limit to the practical consequences which

may rustic from it. It is the philosophers who teach the school-

n, and the school-makers who educate the public writers

and politicians.

(5.) With respect to the influence of religious ideas, it is

., antag. more difficult to speak with confidence, because it

uuistic to wm?.
may tru]y bc sakl that rc]jg jon in Europe has un-

dergone no remarkable transformation of late years, and that

the past experience of professed Christianity certainly shows it

to be compatible with every phase of the warlike spirit, and, in-

to afford the occasion, or the pretence, for the bitterest of

all Wars. Nevertheless, it will not be denied, at any rate by

professed (Jhri>tiuns, that it is mainly due to Christianity and

Christianity
^ts ecclesiastical institutions that those modifica-

acter tions have been introduced into the practice of

War which nobly distinguish the Wars \\auvd by

European States at least as among themselves from the Wars

; among more backward communities. Mr. Ward, in his

n and History of the Law of Nations," has described in

glowing t.-rms the services which the organization of the Chris-

tian Climvh rendered in the Middle Ages to the CtOM of hu-

manity, in taming tin; ferocity of warriors, protecting prisoners

of War, and enforcing the observance of treaties. Indeed, the

efforts and Institutions of the Christian Church are al\va\

properly, ranked anmng the most notable of the sources of the

Modern Law of Nations.

It also must be confessed that the essential doctrines and

j,
rin . principles of Christianity, as held by almost

ml far more to draw mm and na-

tions together than to di--oeiate them, tlmugh no

doubt a sad r\j. is >hown that
'

Cations of belief or praet I
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professed Christians, at least, must hold that, as time goes on,

the essentially pacific principles of their religion must dominate

over, and finally expel, the accidental, bellicose, and separative ac-

cretions to it, and that every genuine religious effort for good

of any sort, whether private or public, makes the hour of this

victory nearer at hand.

The position taken up by the Friends, or Quakers, though

hard to adapt to the actual exigencies of modern States, cannot

be charged with being an illogical consequence of the theory

that the populations and Governments of Christian countries

are, what they call themselves, Christian, and bound to save

each other's lives, even at the sacrifice of their own, and not to

destroy them. The truth is that the populations and Govern-

ments are the reverse of what they call themselves, and a truly

Christian population and Government have yet to be seen if,

indeed, they ever can be seen. But, so far as people believe in

the ultimate, and not indefinitely remote, triumph of Christian

principles, and also hold that such a triumph cannot be recon-

ciled with the permanence of War, to that extent must it be-

come a fixed conviction that War must some day cease. There

are, no doubt, at the present moment large classes of persons to

be found who, simply on such religious grounds as these, per-

tinaciously uphold this belief, and, in fact, indignantly resent

the opposite of it. If these classes of persons grow in numbers

and influence as there is every sign they will it may be found

that while economists are hesitating, oppressed men and wom-

en are impotently complaining, statesmen are debating and fal-

tering another War ha*s already become impossible, simply be-

cause a dominant section of European society in all countries

have unanimously declared that War is morally wrong, and,

therefore, no longer defensible.

Before quitting the subject of the relation of Christianity to

War, it is necessary to notice certain strange vagaries of religious
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opinion in reference to War, which owe their existence to causes

wholly independent of the religious character of those who pro-

'.'in, lut which undoubtedly derive no small weight and

influence fr>m that religious character.

It is needless to point out that the policy of the Roman C.'ath-

Attitudeofthe ouc C'hurch on the Continent at the present day,

ObSSSStrt w en ifc no longer has that undisputed predomi-

nance which in the Middle Ages made it free to

give reins to its unsuppressed Christian instincts, is of so unac-

countable and inoalcul:il>le a nature that it may be expected, in

the case of a warlike policy, to throw its sympathies on the side

ice or of War, and on one side or another of the struggle,

without reference to any considerations other than those which

actuate the most keenly diplomatic secular government.

The Established Church of England occupies a very different

Sympathy with position ;
and yet, from causes peculiar to itself,

and in some measure the product of the history of

dcr{? -
v-

the Christian Church, its most eminent authorities

are often found to be as eager in favor of prosecuting a war as

aders of the Government who advocate it; and generally,

in discussing the fortunes of a War, or the prospects of 1

it will be found that, whereas with Non-conformists an almost

;

ielmini: presumption is always admitted in favor of any

policy which will terminate hostilities, or prevent them, in the

case of ordinary clergymen the prospects of prolonged War are

not more morally unattractive than those of any other assigned

political condition.

In proof of some of these statements it may be noted that, in

spite of the presence of the Bishops in the Il<>iise -f Lords a

pul.lie reni'Mist ranee on the part of any <>ne of them a^aitM t n-

"ii War from some regard to the general interests of rc-

artft humanity is. it is believed, unknown. In the case of

ina War of 1867, then w ! only four bishops who sided

with the majority against Lord I'almeiMon's ( i, .\ernment, which
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had initiated as reckless and needless a War as England Lad

ever committed itself to. Some of the most eminent bishops

of the present day, as the Bishop of Gloucester (Ellicott) and

the Bishop of Peterborough (Magee), have, on well-known occa-

sions, gone out of their way to protest against the intrusive

rhetoric of philanthropic advocates of Peace, and to call espe-

cial attention to the virtues and excellences incident to War
and to the military profession. The late Professor Charles

Kingsley, full of enthusiasm at the time of the Crimean War
for the self-denying spirit and energy which it revealed, as still

existing in aristocratic, and even in commercial, circles of soci-

ety, in one passage of a playful kind ranks "peace-mongers"
with the most odious of mankind. The late Professor Mozley,

of Oxford, in a remarkable lecture which attracted great atten-

tion and which for its logical and comprehensive survey of

the subject deserved that attention entered upon an elaborate

defence of War on purely Christian grounds. He intimated

that the scheme of Christianity distinctly contemplated War as

an essential remedial agency in the progress of society ;
that

the existence of War was a necessary complement to the exist-

ence of government and organized society; and that in the

struggle of War the human conscience was destined to find the

same healthy nutriment as it discovers in the spectacle of a

Court o Justice distributing, with authority delegated from on

High, such penalties as human skill and wisdom, with all their

imperfections, unhesitatingly assign.

The causes of this state of mind must be briefly examined, or

Relation of the e ^se ^ie arguments of such men would be fatal to

8tate
C

?ivorfl

h
a much of the reasoning which has been here con-

taste for war.
ducted< In thc firet p]acC) t]ie Church of England,

especially in reference to the institution of the Episcopate, is

not only a State Church, but is a State Church the traditions of

which have bound it up in a peculiar and personal connection

with the Monarchy, and by means of a tie which owes much of
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its closeness and familiarity to the fact of past and common ad-

I'ailures, successes, and, unfortunately, also

animosities. The Church of Kngland, in fact, so far as it

Established Church, is thus not only bound by the closest ties

to the State, but it is bound to the State on what may be called

its side of pugnacity, and of ostentatious display of power. For

the average Churchman, the State means restrictions on the ad-

vances of non-conformity, and a display of magnificence, in all

the outward signs of which the Church, and the Church alone,

has a prominent share.

That the ordinary temper of Churchmen is conservative rath-

er than radical, and that the Bishops in the House of Lords, as

a body, have invariably resisted every reform which has been

finally accepted by the whole country, are only parts of this

phenomenon. The inherent temptation of Churchmen is to

prefer order and quiet to right. The pursuit of right, as such,

is always a restless search; it may lead to strange companion-
: it may land the seeker in circumstances of temporary iso-

lation
;

it may even, for many anxious moments, seem to point

in the direction of anarchy or disorder. But the seeker knows

:ii-jht implies at length the highest order: and that to rest

anywhere short of obtaining the object of the search is to live,

or rather slumber, in a dream-land of shadows, which may at any
moment tier a\\av, and leave him homeless and hear;

Thus mentally, morally, and historically, the Kn^lish Church-

man starts with a presumption in favor of what is called strong

government, both at home and abroad. And if he likes strong

:iinent which, b\ -the- way, is often the weake-t of all

:iiK tit- h- mu-t needs see it visibly before him in order

l'.:it it is in War. more than in any other con-

dition, that the Sta: with a sort of

IB be seen of all men. Ill police, iii taxation,

in the l,,,mely sti : common Parliamentary life,

politi iiely and obscurely conducted, and al-
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most shrinks out of sight altogether. But when the State goes

t >

\\"nr, the ear, the eye, the heart, not to say the passions, of

all men and -women are roused into activity, and the State is

seen to be, for a moment, a real and living organ of the national

life. Those who need the reassurance of its presence for their

own security are never more at rest than in such a moment as

this
;

for whatever purpose the War is waged, or however it

is conducted, there are those who will cling to it simply be-

cause, apart from War, the State seems, for them, to vanish

altogether. Thus their love of War is a token of loyalty and

patriotism. Those who abstractedly declaim in favor of Peace

are traitors, or cosmopolitan
"
patriots,"

"
loving every country

but their own."

But, apart from the special circumstances of the Church of

Warlike tem- England, there is much in Christianity itself and

and
(

of
J
Ch
d
urch

' its history which affords an excuse for much con-

fused sentiment on the subject of War. The

Christian dispensation was the child and logical outcome of the

Jewish
;
and the history of Judaism, as detailed in the Old

Testament, resembles the history of every other people strug-

gling out of barbarism into civilization, and obtaining a national

life for itself, in being largely occupied with the story of War.

Thus, military analogies, metaphors, anecdotes, images, and

heroes crowded on the minds of the early Christian writers,

and competed with their thoughts of a kingdom which was not

of this world, and which was to be governed by the new prin-

ciple that he who takes the sword shall perish with the sword.

Christian history soon became merged in the history of the

European world
;
and while Christianity did much to introduce

Peace into War, the secular world around it did far more to

introduce War into the kingdom of Peace. Nevertheless, the

combined influence of two such strong passions as military

ardor and religious zeal induced the Christian Church not only

to recognize War as a salutary and necessary instrument, but to
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propagate doctrines which extolled "a just War" with all the

fanatical credulity with which the Mohammedan leader ap-

plauded an expedition against the intidel.

It is also true that there are real vices peculiar to a time of

Peace, and to persons engaged in the occupations
There are roili-

ites, and of mch disappear in tune of \\ ar, and are
vices peculiar
t.. times of the reverse of the vices of those engaged in A\ ar.

There are also real virtues peculiar to a time of

War, to a nation at War, and to the soldiers who personally

in War. It is not in the least necessary to cloak over

the selfishness, the apathy, the want of patriotism, the commer-

cial greed, the cowardice, the unsocial instincts, the depression

of national self-consciousness, which are besetting temptations

at all times to men and nations, in order to denounce the notion

that War is the only possible issue from them. Nor is it nec-

to deny the real magnificence of a great nation, teeming

tlir>u^h its length and breadth with a new-formed enthusiasm

when the enthu>iasm is genuine, and something other than

a brutal and fitful fever for tight and going forth, in an nnac-

c'jstt imed outburst of faith and hope, to perils and suftVrings

only dimly iinauinrd, but none the less cheerfully contemplated,

because a belief in right and justice occupies the whole heaven ;

nor to ignore the obscure \irtu-s and graces of the humblest

: who simply does his w>rk beeatise it is before him to

do, and who asks no other reward than that he may be held one

day in indiscriminate ivnieinl.ranee with others who died in

n<-e to their country's la\\s. There need be no CXa

tions on one side or the other. The i ue is far too momentous

to admit of any other treatment than one ba-ed on the most

and exact truth. The Christian minister must reply to

:i \\hether the Christian Church is too feeble, too

poorly furnished with a hivine instrumentality, too much of an

anachronism f,.r the nenls of modern society, to reform i

without rel\inur <-n the eo-,.jMTatin of War.
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It is one thing to say that, in the mysterious course of the

The good government of the world, War has been a neces-

nogromriftbr"
sa]7 agcnt m tue evolution of national life, and in

perpetuating it.

prescrv ing distinction between the nations of the

earth. It is quite another thing to say that War is to be con-

sciously consecrated by Christian people as an everlasting

agent for advancing the Kingdom of Heaven. It is true that

nations have struggled upward by the help of atrocious institu-

tions and practices, which can only be tolerated in the retrospect

by remembering that they were the only substitutes for some-

thing worse. But because trial by battle, the ordeal, private

wars, cruel sports, inhuman punishments, and duelling have all

had their part in building up the nations of Europe, this is no

argument for prolonging their existence into a time when their

work is done, and when the microscopic good some of them

might yet achieve would be out of all proportion to the terrible

blight which the revival of any of them would cast upon the

whole field of human affairs.

The time has not yet come when even the Christian vision

is cleansed enough to look upon War as it is, and as dissociated

from one and another of the petty gains of a moral kind which

it seems to bring with it. But, while the Church of England,

or rather a considerable portion of its ministers, is, for the rea-

sons above noted, still in the rear-guard, the strong and united

voice of those to whom the Christian life is in verity the best and

the only life is giving no uncertain sound. In quarters not to be

despised for their influence, the disposition for War is already be-

ing classed with the habit of drunkenness and the taste for blood.

(6.) If further proof were needed of a change coming over

the spirit of European life and thought in rcfer-
Paciflc effect of - . -',
International ence to War, which may have issues in the future

to which no limit can be assigned, it would suffice

to refer to the extraordinary development of International as-
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sociation and co-operation for all sorts of purposes, the most

solemn and the most trivial, of which the present age is a

~s This development is, no doubt, to a great extent a

direct consequence of some of the other circumstances of mod-

ern society ju>t enumerated, and, therefore, might be held to be

irly adducible as a distinct ground for faith in the advi-nt

of a new order of ideas inimical to AYar. But this growing

habit of International co-operation, whatever its causes, is a

phenomenon deserving attention on its own account, and one

which everv day is manifesting itself in more various and no-

ticeable forms.

There is scarcely a portion of the whole field of Government

Administration, scientific research, religious and philanthropic

effort, or economical enterprise, in which, by means of so-called

"International" conventions, congresses, conferences, associa-

ics, societies, or occasional exhibitions, the citizens of

all civili/.cd States are not learning to organize thcmse!

exactly the same fashion in which the inhabitants of each coun-

try originally trained themselves, and were trained, to harmonize

their erratic pursuits and desires, and submit to a common Gov-

ernment. The process of combination is likely, indeed, to be

more rapidly effected as between the citizens of different States

than, in primitive times between the inhabitants of the same

DIM themselves as a State, inasmuch as

culture has now explained the benefits of union, and long habits

of national existence have accustomed all persons to the disci-

pline which union imposes. On the other hand, there is in In-

ternational efforts at union the absence of any central forc<

:s in a community forming it-elf into a Slate, by \\hi.-h

ory efforts arc made continuous recalcitrant members com-

1 lability in-nivd for all deliberately

ThU want can only be supplied by a higher

spirit of moral self-abnegation, an- 1 ..HM .-ration of mind

and purpose to tin- I nt of con :nati>nal union.
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IIow far this work will proceed, and how rapidly, can only
be a matter of conjecture, and opinions in respect of it will

differ widely. But there can be no doubt that such projects for

reducing national distinctions to the smallest point are becoming
more and more conspicuous, and are assuming a very practical

shape, while their general tendency to promote lasting Peace is

unquestionable.

From the review of some of the phenomena of modern soci-

ety as exhibited among the States of Europe, it
Permanent
Peace a ration- must at least be gathered that it is not an irration-

temationai al faith to hold that some day War between civil-

ized States must become obsolete, and that there

are sufficient novel indications, even at the present day, to justi-

fy the hope that, in spite of the most glaring symptoms to the

contrary, the day may not be very remote. Of course, it is not

here for a moment pretended that there are no reasons for fear-

ing that War may yet have a long tenure of existence before

it; or that a solution can be given off-hand to all the difficult

problems which may be suggested as likely to arise when the

differences of States have to be settled otherwise than by War
;

or, still less, that any one State can, at the present moment,

righteously or expediently resolve never to go to war again.

All these matters, deserving as they are of the most serious at-

tention in the proper place, are irrelevant here. The only pur-

pose in this place is to establish the very moderate proposition

that the object of hastening the day when War shall become

extinct is a rational and legitimate end (among others) for the

reformer of International Law
;
and as every writer on Interna-

tional Law becomes, often unconsciously, a reformer of it, then

every International Lawyer and Law Student is bound to com-

prehend this object of ultimately securing permanent Peace

among the purposes he has in view.



CHAPTER II.

OF SOME OF THE CAUSES OF MODERN EUROPEAN WARS.

A N account of the causes of War might be held properly to

include a research into a large portion of human
Cannes of War r

.

too numerous history, accompanied by some curious processes of
and complicated ,,.,,. rm
for complete psychological analysis. I he word cause, how-
iuvestigatiou.

* J
,

J

r, is one of those words which must await its

explanation from the surrounding subject-matter, as, in itself, it

implies any one of a long train or large assemblage of antece-

whieh, with or without the presence of other favoring

. and in the absence of counteracting causes, is invariably,

and therefore, as it is said, necessarily, followed by a definite

consequence, which is spoken of as the "effect" of the cau-e.

Thus, when the word cause is used in reference to any event, or

class of events, any one of a number of invariable antecedents

will satisfy the meaning of the word; and it is of no import

how n -ueh anU-crdeiiN are, how complicated tlu-v aiv

with >ne another, or how ivmot- they are in the order of time

and -.ju.-ncc from tin- happening of the event.

Thus an account of the causes of War in Knropc, if unlimited

by the purjx.se in hand, might inelude all such facts as the tem-

per and manners <,f the tribes which founded the States ,.f Ku-

rope, the geographical situation of tin- territory of those States.

all tli.' ,:ions of the several States to cadi other, and all

lii-tory. It might be sifrly

hat the rliaraetcr of the population* brim: sin-h as

it was and i-. til-' tTrit..ry of the dilTrrmt States l-ing a-

to them as it came to 1- ipr."-al relati.n> I
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events and ideas being of the kind they have been for the last

thousand years and more the occurrence of occasional Wars

must be a certainty, unless some counteracting cause, or assem-

blage of counteracting causes, intervene to prevent it.

Interesting as the inquiry might be, it would be quite beside

Principles of ^ne present purpose to enter upon the investiga-

tion, curious rather than profitable, into all the

antecedents of the indeterminate class just mentioned, from

which modern War results. There are, however, some antece-

dents which seem to stand apart from the rest, on the ground
both of their more general and comprehensive character, and of

their being open to the direct influence of International Law.

There must, necessarily, be something arbitrary in this process

of selection
; but, inasmuch as the purpose is to fix attention

upon facts which are not so much denied as accidentally over-

looked, and not to enforce questionable theories about .facts,

there is little room for serious differences of opinion. The ar-

gument will proceed rather by the collection and arrangement

of thoroughly admitted phenomena, and not by hunting out of

their ambush facts of obscure and ambiguous import.

In speaking of the causes of War, an essential distinction has

The true rea- to be made at the outset between the real and the

KgWar^S?*" apparent causes of any particular War. It is very
dom alleged. SQ\^om ^i the real ground of a War that which

has brought matters to the state at which War seems the only

and inevitable solution is that which is publicly alleged to be

so by the diplomatists and statesmen who are concerned with it.

Indeed, these persons, on one side at least, are always interest-

ed in glossing over the reasons which seem to have compelled

their State to take the final step of declaring War. If the as-

sertions of the diplomatists of a Belligerent State were to be

believed, such an event as the occurrence of an unjust or need-

less War would be impossible. Each War, they say, is waged
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cither in defence of a threatened right, or in order to avenge

and punish a violated right; and the existence of the right, and

;<-t of actual or apprehended violation, aiv matters upon
which they are prepared to offer evidence to all the Avorld.

This evidence may seem more or less cogent to different per-

sons or Governments ; but respect for European opinion, and the

hope of obtaining sympathy, if not co-operation, are always po-

nough to lead to the evidence being prepared as skilfully

as possible.

Thus there is almost always an ex post facto element in the

>f War as alle^-d by the contemporary diplomatists of the

ivnt States. It usually happens that on one side, at least,

if not on both sides, the resolution to go to War has been long

formed and, indeed, matured, a suitable occasion only being

1 for; or it may be that it has only been foreseen that a

War is probable, or no more than possible, and yet this proba-

bility or possibility may involve quite as much preparation as

a War actually determined upon, and it will only depend upon
: Minute accidents whether the occasion for actual War is

really held to have arrived or not.

In order, then, to understand the causes of modern War, it

will not sufliee to rely exclusively upon the despatches of di-

plomatists and the of responsible statesmen, as illus-

ict doctrine- of International Law that no

m be lawfully entered up.-: in defence ..f an as-

eertained right, either violated or menaced. This doctrine,

valuable as it is, is rather a standard and a limiting rule, to

which it has been attempted t<> make warlike States conform,

i xiib.i>ting practice. Tin- doctrine, no

doubt, ha- .Me influence, and, at, lea-t, ruts away the

possibility "f ua^im: War on palpably unju-t grounds, while it

ii always to shape their public ajH.],.^!,^ in con-

formity with the re.|iiiremenN of a legal rule. This is no doubt,

again in the diivetion of sub.-tituting legal methods foi
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violence, and so deserves every encouragement. But the real

causes of modern War are usually far deeper than the assigned

ones, and are of a strictly political or moral, and not of a legal

character.

It is well known that the established doctrine of Internation-

al Law is that all States are equal. This is a doc-
All States are

regarded as trine which can only be made intelligible by trac-
legally equal.

ing its actual legal consequences, as exhibited, for

instance, in the identical rights of the smallest and the largest

States to exemption from foreign interference, to the free use of

the open sea, to the observance of treaty engagements, to the

fair treatment of its citizens when abroad, to the immunity of

its ambassadors, and to due ceremonial courtesy and respect.

The validity of these rights is confessed on all hands, though
momentous discussion often arises on two ques-

Nevertheless, . .10 . .

discussion tions : nrst, whether a particular State claiming its
arises upon . .

claims to equal exercise of these rights is, for all purposes, a true

sovereign and independent State
; and, secondly,

whether the admitted right does or does not comprehend certain

specific claims, alleged on any particular occasion to be contained

in it.

The first of these questions is suggested by the various as-

pects which a State is apt to present, according as it has bound

itself temporarily to another State by conventional ties, or has

entered into a permanent league with other States
; or, as in the

case of Hungary and Austria, Prussia and the German Empire,

Turkey and Egypt, is associated with another State through

anomalous dynastic or constitutional relations. It is also pre-

sented in the case of a portion of a State becoming detached

from the parent State, whether by successful insurrection or

colonization, or, as in the case of Greece and Turkey, Belgium
and Holland, by more or less voluntary separation. In all these

cases difficult problems are apt to arise as to the condition of
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the offshoot community, or of the two parties to the separation,

while yet the whole proceedings are incomplete ;
and as to the

finality and lability of the new Constitution, when they aiv al-

leged to be complete. Thus, in respect of the first of the ques-

tions implied in the general axiom that "all States are equal,"

n that the most complex questions of law and of fact arc

apt to be involved, and to obstruct, at the outset, the direct ap-

plication of a rule of law.

In respect of the second question what is the measure of the

rights which the equality carries with it, and what acts are or

are not infringements of them these topics, of course, are mat-

ters for fine legal argument; and are likely to give rise to just

the same amount of forensic debate, and to remain often as un-

settled, as the ordinary legal points which are daily discussed in

national Courts of Justice.

Thus the abstract doctrine that "all States are equal" goes

a verv little wav, of itself, in solving the political
Theoretical

, /
equality avails problems of international life, and preventing the
little a-ain>t

ine- sort of quibbles and evasions which the interpreta-

tion of the doctrine itself must needs involve, and

which may lu\ and has been, the fruitful source of overbearing

injustice. The dilhVtilties in the way of solving purely legal

f the sort above described as arising between dirtVr-

;nh<-ivntly great, ami, so far as they directly op-

War, will be separately considered lower down.

In the mean time they are only referred to here in order to sh<>\v

purely Irgal dogma of an abstract equality cannot take

the place of true political equality.

>r a time out of account the more antiquated C

of I \Var which, however, cannot be held

or to have, as yet, unite exhausted their elli.-a.-v-
inln .

J

as religious differences, disputed dynastic succcs-

and commercial rivalry, the m.M familiar

cause of recent and threatened War in 1 ;h- political in-

8
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equality of the States of Europe, as looked upon in connection

with the historical circumstances to which the inequality in the

case of any particular State is owing in the past, and with the

probable consequences which seem likely to result from it in the

future. The meaning of political equality and inequality must

here be subjected to a careful analysis.

It is evident that, in one sense, equality between States is im-

Exnct equality possible, or rather that the terra, as applied to such

Scertaiued or complex institutions as States, based as they are

partly on material, partly on personal, and wholly
on moral ideas, and having relation at once to the past, the pres-

ent, and the future, is meaningless. There is no conceivable

standard by which the equality or the inequality of States can

be tested. It is not true that Russia is a greater State than Ger-

many, because of its vaster extent of territory ;
or Spain than

Switzerland or Belgium, because of its more numerous popula-

tion
;
or England than Germany or France, because of its great-

er pecuniary and commercial resources
;
or Germany than France,

England, or Italy, because of what would seem to be, at the pres-

ent moment, its incontestable military supremacy.

It is customary, indeed, to speak of first, second, or third rate

powers, and to speak of a State passing from a high-

of states fluctu- er to a lower, and from a lower to a higher, posi-
ates with their

Internal condi- tion in the scale. .No doubt there is before men s

minds an impalpable measuring-rod, by which the

moral and material elevation of States is habitually measured,

and in accordance with the register of which they are said to be

equal or unequal. A number of ingredients, such as popula-

tion, extent of territory, commercial advantages, wealth, military

strength for defensive and offensive purposes, diplomatic re-

sources and skill, historical antecedents, moral reputation, and

actual political influence, must be weighed together and looked

at in relation to each other in order to ascertain the true place

any given State will be held to occupy in the scale of States
;
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and, in proportion to the difficulty of correctly calculating the

value <>f those different, delicate, and shifting elements, it is ob-

vious that the result must be of a very arbitrary and fluctuating

kind.

It is evident, then, first, that no State, in any precise political

id at any given moment to be exactly equal to

any other State ; and, secondly, that the political relations of

to each other, as measured by the subtle and varying ele-

ments above enumerated, are likely to undergo constant and

mo rapid change. It is in the constant flux and change of

these elements, without adequate constitutional provision for rec-

ognizing and incorporating them in their constantly modified

form, that the main cause of European \Yars will be found to

It is precisely the same story as that of the growth of a

nat "tial society into a true and fully developed State. In this

region the old forms show extraordinary tenacity of life,

and a contest ensues between the exuberant life of the people

rnd the fast and tight leading-strings in which the primitive con-

stitution seeks to confine it. A dilemma is presented in which

either the constitution must be modified peaceably, as has gen-

erally been the case in England ;
or violently, as was the c

France in 1789; or the popular life must be suppressed ami the

3 tte cru-hcd out with it, as in the Asiatic States which

havo succumbed beneath the weight of military and despotic

rnmeiiK

I. N.-r i- it in.-ivly that the elements above enumerated un-

dergo incessant change, in all States which have
Ware are cnnwd
hj: (i) TIM- any progressive character at all, but the rate and

mil devel-
. mode of change is different m different countries.

State outgrow- ,
.1 The result is that there arrives ;i tune, by n.

-_ .

rncan^ the v.-niie for all Stales, ;i t which a sort of

antagotii
- ^nred ln-two-11 what may be called tl.

able and the fixed elements of national . Th< \
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elements are those which have been just described. The fixed

elements are territorial boundaries, subsisting political relations

with other States, and treaty engagements. When all consid-

erations of mere passion, injustice, or transparent illegality are

removed, there remains, as the most permanent cause of War

between civilized States, and the main cause of all the European

Wars of the present century, the necessity of providing some

practical solution for the problem here presented that is, the

problem of adjusting the territorial limits, the political relations,

and the ties resulting from the voluntary engagements of States,

to the manifold changes, in material condition and inherent

physical strength, which every progressive* State ceaselessly un-

dergoes.

That this is at least presumedly true will be clear from even

a cursory view of the direct connection between
Instances dur-

ing i.ist one great internal constitutional changes of some btate
hundred years.

'

or other, and the occurrence of every European
War of the last one hundred years, commencing with the Seven

Years' War, including the Wars of the French Revolution, ar.d

terminating with the War of 1877 -'78 between Russia and

Turkey. The Seven Years' War was the direct product anol

expression of the rapid political development of Prussia as a

European State. The Wars of the French Revolution, and the

Napoleonic Wars which succeeded them, were, of course, the ef-

fect, direct and indirect, of the spasm of constitutional change,

and of unlimited political aspirations, generated by the events

of the Revolution. The Crimean War undoubtedly marked the

first step in the internal reconstitution of the Russian Empire,

and the assumption by it of a ne\v political vantage-ground

in reference to the other States of Europe an assumption

which, though successfully contested for the time, has been,

through a fresh War, practically conceded. The internal recon-

struction of the provinces which now form the Kingdom of Ita-

ly gave occasion to one War. The extraordinary new birth
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and reorganization of Germany are directly responsible for

three Wars directed by Prussia against Austria, Denmark, and

France.

With the Dingle exception of the Wars of the French 1;

Necewaryre-
lution and the Napoleonic Wars an exception

which can be easily accounted for all these

means'of these
^ ars wcre successful in vindicating, sooner or

later, for the State, the internal ehanges of which

seem to have led to the War, a superior political position, or in

In iC it from fettering obligations by which its progress

had, previously to the War, been impeded. It is impossible to

<jue-ti..n the fact that 1'russia owes the eminent political posi-

tion occupied by herself, and by Germany, to four or five Wars,

iing over a century, in spite of her misfortunes in the Na-

poleonic per: 1. Tin.' Kingdom of Italy has been created by
War. llu ia ha* gained more than she has lost by War. If

ivil Wars are taken into account, it is undoubted that the

llMiirNiing Kingdoms of IJdgium and Ilolland, Greece, Switzer-

land, and the Tinted States, in their reconstituted forms, are all

the offspring of successful Wars.

-e facts certainly raise a presumption that most of the

of the last century have been, in one sense of the word,

necessary; that is, if no other mode of adjusting formal rela-

ti"ii>hips and rnnditi>ns of existence to the ;
e elements

of national life could be discovered, a choice mu>t hav.

made in all these cases between War and national stagnation

im-tion.

So far as recent history can throw any light on the inve-ti-

gation, it nppi-ars that m- MOM of modern Kuropean \Vars is

lT>rt whirh a State is indm-i-d t> make wlu-n its

internal const it uti"i) T material I ar^ unlerg"ing a

. progrcash pnx-nt, dispropoitioncte to the
:

1 and another, which the 8 ffen at the

hands of surrounding States.
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This cause is often disguised by the presence of one or other

Efforts after
f two different causes, which must be carefully

distinguished from it. One of these is the natu-

ral resistance which any State makes to novel

though almost imperceptible pretensions, not to
of umbitioii.

gay aggressions, on the part of surrounding States.

The other is the ambition and covetousness of a State which is

bent on overtly claiming for itself far more than is legally or

morally due to it. The prospect of the necessity of resistance,

at an early date, to the pretensions either of a single State or a

group of States, whether manifested in silent encroachments or

in publicly maintained claims of an unjust sort, will often pre-

cipitate the commencement of a struggle from the side of a

peaceable and wholly unoffending State.

In some cases, as in the Franco -German War of 1870, it

is difficult even for contemporaries to decide to which of the

three causes that is, natural efforts after increased liberty and

security proportioned to the growth and the consolidation of

the internal resources of one of the Belligerent States, or resist-

ance, by anticipation, to future aggressions, or direct ambition

and political acquisitiveness the War is to be attributed. Nor

was it easy to say in the case of that War though later events

have thrown some light on the subject' to what extent each

of these different causes was conjoined with the rest in im-

pelling both France and Germany almost simultaneously into

War.

Thus, it is one thing to separate the causes of War from each

other, in thought, for purposes of analysis, and another to dis-

criminate the actual share which each has taken in bringing

about a particular War. For the present purpose, however,

which is a practical and not a historical one, it is of less im-

portance to ascertain how many causes are present in the case

of any particular War, and in what degree they are mixed with

each other, than to enumerate all the possible causes, and to
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ascertain generally which of them are likely to prove the most

la-ting or the least remediable.

_. Apart from the special and temporary circumstances affect-

Uereditnry jeal-
inS *ne political relations of two States which urge

Spaihieshe-""
them into War, it always happens, and must hap-

tweeu states.
pen jn t jie casc of European ^*ars, that the true

ground of War can only be understood by conducting a length-

ened and exact historical inquiry into the past relations to each

other of the two Belligerent States. These relations have not

only produced, in the way of direct parentage, the existing rela-

tions, for the explanation of which they must needs be adduced,

but they have evolved a peculiar class of national sentiments in

each State, and have, as it were, imparted to each a special as-

pect or characteristic moral bearing in regard to the other.

The rc.Milt is that each State has, in respect of every other one,

a definite kind and amount of sensibility, shared in both by the

n and the Government, which is the product of innumer-

able events in the past, as well as of the reciprocal influences of

the national character of the two countries. This sensibility is

at once a source and a kind of incubating medium of all the

>f irritation, impatience, rivalry, dislike, malice,

_'<', which incite to \Yar and make it popular.

assertion needs little proof, or it would be easy to es-

tahlish it in the case of any pair of the civili/cd States of the

world. All other circumstances being o|tial, the sensibility of

Kngland, and Kn<4li>h eiti/t-ns in re-pect of any dispute which

might iNclf brt \\rrn Kn^Iand, on tin- one hand, and

(say) (in-many, Fran-e, Italy, Russia, Belgium, Swit/erlami, and

the United States is different f-r mrj <>ne of t!

No doubt tin' men- magnitude and political importance of

of these States, and tin- insignificance of nth.-r^. may ha\v

t<> do with this feeling. But many of tln-r States which

seem small \\ some points, than larger ones through
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their guaranteed independence or neutrality ;
and this sensibility

survives many alternations of strength and weakness, and various

political vicissitudes. Not that it is by any means unchangea-

ble, as is manifested in the improved moral relations subsisting

of late years between the French and English people, and the

secular oscillations of sentiment which England, France, and

Germany respectively undergo in respect of such a country as

Russia.

The national sensibility is determined by a variety of inde-

Rensonsfor pendent causes, generally of a somewhat subtle

it^oTimuSTSr kind, and not always easy to explore and set forth

in any particular case. Among these causes are

past Wars and their consequences; harsh terms imposed in

Treaties of Peace, especially such as involve the alienation of

territory; habitual encroachments or political assumptions, vent-

ing themselves in chronic diplomatic discourtesy; mere partial

quarrels or imbroglios between the cliques of the two States;

and still less palpable or intelligible grounds of animosity, such

as are implied in mere differences of manners, religion, political

institutions, and even language, out of which, however, real mis-

understandings are peculiarly apt to grow. On the contrary,

an opposite class of causes is apt to counteract the grounds of

discord, or, at least, of want of harmony, and to generate per-

manent sentiments of friendliness. Such counteracting causes

are gratitude ;
the recollection of past alliances and mutual ser-

vices of all sorts
;
a sense of common sufferings in the past, or

of a common national origin or race
;
and identity of language,

or of religion, or of political institutions.

The above would generally be styled predisposing causes to

war often the ^ar or to Pcace
>
and tnc r operation is too obvious

direct result
to nccd il] nstration. There are some States with

which it would be next to impossible to make England go to

AYar, quite apart from all political objects or considerations.

There are countries between which it has needed all the efforts
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of the statesmen of both countries, fur years, to maintain peace

from day to day. These causes, so far as they produce War,

are thus often far more than predisposing. They rank with the

most direct and potent causes of War, though they are not sus-

ceptihlc of being openly alleged, or of becoming the basis of

negotiation. Tln-y can only be indirectly met, and gradually

reduced in strength, by a long line of efforts, more of a mural

than of a political or legal character. Actual War, of course,

only inflames and - them for the future.

These impalpable impulses to War are apt to prevail among
some classes of society more than others ; and it

Thee ranges of
\var will 1,1- will often depend upon the political preponder-
conte h'ss active
Mciviiizaiiou aiicc. at the moment, of the classes which favor

advuuccs.

War, whether War results or not. It is also ob-

vious that the general tendencies of civilization arc in the direc-

tion of reducing this class of causes, by making reason take the

place of blind animosity, and accustoming the whole national

mind habitually to balance the evils of War against the satis-

faction of a vague and brutal instinct. On the other hand, the

fri.-ndlicr sentiments arc likely to grow in strength. btt

ire on true and lasting human relationships <>n constantly

growing ineinoiiis of the reciprocal services which States at

peace must render each other, and on an advancing and widen-

neeption of the benefits to be obtained from the closest

union and co-operation.

[ben i- :iii"ti. f \Var \\hieh, in the present con-

Dortrineof dition of the States of Kurope, seems likely, for a
l ""K

time, to attain UT. at. T proportions even than here-

, and to outlive some of the other MUM* This i.s the

ihe part of the more powerful B inter-

vene, at certain 'ies, in the affairs of the less po\\

\\h--t h'-r the occasion is
;

i \\ithin the limits of Europe
or elsewh

3*
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The topic of Intervention, and the legal grounds of it, form

The Balance an interesting chapter in the history of Interna-

tional Law. The most striking form the doctrine

of Intervention has taken is that of the Balance of Power, as it

was understood in the sixteenth, seventeenth, and part of the

eighteenth century, and according to which a certain relative

and existing political situation of the States of Europe was to

be definitely guaranteed to each State, and any political assump-

tion or encroachment incompatible with this situation was

ground for War to be waged by any or all of the other States.

An exceptional, though very remarkable, manifestation of a

The Holy tendency to intervention was the Holy Alliance,*

which resulted from the Wars of the French Rev-

olution, and in accordance with which certain leading States

allied themselves together, with the avowed purpose of making
War on any State which should adopt institutions uncongenial

to themselves.

It is well known that a number of distinct influences polit-

Englandhas

'

ica^ economical, and philosophical have of late

voca'te^Nou- years been tending to discredit the practice of In-

iuterveution.
tervention in the internal affairs of foreign States.

England, especially, from her insular position, and her compli-

cated commercial system, has been prominent in advocating doc-

trines of so-called
"
Non-intervention," which present a curious

contrast to the intricate foreign policy which has for centuries

distinguished her career. Not, indeed, that England has been

entirely of one mind on this subject; and political parties dif-

fer from one another, at any rate, as to the mode of applying

instances in the novel doctrine
; while, in actual practice, Eng-

hM?eS?S?
d land has not shrunk from sharing the responsibili-

lesa intervened.
ty of actual Intervention as in the case of the

establishment of the kingdom of Greece, of the principality of

*
See, for a full account of this, Manning's Law of Nations, p. 488 seq.
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Servin, of the kingdoms of Belgium and Holland, and, pre-emi-

nently, in the case of the maintenance of the integrity of the

Turki>h Empire.

The doctrine of Non-intervention is further professed as a

tenet even by those States which are most habit-
Pretexts for in-
tervention are uallv tempted to intervene. An apology often
fun iid by States

*

which disavow very much labored and tortuous is alw.v
the principle. .

leged in the diplomatic correspondence which ac-

companies every occasion of the sort. Each case is treated as

exceptional, and as justifying special measures, which must not

be turned into a precedent. Either the circumstances are those

of the alleged oppression of a nationality, or religious persecu-

tion, or a mere succession of brutal outrages, due to a tyrannical

or incompetent ir>venimcnt, or apprehended danger to neigh-

boring States; and a State representing persons having a com-

mon nationality or religious creed with the oppressed, or bound

by historical ties of various sorts, conceives itself entitled to in-

terfere in the avowed behalf of humanity or abstract justice, if

not of obvious self-inter

Such an occasion has long been pending in the case of the

United States and Cuba, and the position is constantly ivf< -rred

to in tin- Messages of the President to < The condition

of the European provinces of the Turkish Empire has also long

been such as to invite or compel interference from IIus>ia and

Austro-IIungary on one or^other
of the above ground <. Aus-

tria ami France have, within the last twenty years, \it-d with

each other in interfering in the internal struggles of Italy; and

France, Italy, and (Imnany have cadi hdd themselves, and

wull a^ain dmibtlos h>ld them^eh es, on one ground <T an-

other, entitled to intervene in the case of serious internal dis-

D S\\ it/i-rlan-1.

Thus it appears that the imli-pMtion to intervene in the

<-f a foreign State, when a sufficient exigency seems to

call for it, is far more nominal than real
; and, in fact, the com-
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plicated system of International politics, which the settlement

Non-inter-
^ ^ie Treaty of Vienna, as modified by later

Jr"c|ic"nyfm-
Treaties (as the Treaty of Paris of 1856, and the

possible by-
Treaty of Berlin of 1878), at once presupposes

and substantiates, renders it practically impossible for any State

honorably to stand aloof when events are happening which

seem likely seriously to impair, to the detriment of other States,

or of any single other State, the terms of the existing settle-

ment. By the operation of these treaties Europe
complications
of European. has become, for better or worse, a corporate union

of States
;
and it is equally impossible, by any single

act, to readjust in a day the written and unwritten terms of the

union, and for any particular State to evade the moral and legal

Solidarity of responsibilities thereby cast upon it. This "
soli-

dai% "
of tlie States f Eur PG WOtlld, if appre-

ciated and acted on to the full, carry with it a

cure for the dangers to public peace it undoubtedly conceals.

As it is, it exists to the extent needed to create mutual sensi-

tiveness and irritability, and to furnish, ever and anon, plausible

excuses for interference ;
but as was shown in the various un-

successful efforts to obtain European concert for the readjust-

ment of the mutual relations of the Turkish provinces in 1876

it does not exist in sufficient strength to insure an effective

combination of States, out of which the blessings of orderly

government would naturally flow.

The main difficulty connected with Intervention is the follow-

ing. It may be admitted that there are possibilities of tyran-

nical usage, barbarous practices, or persistent and hopeless

anarchy, out of which the friendly aid of a generous, impartial,

and truly disinterested by-stander may be the only way to a

TWO necessary
deliverance. But two cautions have to be inter-

Posed- First
>

ifc Las to be Provided that the aid

ofJuterveiition. -

g accorded at a time and under circumstances

which do not in any way prejudge the issue of a struggle yet
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undetermined, ami which ought, in the interests of the State

concerned, to be decided by the real and internal, and not by
the factitious and external, elements of victory. The impor-

tance of this consideration was signally illustrated in the late

insurrection of the Southern States of the American Union, and

in the controversy that long hung round the questions whether

England had chosen the proper moment for according to tin-

Southern Confederacy the rights of a Belligerent State, and

what was the meaning and political significance of recognition

for belligerent purposes only.

A second caution in respect of Intervention is, that, admit-

ting the propriety and duty of Intervention in certain extreme

. it is always open to a State, influential, designing, and

unscrupulous, to foster in another State, subject to its moral

control, the very condition of things which will, sooner or later,

bring about a fit opportunity for its own overt interference.

AVhethcr Russia was guilty of this conduct in the case of the

late Servian War and the Ilerzegovinian Insurrection, is of less

importance here than the fact that she was constantly rc-

bed with it. It is a danger which is almost inherent in

tare of the doctrine of a right of Intervention in certain

:"ncies. .

i. Bat,! ic efforts mad.' 1

brini; thrir relations with other, and oncciallv
Trrulitionnl y-

Burronnding, States into harmony with their novel
"licy- .

'

requirements, and the occasional arts of armed

iitioii which at special junctures powerful States arc,

for on or another, induced to commit them-d

; -tlier trround of War \\hieh is likely to show c.-ii-

<-ncr in the pn-x.-nt condition of the States of

Kuropr. This is tin- tendency on the part, of leadiii

form for themselves what are called "systems" of
polity,

-igned to extend over a long period of time, and to which
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all temporary or partial objects are made to. subordinate them-

selves.

No doubt it is becoming increasingly difficult for statesmen

to preserve an unwavering policy, and to hand it on intact to

their successors. The constitutional changes which are rapidly

passing over all the European States have for their immediate

effect the diffusion of broad political interests over classes of

society which have hitherto been forced to stand aloof from

them, and have imparted a proportionate stimulus to general

and popular political education. The result has been that

modified by popularly-constituted legislative Assemblies in the

SS&JSSf different countries have lately, for the first time,
ssembhes.

jns iste(j on sharing in discussions on the conduct

of International relations, and in assuming a large proportion

of the responsibility attaching to International acts. These

Assemblies are, of course, largely under the direct control, per-

sonal and constitutional, of the eminent statesmen who represent

the Executive Authority of the day, and who are more or less

deeply imbued so far as party government admits of unity

and consistency of purpose with the spirit of a traditional

national policy.

This increasingly familiar habit of publicly criticising and

calling in question acts of International policy is
The Honse of

J

Commons now conspicuous in the recently acquired attitude to-

witii Foreign ward Foreign Affairs of the English House of Corn-
affairs.

mons. Up to a few years ago it was the almost

invariable practice in England for all momentous questions,

in which diplomatic relations with other countries were in-

volved, to be discussed mainly in the House of Lords, and there

only at such times as the Government of the day deliberately

selected, or the two party leaders, each well acquainted from

experience with the reasons for caution and reserve, if not se-

crecy, concurred to approve. Nowadays, not only are the rep-

resentatives of the Government in the House of Commons as
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constantly plied with questions, and as pertinaciously pressed to

expound their policy, at any critical stage of International com-

plications, as in the House of Lords; but, even when no urgent

ites on nearly ab>tract questions of Interna-

tional Law and Policy as frequently take place in one House as

in the other. The multiplication of commercial treaties, follow-

ing upon the prevalence of Free-trade doctrines, in the conclu-

sion of which, as bearing on taxation, the popular chamber is

held to have an almost exclusive concern, has done much to

brinif about this change of attitude toward Foreign Affairs;

while the general spread of knowledge and education, a

as improved acquaintance with foreign countries, and greater

appreciation of their institutions, have contributed to give an

;us to it.

The agirr -ult is that the age of \\hat is called se-

cret diplomacy seems to be approaching an end.

\>e

preserved
in Whenever a statesman pens a despatch, he knows

full well that his every word will, sooner or later,

become the subject-matter of vigilant and unsparing criticism

at the hands of a crowd of censors. 11.- may be able to sup-

port his policy by well-reasoned arguments, but he will not be

in tin; obligation of actually so supporting it. If

his arguments fail to be understood, or to carry their dm?

.:, or to rest on premises of
:;.-y

or justice which

commend them-ehe-, to the common judgment of a tin

and promiscuous assembly, he ri>k>, at the lca>t, the loss of that

amount of moral and financial support which his scheme- de-

mand, and. po--iMy, |...litical defeat or ignominy.

This is, undoubtedly, the state of things to whieh the conduct

of Foreign relations in the countries of Kiin-pc is steadily grav-

I'.ut it ha- n.. t \et l.een attained in all nmiitri-

in some the ipprOiimatiOD i^ far less omiplrti' than in others.

Hence, it cannot be asserted that tin .> of policy

and abstruse traditional schemes of statesmanship hqs as yet

'/T
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passed away. On the contrary, there are sufficient symptoms
that these systems and schemes still subsist in considerable vig-

or, and may possess a greater longevity In some quarters than is

expected.

There have been curious historical instances of schemes of

Systems of poll- policy, which are said to have been persisted in

cy m the past. ^ gtates for a great number of years, and which

may serve as illustrations of the schemes here in view. Such

were the recommendations said to have been bequeathed by the

Emperor Augustus to his successors as to the inexpediency of

further extending, in certain directions, the confines of the Ro-

man Empire. A similar persistent scheme of policy, said to be

still adhered to, is the programme of aggressive Russian policy

contained in the somewhat apocryphal document entitled Peter

the Great's "Will. But, in fact, a great part of the history of

mediaeval Europe, on to the eighteenth century, is occupied with

the development of very complex and yet decided and delib-

erately constructed schemes, in which, according to their several

proclivities, most of the rising States of Europe took part.*

These schemes were suggested by a variety of considerations,

Origin of such most of them of a kind which would command

small sympathy at the present day, and some of

them based on institutions which have passed away. Mere na-

tional prejudices, rivalries, and apprehensions, or still more coarse

and barbarous self-seeking, also entered largely into their compo-

sition,, or wholly directed their course. Out of such various ele-

ments as these proceeded the coalition of the Protestant States

in the Thirty Years' War; the successive combinations, first

against Spain and then against France
;
the habitual friendliness

and alliance subsisting between States in proportion to their

distance from each other, and their mutual jealousy and suspi-

ciousness in proportion to their propinquity.

* See Lectures on Diplomacy, by the Rt. lion. Mountague Bernard.
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The special systems of policy which thus emerged blended at

times with more general principles, such as the Balance of Pow-

er or Religious Uniformity ;
and at other times were tempora-

rily lost in narrower principles, such as mere Dynastic interests

mpathies. The influence of such facts as common race,

1-40, or traditions, or the recollection of mutual services in

i-t, for the most part combined to enforce such a
iyt-

teinatic policy, though occasionally it conflicted with it.

Anyway, the general result is manifest in the field of modern

Systems of European politics, in spite of the obstacles, which

;;Kf
l11 have been already alluded to, in the way of any far-

niumiaiued.
seeing and consistently maintained scheme of polit-

i<>n. There are certain forces of attraction or repulsion

which favor alliances, or easily engender hostile feeling, between

different pairs of European States which are at once the con-

sequence of a long career of persistent policy, and the material

which renders it possible. The very breaks, interruptions, or

vacillations in such a policy only make the reality of it more

conspicuous, by displaying the strength of the common senti-

ment which supports it

only since the < 'riim-an War that the abstract possibility

of an intimate alliance between France and England for otTeii-

j'lirposes, ami in prosecution of a European policy of

: Millie-lit, lias become a familiar idea. The same \Yar wit-

nessed the death-blow of one of the earliest and in< -t enduring

principles of policy professed by all Christian States that of

only combining against tin- inlidel, and never with him again>t

one of th<
' The Bailie War further illustrated the ae-

ivptain'c or LB*HgimtiOfl by England of a policy uhieh

likely to become the clew to most of her cnnl>inati..n<, it

for offensive purpose-, in tin- future. This policy is based on

-olutioii to maintain an uudi-turhed route overland to her

i possessions, and to check at an early stage the ad\ an.

of any competing Kur<
;

D the diivtioii of those
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possessions. A policy which at some points presents a parallel

to this is sometimes attributed to the United States, and was

certainly advocated by President Monroe in his Message to Con-

gress in 1823.* It may be briefly described as forbidding the

further colonization by a European State of the American

Continent, or the establishment there by such a State of mo-

narch ial institutions.

With respect to the actual systems of policy now being fol-

lowed out by the different countries of Europe, any precise in-

quiry must be based on an aggregate of political indications,

and would probably result, in most instances, in little better

than conjecture. The present object is only to establish the

general position that systems of policy actually exist, and are

continually persevered in, and that these systems are to be reck-

oned among the causes of War. Nevertheless, the character of

some of these systems is sufficiently patent to be obvious to all.

The movements of Russia in Western Asia, and especially in

the direction of British India, are certainly not unconnected

with her action in Eastern Europe, and with her assiduous cul-

tivation of friendly relations with the United States and France,

the hereditary rivals and suspicious critics of England and Ger-

many. The question need not be here mooted whether the

ulterior object of Russia is aggrandizement in Asia or in Eu-

rope, the accomplishment of immediate designs in one quarter

being only used as a means of distracting attention and force

of an obstructive kind in another.

Among the more clearly distinguishable features of modern

policy is that of maintaining the independence of

tics of mod- Switzerland, of Belgium, and the Netherlands,

partly for the sake of interposing physical barriers

between the territories of such States as France and Germany,

* See as to the Monroe Doctrine, Wheaton's International Law. Dana's

edition. Section 67 seq.,note 36.
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which arc notoriously disposed to irregular encroachment on

each other's territory, and partly in order to prevent, by an ab-

solute limit, the absorption of the smaller States of Europe by

a few States of inordinate magnitude. The general disposition

manifested on so many sides to advance the formation of the

kingdom of Italy, and to maintain its integrity, is similarly

on a conscious or instinctive assurance that Italy, by its

Alpine line of natural fortresses, and the opportunities for mari-

time warfare which its singular geographical position presents,

would become an invaluable stronghold for any aspiring State

which should succeed in occupying or annexing it. There has

scarcely been a European War of moment in which some of

the most decisive military operations have not been conducted

<n Italian soil.

M principles of policy have, indeed, some resemblance to

the older one of the Balance of Power, differing from it, how-

:i the circumstances that no conscious attempt is made to

maintain absolutely any existing status quo; nor is- the mere

fact of the aggrandizement of a State already influential, even

to a portentous extent, held to be a legitimate ground of remon-

or interference. The present policy is far more

in the older historical one, and takes up its stand on only

a f.-w v.-ry ^''M'-ral and ^.m.-what indefinite notions, such as

those above m- nee to Switzerland, Belgium,

Jlollaii'l, an-1 Italy.

Besides the more obvious tendencies here noted, there are,

no doubt, at the present time other more or le-s dUiin

Iky, either aetually operative on the minds of xtatex-

men, or advocated by political speculators of variou-

. Tim-, there ;nv many \\ho speak of Cermany being the

"natural" ally of Kir_'land ; while others, sueh as the f,,ll,.\\rrs

of Anguste Comte, believe that the tine and only "natural"

policy of Knirland is to ally itself with lYanee. aiil th>

cei generally, wit!, of gradually foun .; publi-
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can community of Western States under the general supremacy
of France.

As the general result of this examination, it appears that,

apart from all considerations of passion, momentary self-interest,

or indistinct national caprice, certain definite lines of action

sometimes very far-reaching and comprehensive, sometimes only

prescribing certain negative ends, and adopted by the statesmen

of each country in obedience to traditional habits, more or less

consciously based on well-reasoned calculations of ultimate ex-

pediency are found to emerge from the mingled tissue of what

might seem, at first sight, to be nothing more than merely for-

tuitous and occasional freaks of policy.

The carrying out of these systems naturally involves chances

of War, and therefore, in estimating the causes of
Schemes of pol- _.__ .. . . ,

icy frequently War in modern times,,a prominent place must be
produce War.

,

given to these systems. Many of them are, no

doubt, themselves contrived for the express purpose of reducing

the frequency and the probability of War
;
and it may turn out

that it will be largely through the adoption of a truly wise, just,

and expedient system of policy by each State that the State will

do what it can in this direction toward the extinction of War.

In the mean time it is obvious, even from the above glance at the

actual systems of policy now in vogue, that these systems at pres-

ent largely rest upon mutual suspiciousness and apprehensions,

as well as, often enough, upon contracted and short-sighted views

of national advantage. How far this state of things can be im-

proved by direct political action, this is not the place to consid-

er. How far it may be affected by moral agencies will be inci-

dentally considered later on. How far improvements in Inter-

national Law may have a beneficial influence will have to be dis-

cussed at length.

5. Another cause of War, which includes many of the other

causes, and co-operates usually with the others, though it may
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exist independently of most of them, is the defective condition

Internntioual f International Morality, and the false notions

of morality which commonly prevail. There is

no doubt that true moral ideas are of very slow growth, both

Slow growth of i thc State and in individual persons. They are

the product of all the civilizing and humanizing

forces which have been in operation through the whole of }>a>t

time, or through the previous life. The systems of moral phi-

losophers are, indeed, always some way ahead of the common

morality of the time and place of their appearance; but thcv al-

i eflect the best side of that common morality, and are nev-

er completely emancipated from it. Moral conceptions, again,

have a most intimate relation with religious beliefs; and if these

beliefs are various, conflicting, and tardy in their development,

the current moral conceptions at ea<-h period are sure to exhibit

a proportionate amount of uncertainty and vacillation.

It has thus come about that, in modern Europe, the moral

ideas of duty, right, and wrong, and of the aim of life, so far as

they only alfcct the individual human being in the smallest cir-

cle of domestic or social relationships, are tolerably precise and

identical for different countrias. So far as they affect persons

in their relations to the State, and affect the S

a to or the Legislature, or the Executive Government,

in their relations to private <
%

iti/ens, the pnmarv
moral ideas arc blurred and uncertain, and differ widely from

country to country.

As illustrations may be given the varying canons of right

Varying thro- :m 'l ^ron^ whi-'h prevail in different countries, and

.",'/, I (\"
in different sections of society iu the same coun-

try, as to the abstract right of revolution, or the

duty of j.a-hc obedience; the wrongfulm-^ of frauds on the

;e, of bribery at election of political engage-

committed by statesmen, <>f neglecting \>'.

elections, of legislation for the regulation of vice or the punish-
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incnt of certain moral offences, of public confiscations by the

Legislature, or of excessive burdens in the shape of public debts

cast upon posterity.

With respect to most of these matters, the elements of moral

evaluation are numerous, subtle, and involved with each other,

considerations of immediate and remote expediency interlacing

at frequent points with notions of absolute right and wrong.

It thus might be expected that moral philosophy would be at

fault in keeping pace with the enormous strides of modern po-

litical and social movements, and in at once propounding a num-

ber of theses applicable to all cases submitted to it, which would

generally be admitted to be incontrovertible when fairly stated.

As a matter of fact, moral philosophy is, in reference to all quasi-

political problems of the kind above stated, only proceeding after

the most cautious and tentative fashion. And in default of the

clear and decisive utterances of moral philosophy, self-interest,

habit, ephemeral theories, or the purest conjecture, compete with

each other for the solution of each difficulty as it presents itself.

If this is the case in the comparatively narrow field of na-

tional life, where common customs, language, traditions, and law

weld the citizens together into a whole, penetrated with senti-

ments of patriotism, and working more or less harmoniously to

ward one and the same end, it might well be expected that tho

obstacles in the way of elaborating a scheme of morality appli-

Probiems of in- cable to the relations of States, as between thcm-

raiiTysup'iemc"" selves, would for a long period seem to be, and

really be, insuperable. It is needless to draw at-

'tention to the facts which betray the miserably chaotic condi-

tion of moral philosophy as bearing on this wider subject.

Beyond asserting generally that States are bound to abide by
their treaties, not to make War inconsiderately, to abstain from

needless cruelties in the conduct of War, and not to abuse a vic-

tory, moral philosophy is either wholly silent, or gives an un-

certain sound, or is wholly divided against itself.
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The gap has indeed, been filled in some little degree by Inter-

national Lawyers, who, from the time of Grotius, have been com-

pel K-d to give practical answers to the actual questions which

International relations in Peace and War have brought to the

. and, in giving those answers, have done their utmost to

conform to a moral Code, based on considerations of utility, jus-

tice, or actual usage, in such proportions as has seemed meet.

Hut, in spite of the noble aspirations in which the writings of

International Lawyers abound, and the lofty standard of justice

they have generally upheld, it cannot be said that anything more

than a fragmentary sketch of a true moral system, as applicable

,pntin- to the relations of States to each other, has as yet

ndmoeruhi. been composed. Such attempts, too, as have been
rules. made t construct some of the clauses of a moral

Code have only dealt with negative morality, pointing out what

injuries States ought not to inflict on each other, what engage-

ments ought not to be broken, what rights ought not to be vio-

what Rules of Law ought not to be broken or evaded.

Kut for all that constitutes the essence of morality, as contrasted

with Law, on the one hand, and the narrowest expediency or

barest prudence on the other. International Lawyers have

sarily, and with than many others, held their :

:'ar as the most authoritative uttrran.vs either of pi

rd jurists, or political speculators, or intluential Mate<men, have

gone, it is a matter of entire uncertainty how far a State is bound

to abide by a Treaty wh; aently to mak-

y inu" it.it believes ! be serious! v detrimental to itsJ

own mtemti or incompatible with its internal leur -

i-.lati.n;* or to ha\- b.-rii imposed by foive at the conclusion of

* As see the successful effort, in I^TO, ,,f Ku-i.i t.. escape some of tin-

MS of tin- Tn-aty of Paris of !*:>'>
;
the rrfu<al of Knirlainl, in 1875,

i
.

:ity of \Va>liinL'ton of

1843, in tli.- : lion ; an-l tin- rffoit ncidr in F.ni:la!i<l to dis-

claim some of the obligations arising un i iration of Paris of 1856.
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a War, or to have been ratified without discussion in its own Na-

tional Legislature, or to have been informally worded, so as to

appear rather as an express understanding than a formal con-

vention.

So, also, no canon of right or wrong is publicly avowed as to

the circumstances under which it is held justifiable to go to War.

The distinction has, indeed, been drawn from the times of Gro-

orofnjnstocca-
^ us between a "just "and an "unjust" War; and

^Nal>
Grotius himself seemed to consider the distinction

to be one of practical moment, so as to carry with it certain

qualifications of rights and duties. Bat, even if the distinction

be a true one, and Wars may be just on one side and not on the

other, and if it be further true that certain acts of warfare are

more or less permissible, according as the original cause of the

War was, on the side on which they are done, more or less ur-

gent, yet when a real occasion is in view, with all its practical

complications, the distinction, and the consequences following

from it, are found to be either too large and sweeping, or not

nearly large and comprehensive enough, for actual use. No

practical test is afforded, capable of instant application, for de-

termining whether it is, under given circumstances, morally justi-

fiable, as distinguished from being prudentially advisable, or even

seemingly necessary, for a particular State to go to War. The

ordinary mode in which the question is handled is to merge all

the considerations together, so as to erect what seems the only

possible resource, or, at least, what is in itself a tempting enter-

prise, into a call of moral duty. It is, of course, quite possible

that what is convenient and useful may be also conformable to

the highest standard of morality, as existing at the day ;
and it

is true that, in doubtful questions of morality, utility of a high

order may supply the only index for a decisive course between

competing courses of action. All that is here asserted is that,

in the momentous matter of plunging two nations, and perhaps

several nations, into War, no authoritative moral principles are
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wont to be cited by statesmen as relevant to the decision
; and,

so far as any principles at all arc held relevant, and a substitute

is not found for them in a feverish condition of the public mind,

or in the inert condition which expresses itself in what is called

"drifting" into War, the principles arc mostly those of calcu-

_-ain or !> in the immediate present.

There are other matter-, ^itli respect to which the absence of

Other instances a '"oral standard, or the imperfection of moral

clear morai
f

\cs, is quite as conspicuous as in those just com-

mented upon. For instance, in imposing condi-

tions of Peace, though it is often vaguely hinted that the con-

quering State ought not to be too hard on the conquered, and

that limits exist to the amount of compensation for the e\]

of the War that may be exacted, and to the material guarantees

for Peace that may be required, yet no clear and efficacious prin-

ciples of action, in reference to these and the like matters, are

anywhere laid down. If a State in the hour of victory abstains

from exacting the utmost it can obtain, and imposing the most

humiliating conditions, it is called merciful or far-sighted, as the

:ay be. In the opposite case it is called vindictive or short-

1. But no guide m- standard of a purely moral sort ex-

ists for the direction of a victorious State in such an emergency.

Its own not too remote interests, and the rudely-formed and am-

biguou>ly -<-\j' rested public opinion in surrounding Stat-

the only practical limits to the most unrestricted abuse of a tem-

porary physical advant.-.

Otli of the existing chaos of morality. a< applica-

ble to the relations of States, mi <_rht l>e supplied from the num-

berless diplomatic advantages which a strong State hM
entitled to assum** in reference to weak : the evasion of

one another's civil and criminal laws, which States habitually en-

,'! or forbear to puni>h: and the uncertainty, already alluded

t".th.r of the question .if Intervention

'. far. and h<>w Luiu' to intd\

I
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Nevertheless, the foundations of a system of International

Morality, as distinguished from mere International

that a system Law, are already sufficiently laid to make it clear
of Internation- . MM- i
ni Morality is that such a system is a possibility, and an admitted

want, and may some day have its structure ade-

quately completed. States recognize their own real and inde-

pendent personality as opposed to that of their ephemeral

Governments, on the one hand, and to some or all of their citi-

zen population, at any particular moment, on the other by a

variety of incontestable manifestations. They make Treaties

which, it is at least professed, are binding upon
States are pro-
fessedly bound them, it may be, for all future tune, whatever in-

ternal changes the contracting States may under-

go. By these Treaties they incur pecuniary obligations, acquire,

transfer, or exchange territory, confer rights on each other's cit-

izens, and undertake lasting national responsibilities. With re-

spect to the more important classes of these Treaties, it is the

better opinion that not even War can dissolve them. They
continue valid when all else has changed, except the identity and

integrity of the States which have concluded them. Certainly,

corporate bodies which can, and do, perform acts in relation to

each other of so solemn and enduring a character are thereby

confessed to have a moral personality, which car-

some moral re- ries with it the same kind, though not the identi-

cal forms, of moral obligations which subsist be-

tween a State and its subjects, and between every human being

and every other.

This persuasion gathers force when it is recollected with what

majestic issues for humanity, and what terrible alternatives of

blessing or calamity, the adjustment of the relations between

State and State is fraught. Wealth, Independence, a common

contribution to great human ends, are on one side. On the

other is Poverty, Isolation, Despotism, and War. It can scarce-

ly be denied, then, that in every act which a State performs to-
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war.] another State it is either conforming to or departing from

a cogent moral principle, whether that principle has been as yet

clearly ascertained or not. Conformity to this principle is do-

Jit. Departing from it is doing wrong. It is obvious

that the obscurity in which such principles at present rest, the

of faith in the evidence of such principles, the passions,

prejudices, and contracted interests which interfere with their

complete supremacy, are a main cause of modern, as of all,AVars.

It is obvious, too, that it is through defective morality, and

Morbid sns- tne absence of the self-restraint which only moral

pXts'oPiionor
habits can engender, that, in the conduct of a dis-

pruvukes war.
Imte ijctwccn two States, either State is so apt to

believe that what it calls its "honor" forbids any further ne-

gotiation, and calls at once for the arbitrament of the sword.

Sometimes, indeed, without so much as waiting for the result

.'tiations, and putting the most unfavorable interpretation

on acts of an equivocal kind, a State, believing its own honor

concerned, suddenly commits itself to rash acts of the nature of

il, or, at any rate, of answering by fresh insult and prov-

ocation, which, of course, offends the susceptibilities on the

point of honor of the other State. The only course for both

States s< . mt \\~nr, just as in parallel cases of late years in Eng-

land, and e\en now in some European countries, the duel s.

the only creditable or possible resort in the event of private per-

sons wounding each other's sentiment of honor.

Hut, as in the case of private persons, so in that of S

this sentiment of honor is often a most artificial one, and is

rather the creation of a childish vanity and self-cone.

which a really dignified State might well ho a-hamed, than the

offspring of a genuine self-repoet. The proof of this is, that

\\hen the sentiment is false, it is "sudden and quick in quarrel,"

rapid I;.
.'.-. I, Breads like wildliro

1 the \\h"1e community, ami injures the popularity <.f

any hostile pro* \\hi.h may be based uj.on it. Where-
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the sentiment is true, the State which conceives itself to be of-

fended is patient and forbearing, ready to appeal with confidence

to public opinion, rather than precipitately to be judged in its

own cause, sincerely eager to obtain an apology or redress, and

cordially prompt in accepting the one or other.

It needs but a slight recollection of recent European history

to show how far more often, when the honor of a
Instances. .

State is said to be involved so far as to render

War imperative, it is rather the shallow sensitiveness of the first

kind than the deep consciousness of true claims of the second

kind which is really concerned. It will especially be remem-

bered that among the numerous causes which, either really or

apparently, conduced to the breaking out of the Franco-Ger-

man War of 1870, the treatment of the French Ambassador at

the Court of Berlin, on what was, in fact, a mere matter of

punctilious courtesy, was seriously included.* So also in the

memorable " Trent "f case, in 1861, England was on the verge

of a War with America, not only on the ground of a contested

right because the question of pure legal right was not decided,

and has not yet been fully decided but of injured feeling, to

which, undoubtedly, both sides contributed. Nevertheless, War
was undoubtedly imminent, and it would be difficult to say

which side was most culpable in the matter. Further illustra-

tions of the same temper may be found in the fanatical and

wicked craze of the English people on the subjects of Chinese

insults, and of French insult on the occasion of the Orsini con-

spiracy against Napoleon III., in 1857.

It would be interesting to consider if this were the place

for it how far the increased publicity of diplomacy and the

influence of popular institutions is likely to affect this morbid

* See Annual Register, 1870.

f See Wheaton, Section 505, note 228
;
and Manning, p. 391 seq. Annual

Register.
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sensitiveness of States and their populations, in reference to the

Effect of pop- presumed demands of the national honor. The

nieliS'Flfr-" effect of telegraphic communications brief, inces-

eign Affaire.
&&n^ an(j oftcn ,nu til atod and of the Press in its

modern form, would also have to be taken into account. The

result of the inquiry would, probably, be to show that the im-

mediate tendency of the change is to precipitate quarrels be-

States on insufficient grounds, through the disuse of con-

fidential methods of anticipating difficulties, and the inoppor-

tune interference of badly informed, and as yet incompetent,

popular bodies. But the general tendency is likely to be wholly

beneficial, as popular assemblies learn to appreciate their true

functions in the management of International Relations, and at

once to control, to check, as well as to confide in and to stimu-

late, the special persons to whom they may, from time to time,

directly intrust the management. The relations to each other

of the United States House of Representatives, the Senate, the

( '..mmittcc of the Senate on Foreign Relations, and the Presi-

d'-nt may be taken as examples of a type which, in respect of

the conduct of their business with other States, the monarch ial

States of Europe are but slowly approaching.

But it is not so much in a mcivly puerile or morbid sensi-

bilitv on points of honor that modern States ex-
General d isre-

' ...
card for minra- hibit a deficient moral training and Belf-restraint,

when honor is as m disregard for the evils of Wtr, when

to War is contemplated as the only satisfaction

for injun-d honor. To exhibit a want of concern for I

m-.ral and phy>ical calamity, and still MI..IV ! a.-t \\itli indiffer-

ence as to whether it is brought about or not, is indisputably a

moral obliquity. In the cax; of so signal and far-roach ing a

calamity a> War. tin- practical indulgence of any sentiment, even

!f honorable, \\hich directly tends to precipitate the hap-

pening of a calamity, is one of those peculiarly heinous offences

for which, in morals as in law, is reserved the n
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It is true that, both in political discussion and in literature,War
is beginning to be treated as presumedly and universally an evil,

and, instead of War being welcomed as, ipso facto,
"
glorious,"

a public apology is generally held to be demanded of any State

which is the first to enter upon it. Nevertheless, in crises of

public excitement, arising out of a real or imagined affront, and

when the national honor is largely and vaguely talked about,

resort to War is almost greedily welcomed as a ready vent for

the public enthusiasm, and nothing but visions of national eclat,

political ascendency, and brilliant feats of heroism occupies the

public imagination. The Statesmen and the writers of the

Press, who are unofficial organs of the Government, partly share

the common feeling, and partly feed it. The very expense

the least of the evils of Wr
ar is forgotten or neglected, and

the whole nation, with a new-born zeal, attains a spurious con-

sciousness of true unity of life and spirit in its resolve to strike

at the foundations of national unity and strength in another

State.

So far as this state of mind is not the result of mere igno-

n flagrant
ranee and inexperience, it is, on the face of it,

poiStVca? im- deeply immoral. In fact, it presents most of the

features by which an immoral state of mind could

be designated ; and, most of all so, when it is not merely the

less responsible and informed part of the population of the

country which is involved, but the responsible Legislature and

Government, which, for the moment, personate the State. Of

these, at least, the utmost deliberation, circumspection, knowl-

edge, diligence, and exact balancing of evils may be expected ;

and the want of these qualities and habits, and still more the

presence of the opposite of them, furnish grounds for the

gravest moral reprobation. It is plain, then, that in this aspect,

too, among the causes of War the prevalent political immorality

must be counted as one of the most conspicuous, and especially

so when operating in connection with other causes.
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6. There is another cause of War, which is, in fact, a prod-

standing
uct f ^ ar itself, and therefore the offspring of

Armies.
oth^r causes of War; but it is now, and threatens

to be hereafter, so important a cause in itself, that it demands

an independent treatment. This cause is to be found in the

organi/cd preparations for War in time of IVaee, and in certain

habits and institutions created by War itself, and which

in such a way as to predispose nations to War.

The institution of standing armies, in the developed and still

developing form it wears among the modern nations of Europe,

must be ranked among the most potent causes of War, and

re it is not without reason that it is to the reduction of

those armies that the best friends of Peace are directing their

utmost endeavors. Not that this institution is free from the

t objection on economical, constitutional, and moral

grounds, as well as on the ground of it directly conducing to

bring about War. But this is not the place to investigate those

other grounds of objection.

It is obvious that the constant liability to which a State, be-

longing to the complex system of European States,
Some prepara-
tion for War is exposed of being, in virtue of some or the causes

-!>le. . .

already examined, or of other causes, at a mo-

ment's notice plunged into War, must render a eerlain amount

of pn-paration an indispensable necessity. The greater the

liability, and the more incalculable, the elements on \\hieh it

U, the in, ,iv urgent is the need for being always in a

eoiiditioii of readiness for War at a few days', Of even a few

. notice. There k p. rhaps, no problem which is pressing

on the minds of ^tate>men at the present day \\ith more urgen-

cy than how to maintain a sutli.-ient amount of preparation for

with tin- least sacrifice of the advantages oi

solution of this problem U gi\ing rUe to a number of

nieiiK MUM "f whi.-li have already be.-n put to the :

il direction of th--e e\j,, rim, nt> is to avoid the harsh
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aud unequal operation of the conscription by ballot, and yet to

enlarge the army far bevond the limits which pure-
Schemes for ob-

taining military Jy voluntary service would, in most countries, as-
efficiency with

.

the least possi- sign to it. I he aims of military organizers are of
ble sacrifice.

the most ambitious kind, and the tendency of all

the schemes is to embrace the whole male population in the

national army excluding only the very young and old, the in-

firm, and the holders of a few privileged offices and to impart
to every member of that army a military education.

Of these schemes the German is, as yet, the most complete,

The German and ^ias ^est established its military efficiency. It

rz\u\on
y
mo?t

au"
is WCN known that, according to this scheme, every

able-bodied man in the Empire has his place in

the list of the national forces, and for a certain period under-

goes military discipline and drill. A distinction is made be-

tween those who wholly devote themselves to the profession of

a soldier and those who belong to one or other of the branches

of the reserve, and who, between the interval of actual service,

or attendance on drill, pursue their ordinary civil occupations.

The German scheme thus combines the advantage of a perma-
nent Army, compactly organized, and devoted solely to keeping

up military spirit and traditions and performing military ex-

ercises, and of a reserve army of almost unlimited size, sufficient-

ly trained to be relied upon for service inside or outside the ter-

ritory, as the case may be, and each individual man in which is

a source for the diffusion of military zeal and ambition through-

out the whole population.

The French are engaged in gradually transforming their mili-

tary institutions after the same general tvpe, and
Other States

J J ^
follow in the the same is true of the Russians. Other States
same direction. .

which have enormous standing armies, as Austria

and Italy, only differ from Germany in the degree of universali-

ty which attaches to the compulsory service prevailing among
them. In Switzerland military service is universal and com-
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pulsory, though available only for defensive purposes. In Eng-
land the question of army reconstruction is recognized as of

Proposnlsof great urgency, and in some quarters the necessity

',';
of adopting the Continental system of uni

ice, or some species of conscription, is openly

The Volunteer lystem has made great way in Eng-

land, an.l recent changes in military organization, as carried into

effect by Act of Parliament, must have the result of consolidat-

ing all the military resources of the country into a large stand-

ing military force, imbued with one spirit, and inheriting similar

traditions.

Inasmuch as the whole military forces of countries like Ger-

Ennrmoii* many, Austria, Italy, and France, capable of being

traiiIied

r

io

f

\Var called into action on an eimTUVH<-\ -, and receiving
in Europe.

ft ni jijtary training fitted to qualify them for ser-

vice, are little short of half a million for each country, it is

ifl that there are in Europe, in a time of profound Peace,

.1 millions of men, the whole or a considerable part of

whose profession is War. These men comprise the most robust,

the most energetic, and the best trained and disciplined men to

be found in the several States England ah mo pivsenting for the

time an exception, so long as military service here docs not com-

pete in attractions with other occupations, and recruiting is ef-

ietly from the lowest class of the population.

It has to be borne in mind, again, that there is much \\liich

, -the and stimulating to the imagination in

lions ofa mill- \\liat may 1"' called the outside of \Yar. The ac-
Ury career. . .

Kercise of physical capacity,

which War pre>uppc.sev ; the inexorable- routine, order, and

punctilious regularity, which contrast so markedly with the

troubles, confusion, or perplexity which the daily rxperi-

home and civil life necessarily, at times brings with it : the

gorgeous pageantry of uniform, flags. Land-, parades, and re-

views, with which < J.. \.Tniin-nts never fail t-> entertain and RC-

4*
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duce the minds of their more illiterate subjects; the mutual re-

assurance and stimulus which each of those engaging in a com-

mon work, even when it is intrinsically disagreeable and repul-

sive, imparts to his fellow
;
the carefully cherished tales of all

the heroic actions and of the indomitable endurance of which ev-

ery War between civilized men cannot but contain memorable

instances
;
and the instinctive suppression of all reference to the

ferocity, brutality, and immorality of all sorts, which is the sub-

stantial material of which War ultimately consists
;

all these in-

fluences, taken together, and multiplied and magnified by the

subtle agency of sympathy and active co-operation, extending

over a field measuring millions of human beings, must create

an inordinate predisposition to War, which must be constantly

present in times of the greatest tranquillity, and when no other

cause of War is manifest on the political horizon.

It is, again, to be remembered that War, in modern times, is

Numerous becoming, to a rapidly increasing extent, a compe-

tj'dSwtedtS" tition, not only in strength and in skill, but in the
a

n*d A t
ar^s^c appliance of the last results of physical dis-

nppiied to mm- coveries. All the most precious products of an
tary purposes.

age of scientific research, and of engineering in-

vention, are instantly pressed into the service of AVar, and Gov-

ernments outstrip all other merchants and traders in offering

premiums to discoverers and inventors. Thus, in this respect,

as in a variety of others, War feeds the speculative and even the

gambling tendencies of men a single successful novelty bringing

with it a reward which seems, in appearance at least, to make up
for any number of wasted efforts, as a single victory is sufficient

to feed the passion for War during any number of reverses.

The new phase on which War is now entering demands,

ajjain. at any rate for some branches of the mili-
Development
of military ed- tary and naval service, a far superior order of mili-

tary instruction than has been held requisite here-

tofore. It is now held that the commonest soldier does his
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work well or ill in proportion to his general mental education;

and, of course, for officers in the strictly scientific departments,

the highest order of mental attainment is indispensable; and in

all these educational ivspects an active competition is proceed-

ing as between different States. Military and Naval Colleges

and A cadi-: - for military and naval instruction

in uni and schools, and even, as many advocate, in the

common national schools of the country, are arising, or about to

arise, on every hand to supply the urgent demand. Literature

lends its aid, and, partly by providing a new order of educational

text-books, partly by dignifying, in fiction and poetry on the

one hand, and in history and biography on the other, the art of

AVar. and placing it on a platform equal to if not higher than

ccupicd by the occupations from which humanity profits

the mo-t, contributes its utmost to create a popular sentiment

favorable, rather than unfavorable, to War.

All these institutions and practices whether unavoidable or

Thennmerous no* rou<t have the effect of maintaining, among
vast masses of persons directly, and among nearly

i^'Jf all persons indirectly, a belief that the recurrence

of War. at an earlier or later date, i- as natural and

certain an event as the recurrence of one of the seasons of the

year; that the n< 'cecity ,,f War. sooner or later, is the only ex-

planation of some of the most striking and derplv-nmted iu-ti-

tutions of society : that, but for the probability of War, millions

of men would be \\ithotit their ciinvnt employment, and with-

out such agreeably speculative chances of personal distinction

as each rates so highly in his own favor; that, if AYar is de-

ferred too long, the lives of millions may be pa-^rd without ac-

complishing the end to \\hi--h an a-semblage of strong j'

and national impulses lias mainly devoted those live-; and that

it" \\'ar be
precipitated, the time is at hand to which the disci-

pline and - '-tation of years have been directed ; v\ hen,

at last. ea<-h can know for himself, and demonstrate to 1
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low, what he is worth, and when an expectant country, vitally

concerned in the issue, will award the prize due to his bravery.

7. The cause of War which is often the most patent one, and

therefore has attracted more attention than is, per-
State of Inter-
national Law, Jiaps, really due to it, is the existing condition of
most commnu-
ly recognized International Law. This cause admits of more di-
cause of War.

rect treatment than any of the causes above ex-

amined, and therefore it is natural that many persons, deeply

persuaded that all War must come to an end sooner or later,

have directed their main attention to what seems to them the

only practicable remedy at present.

It is well known that, owing to a number of historical and

moral causes, the mutual relations to each other of

tematioiiai the States of Europe, and of other States directly

affiliated to them, have gradually evolved certain

definite rules of action which, in public profession at least, have

an obligatory force on the several States concerned. These

rules are closely analogous to the rules of national law, and, in.

fact, largely trace their origin to the ideas, the structure, and the

language of Roman Law. Nevertheless, in many obvious re-

spects as in the absence of a Legislature, of Courts of Justice,

and of an Executive Authority these rules noticeably contrast

with national law. According to some writers (as the late Mr.

Austin) these points of contrast are sufficiently serious to rob

these rules of all title to the name law.

This is a question, in a great measure, of terminology, and it

Not cocxten- 1S equally true that these rules have no greater title

fernationai
1"

^ ^ne name which Mr. Austin is ready to concede

to them, that of morality. Few people would,

nowadays, deny that States have moral obligations toward each

other of a far wider and deeper kind than any which could be

contained in the sharply defined language of a formal rule. In

fact, the relation of International Morality to these rules indi-
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cates a fresh ground of analogy between these rules and national

la\v. National law is never identical, or even coextensive, with

morality, but it is the constant tendency of a progressive Stato

to bring its law into harmony with the requirements of morality

as understood at the day. Thus it is an intelli-
bat related to

J

morality as Na- gible effort of terminology to designate the *

rules
tiouulLawia.

which, in the region of international society, bear

a relation to international morality exactly corresponding to the

relation which national law bears to national morality, by the

same name of law. But, in spite of the real and undoubted effi-

cacy of the rules of International Law, and their close parallelism

with the rules of national law, it is none the less true that the

Vagnenessof
rules of International Law are infected, at many

points, with a peculiar measure of uncertainty ;

\\IKTC the form of the rule is certain, the interpreta-

tions that may be set upon it are numerous, conflicting, or am-

biguous; and that, even when the meaning of the rules is clear-

rtained, the purport of them by no means, as yet, corre-

sponds to the requirements of morality, expediency, or justice.

The rules of International Law, as explained by the most com-

8onrce or inter- patent authorities, arc said to be founded partly
'

t

1I

;f

lw -

in the a.-tual or implicit consc'nt of States, an. 1

ndLaw
partly in the deductions which, it is said, are capa-

ble of being dra\\ n from a so-called Law of Nature.

Some v>riter> are rather disposed to rely upon the fori:

these sources, and others rather on the latter. IVrhaps a meet-

ing-point of the writers who look mainly to the consent of Slates

as W> from their expiv-s conventions, or their tacit

usages, and of those writer* who are prone to refer mainly to the

prescriptions of some abstract rule .f riuht, hwe\. r .l<-iu'nate.l,

may 1... f..uiid in the statement that the rules ,.f International

Law are such rules for the eoii'lu t of States, in their mutual re-

,M they have >anetioiie'l by express ,.r tacit consent, and

do not conflict with the requirements of Intern.r rality,
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as those requirements are understood at the day. Thus an al-

leged rule of International Law must satisfy two conditions in

order to maintain its validity. It must be the product of the

actual or the tacit consent of States; that is, it must have been

generally agreed to by treaty, or constantly observed in prac-

tice; and it must be in harmony with a scheme of Interna-

tional Morality, which is variously styled the Law of Nature,

the Law of God, Abstract Justice, the Law of Right, Reason, and

the like.

AYlicn it is remembered how comparatively rare, in past times,

have been the points of contact of Eastern States
Difficulty of

forming die- otherwise than by Avar, in what a desultory way
tinct rules / J J

the intercourse between the States has been con-

ducted, how fragmentary and imperfect is the evidence of that

intercourse, and yet how indefinitely extended in some directions

is the field from which the International Lawyer has to glean

his proofs of usage and consent, it does not seem surprising that

the whole region of International Law should be one of uncer-

tainty and conjecture. But when to this are added the intricacy

and depth of any problem which depends for its solution upon
a true and exact view of Abstract Morality as binding on States,

and the difficulties inherent in the interpretation of the docu-

mentary conventions which are alleged to afford evidence of con-

sent, the uncertainty attaching to the most elementary rule of In-

ternational Law begins to rise to a very high pitch. This sort

of Law shares all the notorious uncertainty which cleaves to rules

of national law, besides possessing a special uncertainty of its

own, through the absence of express legislation, the paucity of

the instances on which conclusions or analogies can be based,

and the variety of the national languages, manners, and proclivi-

ties amidst which the Law has grown up.

International Law is, however, not merely infected with an in-

herent uncertainty as to the purport and form of its general

rules, but, when a rule is clearly ascertained, there are special
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difficulties in ascertaining whether or not it applies, or to wlnt

and of deter- extent it applies, to a given condition of facts. Of
U

;ipi"i- Bourse, this is simply a matter for a judicial tribu-

nal, and great and beneficial efforts have been made

by partieii'.
i em porizc one, of the nature of a Court

of Arbitration, for a special emergency, and the application of a

rule of law has been practically settled as between those States.

I Jut, apart from such special and temporary arrangements, there

is no permanent judicial machinery which is empowered and

obliged to decide, authoritatively, the claims of suitor States to

expound the bearing of a rule of law on a given state of facts,

and to assess the amount of compensation which the invasion of

Noanthorita- a right equitably demands. In default of such a

'.,''[ tribunal, each State is judge in its own can-.-, a

long diplomatic altercation takes place on ev, TV

occasion of a disputed right, the same learned authorities, treaties,

and despatches are cited, with different intents, on both sides,

the discussion grows more warm as it is more protracted, and,

at last, it is cither left undecided, or only decided by bitterly-felt

concessions on one or both sides, thereby becoming a rankling

sore ready to be opened afresh, it may be years after, and at the

most inconvenient and unexpected of times.

v recent history has supplied many painful instances of

agry oontroreniety neariy resulting in \\'ar, which

ied have taken their ri-e in nothing else than unsettled
otete

<|iiestions of International Law, and I-

v abounds in them.

Any reader of Mr. Ward's "IlMry <>f the Law of Nations"

will remember his account of the endl''-s disputes on the pre-

of Ambassadors, which threatened to break up the

important negotiation-, and \\eiv often an imminent occa-

sion of War. 'I h:iv.- n..\v b.-en tinallv

by thr simple rules <-f ; e settled by the Protocol of

Vienna of the I'.'th of March, 1815, and of Ai\ la -(
'hapelle, of
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the 21st of November, 1818.* Many points of law relative to

Ambassadors arc, indeed, still unsettled, but it is to be hoped

that European States have outlived the possibility of serious

differences on such minute questions.

In time of War, when the passions even of Neutral States are

apt to eret inflamed, the uncertainty of Interna-
Needforan

J
.

luternationai tional Law, and the want or an authoritative

ibe"Twt" Court, are especially felt. The "Trent" case has

been already alluded to. If in this case the ques-

tion as to the right of a neutral to carry a belligerent's commis-

sioners from one neutral port to another and as to the duty of

a belligerent captor to take a neutral ship, which he held to be

carrying contraband, to the nearest prize court for judgment,

instead of removing the contraband and letting the ship go

free could have been submitted at once to a competent Court

of Justice, before which both England and the United States

would appear as suitors, it is not conceivable that any of the

strong feeling would have existed which so nearly gave rise to

AVar. It was the sense of injury, coupled with the doubt as to

getting the matter fairly investigated, and the law honestly laid

down and applied, which stirred both nations, in an incredibly

short time, up to fever heat. People feared that the uncertain-

ty about some of the legal points would throw a veil over the

whole injury, and their natural resource was to talk as loudly

and fiercely about the matter as they could, in order to compel

instant attention.

A somewhat similar result followed in what is known as the

The "Alabama " "Alabama" case, from the uncertainty of the law

relative to the obligations of Neutral States in the

matter of their private citizens building and equipping ships of

AVar for a belligerent, and from the difficulty of instantly bring-

ing the question to a judicial issue. Though there is now little

*
Manning, p. 107.
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doubt that the English Government showed a dilatoriness in

this case which was an infringement of neutrality, even accord-

ing to the law as then clearly reeou'iii/ed. yet the measure of

neutral duties, and the description of the amount of diligence

which was incumbent on a Neutral State, was nowhere precisely

laid down, was fp-m its nature, hard to lay down in unexcep-

tionable language, and could, neither before the injury was com-

mitted, nor immediately after its commission, nor at any later

time, be compulsorily submitted by either party to the adjudi-

cation of a competent Court. Thus time was allowed for all

sorts of bitter sentiments, recriminating invectives, and exag-

gerated claims to gather head, and efforts at arbitration for a

me failed. Kven the complete success of the Arbitration

at Geneva, under the Treaty of Washington, has been a good
deal marred by the national party feeling by which some of

ibitrators were agitated, and from which a permanently

constituted Court of Justice might (if it could be found at all)

be expected to be moderately exempt.

The case of the
"
Virginius,"* which presented itself during

, fthe the insurrectionary War in Cuba, and in whieh

the Spanish Authorities arrested and detained a

ii the ground of its belonging to the insurgents, and put

to death a considerable part of the crew by a summary judicial

process \\hciva- tin- >hip M-I-III* to have l.eeii, in fact, an Amer-

ican vessel further illustrates the dangers to I'eaee, from the.

dihVnlty of, instantly and authoritatively, rlmring up a doubt-

ful point of mixed law and fact. The conduct of the Spanish
Authorities was, on any interpretation of it, severe, and

cruel and vindictive, eon>iderini: that the menial x-rvants of the

ship were comprehended in the seiitnnv, and the American

Miient instantly demanded from the offenders sati-:

of a comp! humiliating kind. The nationality of

Sco Manning, p. 470.
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the ship was, nevertheless, extremely doubtful, as a matter of

fact, and the rights and duties of an American vessel, really

engaged in helping the insurgents, were by no means clear.

If Spain had been a strong instead of a weak State, it would

have been difficult to prevent War, because no strong State

would allow itself to be dictated to, as was Spain by the United

States, nor to have doubtful questions of fact and law per-

emptorily prejudged to its disadvantage.

The Canadian Fishery question, which was settled by the

Lonjjcontro-
^ast Treaty of Washington, had been pending for

mdiaiiTishery years, and was always liable to be reopened in a

question.
spirit of angry controversy whenever other inflam-

matory topics disturbed the political relations of England and

the United States,. Yet the whole matter bearing, as it did,

partly on a question of territorial boundaries, partly on ques-

tions of customary usage, partly on the effect of an intervening

WT
ar on the operation of Treaties made before it broke out, is

one of exactly the same kind as those which are being daily ad-

judicated upon in the Courts of Justice of both countries, with

tolerable satisfaction to suitors. Yet it was with the utmost

difficulty that the matter could be finally referred to arbitration,

and an arrangement of the nature of a compromise arrived at.

The points of law are still left open for further controversy, or

irritating dispute, whenever a fresh occasion presents itself.

The "Winslow extradition" case* is rather eminent for the

Winslow Extra- conciliatory manner in which England and the

diiiou case. United States conducted the controversy, than for

the absence of grounds of mutual recrimination, which between

any two other States, or even between those States at a differ-

ent period, or under different circumstances, might have had

disastrous consequences. The English Government were under-

* See Annual Register for 1876, and Lord Derby's Letter to Colonel

Hoffmann, of June 30th, 1876.
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stood, in some quarters, to uphold the anomalous principle that

they are not bound to observe a Treaty which is of a kind

whieh an English Statute no longer permits the (Government to

make, and e\ en though the Statute, by a special clause, accord-

the obvious interpretation of it, specially excepts Treaties

already in existence from being directly or indirectly affected

by the Statute. Such a view of his conduct the Foreign Sec-

ivtary wholly repudiated, and rested his position on a wholly

diverge interpretation of the Treaty of Washington of 1842.

It was a question partly of law and custom, and partly of

the interpretation of Treaties
;
and yet, apart from the constitu-

tion, by common consent of a special tribunal for the determina-

tion of all the questions involved, the judgment of which in the

present case as the prisoner "\Vin>low was di>eharged could

no retroactive effect, no formal and regular provision ex-

for ever bringing the matter to an issue, and still less for

deciding it expeditiously as soon as the difficulty presented itself.

It will be remembered that the German Government recently

brought considerable pressure to bear upon Bel-
Laws relnting
i- p"! ium

>
m order to induce it to alter its criminal

eonspiraton .

asrntnst Foreign law dealing with political conspirators against For-

i-t as Napoleon III. endeavored to do

upon England in 1859. The pretence in both CMM WM pre-

sumedly based on the -penal roneeption of the leiral duties of

ieh other. Belgium has admitted the duty by

Ig
its law. England has apparently repudiated the duty

by -imilarly refusing to alter its law. The point is thu< left

tied; ami if hereafter raised, in conjunction with other

grounds of dilute, may have serious consequences.

The duties of a State to the citizens of other State* are, at

present, m..xt imperfectly ascertained. It U quite unsettled how

fir
-.ji.-.-ial

taxes or disabilities may be impo^d on the alien

- "f a partieular State, while obeying the laws of the

country in which t! .without ineurrin-j: the charge, at
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the least, of a want of comity. "Whether special conditions can

be imposed on the travelling citizens of a particu-
Un settled

questions eon- lar State as the possession of a passe-port viseed
cerning citizens
of Foreign in a certain way or whether rights of commerce
Slates.

can be refused altogether, or only to the citizens

of some States, or only at ports not included in a special list
;

or whether, in time of War, the citizens of a Belligerent State,

peaceably domiciled in the territory of the other belligerent,

and conducting themselves inoffensively, can be made to leave

the territory at a short notice, or at any notice, without a grave

infraction of law are all questions on which International Law,

as now written, throws only a most flickering light, and yet

which, within the last few years, have again and again excited

heated controversies, which in some cases have been among the

antecedents of War.

The ex-territorial character of mercantile ships and even,

for some purposes, of ships of War again, is a
Frequency
<>f maritime topic which recent experience proves to be most

uncertainly ascertained and defined
;
and yet any

day may discover two equally poised States, owing to a purely

accidental course taken by a naval commander of one or other

of them, vehemently supporting opposite doctrines, and yet hav-

ing no opportunity of bringing their arguments to a conclusion

sanctioned by a competent judicial authority. The conscious-

ness of this helplessness, and the undefined sense of wrong it

exaggerates and prolongs, is only too likely to co-operate with

other potent impulses, if such should be present, in precipitating

War.

It appears from these illustrations, most of which have been

selected from the experience of the last twenty
International
Law a LMiaran- years, that whereas International Law is an unmis-
tee of Pence,
but it is as yet takable reality, and, so far as its rules are precise
incomplete. . , . . . ,,

and unquestionable, is one or the most effective

guarantees of Peace, yet vast portions of the Law are, as yet,
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only dimly sketched out, and, in respect of all portions of it,

the utmost inconvenience and risk is encountered, through the

impossibility of obtaining a ready and immediate
Great want of

J J

an authoritative decision of questions of law and fact, which from
tribunal.

time to time come into controversy.

The effect on the frequency of Wars, and the permanence of

War. of certain leading doctrines of International Law, espccial-

U the mode of conducting War, and the rights and

duties of neutrals in respect of trade, will more conveniently be

considered later on, when the leading suggestions for the reform

of the law on these topics have to be passed in review.

causes of War which have been examined in the present

chapter have been selected, partly, as being those which are

often overlooked, or, at lea-t, >f which the importance, in mod-

ern times, is often underrated, and partly as admitting, more

than other causes, of the application of direct remedial pro-

Genes. It will have been obvious throughout the inquiry that

no single one of these causes ever stands alone. Most usually

\ causes concur, and sometimes all these causes, and oth-

ers in addition, are present at once. Thus, in the
Various cause* . .

anally concur case of the Crimean Avar, the rapid political

M in th growth of Russia
;
the chronic revolutionary con-

dition of the Turkish provinces, inviting the com-

ntion of Russia on the one side, and

on the other; the rival political schemes of Russia

/inland : indifference on all sides to the sufferings and

losses to all concerned which War entails; the existence and

f Ii\d military institutions, especially in France and Kn-

sia; and the d,,nl,ts attaching to the legal claims of the Chris-

ibje.-ts of Turkey. ! among the causes of War.

To these causes might be added national and religious antipa-

:md other still more vairue political tend D Eng-

innot be usefully analyzed here.
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So, in the case of the Franco-German War, the growth of

and the Franco- Prussia and Germany has already been noted as

Geruiiiu War. ^}Q mQ&i Direct of the causes. But to this cause

must be added the alleged intervention of France, in nominat-

ing Ilohenzollcrn as successor to the Spanish Crown, the real

or imputed political schemes of the Emperor Napoleon, the an-

tipathy existing between the French and German people, the

territorial acquisitiveness on both sides, the enormously devel-

oped military institutions on both sides, and the alleged ill-

treatment, or at least contemptuous treatment, of the French

Ambassador at Berlin. Probably the first of these causes was

the strongest, namely, the determination of Bismarck to secure

a united Germany, under the military leadership of Prussia,

and to put a final close, if it were possible, to the scarcely inter-

mittent invasions by France of German territory. It may well

be doubted whether the appropriation by the Treaty of Peace

of territory so long attached to France will diminish, rather

than increase, the probability of recurrent War.

There are some causes of War which, though they have fig-

Some causes of urc(l conspicuously in past times, are now becom-

^r

(,b

r

s

e

oie

e

t

c

e
m"

ing extinct, at least among States enjoying an

European equal amount of civilization. Such are Wars of

religion ;
Wars waged in order to extort commer-

cial privileges ;
Wars waged in defence of colonies, or of the

advantages of colonial trade
;
Wars of dynastic succession

;
and

Wars proceeding from nothing else than chronic international

hatred or jealousy, as were many of the Wars between England

and France. That some of these causes of War are by no

means obsolete when a civilized State has to deal with one less

civilized, or at least with a State at once weak and physically

remote from the operation of public opinion in Europe, the in-

cessant Wars which England has waged with China, and which

she is constantly waging with the Asiatic potentates whose
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territories border on her Eastern possessions, are sufficient

proofs. But the principle of free trade, the modern policy of

colonial im lope ink-nee, the general and steady advance of no-

tions of religious toleration, and the lessened influence of dy-

fainilies in political, and especially in international af-

ire quickly bringing to an end sonic of the most notori-

ous causes <>f War in the past.



CHAPTER III.

OF SOME POLITICAL REMEDIES FOR WAR.

SECTION I.

OF THE NATURE AND POSSIBILITY OF POLITICAL AND OTHER REM-

EDIES FOR WAR.

IN the invention of remedies for the evils which beset the nat-

ural body, it is well known to be a source of fal-
No one reme-
dy of univer- lacious treatment, and consequent disaster, to relv
eal efficacy. .,-.

upon any single and definite medicament as always

and everywhere applicable to a malady, the symptoms and causes

of which are manifold, and differ widely for almost every indi-

vidual case. This is equally true in devising remedies for spe-

cial political evils; and is most conspicuously so when the evil

to be grappled with is the product and expression of a vast va-

riety of independent facts, each of which, in itself, is of a most

complex kind, and connected with past events by a long chain

of historical sequence. War is eminently an evil of this nat-

ure, and the complexity of the evil is sufficiently manifest

from the brief review in the last chapter of some of the prin-

cipal causes of modern European Wars. But each one of the

causes there enumerated would admit of further analysis, the

result of which would be to indicate that there is scarcely a

human passion, or a folly, or a political error, and still less a

political wrong, which has not contributed, in its measure and

degree, to swell the great aggregate of causes of which War is
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the inevitable effect, Hence, when it is purported to in vest i-

te remedies for War, it might be held that, in
-Mnonable

to seek rriup- the strict sense of the word remedy, the enterprise
dies for War ? .. T

would be not merely ambitious, but puerile. It

is, then, matter for consideration in what sense of the word

/ the search for remedies for War can be held to be a

reasonable and legitimate object of serious political inquiry.

Though it is quite true that the grounds of War and of its

perpetuation must be sought deep down in the nature of man,

and in the general historical evolution of political society, yet it

has been endeavored, in the last chapter, to establish that the

consideration of the more general causes of War can, for mod-

ern times, and for the special circumstances of the civilized States

of Europe and America, be reduced and narrowed to that of a

limited number of groups of circumstances, which in part pre-

dispose States to War with caoh other, and in part directly orig-

inate Wars. These groups might, no doubt, be arranged in a

variety of ways, and the groups themselves variously construct-

cn*es of War C(*
i
nor can any merit in the way of originality be

Skied andmod- claimed for one mode of classification as contra>t-d

with another. All that has been here attempted

has been to show that modern War between civilized St

an effect of a limited number of definite and clearly asoertaina-

blc antecedents; and that the antecedents are, eaeh of them, to

some extent at least, modifiable always supposing there is a

:-o present to modify them.

it must be assumed, in such an inquiry as this that it is

A dw sincerely desired to get rid of War ; an assumption

which, however, very imperfectly corresponds with

farts. The desire to get rid of \Y. to a

liflVrmt extent among different nations, though there is,

probably, at tli Moment, no one civili/.ed nation that

War for its own sake, or which would not encounter some

sacrifice in ..pin- to k
[

it at a distance. Nevertheless, t ho iv

5
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are many States, and many persons in all States, to whom War
seems by no means a considerable evil. To some persons and

to some Governments occasional War seems, on the whole, to

be more to be desired than the prospect of perpetual Peace,

partly because of the coveted prizes which successful War may
bring with it

;
and partly because of the enervating influences

which unusually pacific pursuits are supposed, by some, to exer-

cise on the national life.

It is not necessary to do more here than advert to these views

as phases of current opinion, though the weight
This desire not
universally they carry in the conduct of international politics

is immense. If it is held that War is all but the

greatest of disasters, for the occurrence of which no mere posi-

tive gain can ever compensate, albeit the desire to avoid immi-

nent loss might justify the encountering of it, then the sharers

in such an opinion may lend an attentive ear to the suggestion

of measures which aim at the abolition of War, as a proper ob-

ject for the concentration of political effort. But if War is

looked upon as only a moderate evil, of an equal magnitude

with a number of others, and one which may properly be re-

garded as a ready instrument, ever at hand, for the achievement

of ulterior designs, or the satisfaction of a finely wrought na-

tional sensibility, then the consideration of remedies for War
must be a fruitless inquiry. It would imply nothing less than

an exact calculation, repeated for each State in succession, of

the value of the different objects which modern civilized States

may now, or at any future time, set before themselves, and an

indication of the general line of policy which each State must

adopt, so that, by a reconciliation of all the various lines, con-

flicts and disputes may become infrequent or impossible. Such

an inquiry would involve a complete scheme of general Euro-

pean policy, stretching into the far future
;
and though the

preparation of such a scheme would not in itself be impractica-

ble as the majestic efforts of M. Auguste Comte and his Eng-
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lisli followers have demonstrated and might not be without a

value of its own, yet it must wait to be adopted in toto by all

those States which are concerned, before the attainment of so

much of its object as appertains to the abolition of War can

be, even in a minute degree, reached.

Thus the first condition of engaging in a hopeful search for

remedies for War, is that of believing it is an evil

ir of so great and preponderant a magnitude as to

remc- justify the diversion of a vast amount of political

activity to the solitary end of reducing the fre-

quency of War. If such a course is resolved upon by any sin-

gle State, the meaning of the word remedy is then plain for that

There is not a single empirical device which, if adopted,

can be a security against all War. There may be some settled

plan of continuous policy, having divers branches, each of them

-sed to one or more of the special group of circumstances

which may be called in a peculiar sense causes of War, the

adoption of which policy by any one State tends largely to re-

duce the chances of War, and the adoption of which by ft

or by all States tends, proportionately, to render the occurrence

of War impossible.

In prosecuting an inquiry, then, into remedies for War, it is,

Abolition of m the m'

st place, assumed that War is looked

COM!| "P011 M an cv^ f ^ IC m'

st magnitude, and that

!alni*
ai. hidi is sincerely in search of remedies

f..r it U) make the abolition of War a distinct object

i.f tin- m'-t serious and unresting political concern, to the at-

tainment of which object the conduct of its international n-la-

ThemennMo tions, in all its departments, shall steadily and uni-

ilfvl. formly converge. In the second plav. the-.,- n 111-

edies an- numerous and ftm mutually inter-de-

nt, so that reliance cannot be pla.-ed on a resort t

f them by itself, or even 00
*

t any nuin

I !. '.' . In the third place. |
nedies
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are often not solitary acts, or even lines, of action, so much as

new attitudes, principles, tendencies, aspirations, all
Often incapable
of precise defl- of a somewhat indefinite kind, and incapable of
nition.

very precise description in language, though none

the less real and potent in fact.

It is a misfortune that hitherto, instead of War being regard-

ed as an evil, in itself demanding distinct remedies,
War regarded as ...
an instrument it has rather ranked as the handmaid of politics,
ofjustice, not as ...
an evil to be and has even borrowed from the realm of national
abolished.

law the dignity and consecrated garb appropriate

to the administration of public justice. In International Law,

War is spoken of as its ultimate sanction, in spite of the anom-

aly that War is resorted to at the arbitrary will of any State

which conceives itself to be injured, or in peril of injury, and,

in this respect, finds a fitter analogy in the lynch -law of the

half-civilized community than in the calm and impartial justice

administered by the tribunals of a European State. Never-

theless, this mode of thought has undoubtedly qualified public

opinion as to the true character of War, and has disposed peo-

ple rather to find in it generally an engine of justice, than to

denounce it as presumedly rife with nothing else than injustice

and cruelty. It is treated too much as a remedy for evils, and

too little as one of the greatest of all evils, for which remedies

are urgently demanded.

Thus, the first step to be taken in finding a cure for War is

to recognize it freely as a sign of bad health, and not of good ;

to make it a distinct object of public policy, not merely to avoid

War for a time, but to hasten its extinction
;
to treat all inter-

national questions in the light of this urgent necessity ;
and to

survey afresh the main points of customary contact with other

nations, with a view of determining what beneficial changes of

attitude and conduct can be introduced so as to bring about the

desired end.

In the sections that follow, the main topics of international
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action will be succccssively passed in review, in the hope that

in the exact treatment of them such remedial proc-
Internntional

,
....

es, if any, as are applicable to the evil of W ar,

with the imr- will gradual lv disclose themselves. These process-
,

J
f

*,
it has been already insisted, do not consi-t 01

a series of cleverly-contrived devices, but rather

of the wi.M-ly and aptly directed adjustment of existing and fa-

miliar relationships, the end being always unswervingly kept in

view, and all the courses of action denoted being, as opportu-

nity occurs, simultaneously and persistently resorted to. The

main point of difference between this inquiry and a wider in-

quiry into all the elements of international well-being is, that

here it is held that the extinction of War is one of the first and

paramount aims to which general international policy ought
>ent to be directed, and that to this aim it can be \\i-ely

and hopefully directed.

SECTION II.

OP r ! ION AND r TION.

THE subject of intervention, as the word is usually und.-r-

..... 1, relates to two entirely distinct topics; one,
Intervention-

{}IQ j nterfercncc on t ], (l j,.^ Q f one gtaU,
j n ( j,

internal affairs of another State; the other, interposition on the

part of any State in a dispute r War between two or more

ether S; it- a, It
is, bowefer, not always possible or even ncccs-

>ary to k.-cp the treatment of the two sorts of Intervention

quite distinct, because it UMiallv liappens that In-
the one nfton

MM of the lir-t kind iinine<liately leads to

Intervention of the second kind; the attempt to

any one political party or side in :i conflict within the

of a sin. , usually '. political complica-
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tions, and probably to "War, with the States which favor the

other party or side. No better instance of this could be given

than the anxious efforts which have been made by England, and

other interested States, to abstain from giving open political

support, either to the Turkish Government or to its insurrec-

tionary subjects, for fear (among other reasons) of enlarging the

area of conflict, and bringing about a War with Russia or Aus-

tria. In the same way, had any European power intervened in

the late American Civil War, it is probable that similar re-

sults would have followed, and the War extended itself into

Europe.

It would be of great service in the cause of maintaining Eu-

Legalaiidmor- ropean order if it could be definitely ascertained,

h!t?n^

s

toiute? and made a matter of general acquiescence, how

far, at what times, and in what way, one State is

entitled to intrude, for any purpose whatever, on the indepen-

dence of another State. There are a variety of very different

questions involved, which are often either wholly confused to-

gether, or only very imperfectly discriminated. There is, first

(l), the strictly legal question, the answer to which ascertains

under what conditions one State may encroach on the indepen-

dence of another State without committing an actual breach of

law. The ultimate limits of the right of Intervention being

thus fixed
;
the next question (2) relates to how far a positive

legal duty compels a State to intervene in the affairs of another

State. A further question (3), of far greater difficulty than the

former ones, relates to the moral right and duty, and the gen-

eral political expediency, of Intervention, within the limits with-

in which it, Intervention, is legally permissible.

Thus, in any actual case which presents itself, it has first to

be settled whether the circumstances are such as would render

Intervention allowable, without a breach of law. Then it has to

be determined whether a State is under any legal obligation to

avail itself of its legal right to interpose. In default of any
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such legal obligation as a guide to political action, it remains to

be con nether it is morally obligatory, just, wise, or ex-

pedient for a State to avail itself of its legal right.

(1.) It is unfortunate that the topic of Intervention exhib-

LegalHptoof
its

>
m a peculiar degree, the inherent imperfec-

' ion '

tion which at present clings to International Law,

namely, the shadowy line which separates a legal from a moral

riirht. It will be found that the writers on International Law

uiv by no means explicit or agreed with one another as to what

constitutes a legal justification for Intervention. They have

fully recognized that the topic is closely bound up with that of

the Sovereignty and Independence of States, and that the onus

of proving a special justification rests upon any State which

ventures to interfere with the internal constitution and adminis-

tration, or with the external action, of another State.

. have further investigated, often with much assiduity

and conscientious spirit of research, the chief historical occa-

sions on which Intervention has been actually resorted to, and

collected and commented upon the best apologies

v>hieh, in every case,, have been alleged for the act. But, in-

nR9
asmuch as the story of the past, unhappily, rather

I a chronicle of lawlessness than a record

of scrupulous conformity with legal rules and principles and

encroaching States have seldom failed t> find a plausibl-

r the ino, t baivfae.,1 otl <-f ag^re-Mon, hi>t.ry has not

!; instructor, though in International

Law its placr, such as it is mii-t l.e tin- lir>t and highest.

. that this chapter of International Law is an

t-xtivmely un-ati>factory one, the subject being, in fact, mtly
the domain of morals and politics. The principles

expressed in the now obsolete doctrine of the Dalan.v ,,f |',,u

cr, in the rlaims of Kur<>jn-an order, in the claims of
" human-

i the arrogant -us of th- fiance,
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and of what is sometimes known as the " Monroe Doctrine,"*

partial as this last is in its application, will all be found to be

sources in which writers on International Law have discovered

legal limitations on the general principle of the absolute ex-

emption of a truly independent State from any kind of interfer-

ence from without. But the above principles, claims, and pre-

tensions, by which the independence of States has been prac-

tically limited in the past, and is liable to be limited in the

future, are either extremely vague and indeterminate in their

nature, or only admit of being rendered precise and definite by

reproducing an assemblage of by-gone historic circumstances and

relationships, for which no true parallel could ever be found

again.

Thus, when International Law attempts to lay down a broad

principle that Intervention is never -justifiable, or
International
Law only ad- consistent with the doctrine of the independencemits right of In-
tervention in ex- of Sovereign States, it is instantly confronted with
ceptional cases.

the facts that in almost every generation, since

International Law attained any maturity. Sovereign States have

forcibly and violently interposed in each other's affairs
;

that

in many of these cases the Intervention has been countenanced

by the impartial opinion of surrounding States, and approved

by the judgment of posterity ;
and that, in the realm of practi-

cal politics, it is found that cases are almost daily presenting

themselves in which, while all sorts of views are held as to the

time and manner of Intervention, the legal right and moral jus-

tice of Intervention, in certain possible emergencies, is never a

matter of controversy at all.

Hence, the International Lawyer is compelled to recognize

exceptions to the broad principle of exemption from interfer-

*
See, for a full account of the scheme of the Holy Alliance, Manning's

Law of Nations, Ed. 1875, p. 488; and of the Monroe Doctrine, Wheaton's

Law of Nations, Dana's ed., Section 67 seq., note 36.
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cncc. But it would seem that the time has not yet come for

any genera', iiiliciently explicit to be the basis of law, as

to the principles on which the exceptions are to be based. It

is something that it is recognized, with increasing clearness, that

These cases not Intervention must always specially justify itself on
R'd'

the ground of exceptional circumstances, and that

the legal right of Intervention is, at best, only an exceptional

right being, as it is, in derogation of the primary and universal

right of independence, which is essential to the very nature of a

Sovereign State.

This is, undoubtedly, one of the topics on which it is desirable

that the language of International Law should be made more

nid unmistakable. In this aspect, the subject may have

to be referred to again. In the mean time it appears that In-

ternational Law recognizes a legal right of Intervention, and in-

dicates limits to this right, but affords a very dim and flickering

for the guidance of an honest and law-abiding Guv. rn-

111. nt, desirous of informing itself beforehand as to whether it

will be legally justified or not in forcibly interposing in any
which presents itself.

re are en- vor, in which Intervention, either

Legal duty of i" the internal affairs of a Foreign State or in a

di-puto bi-twe.-n two States, is, or might l>e held to

be, an inexoral ! luty, and, therefore, to inch;

right.

So far as a duty of Intervention in the internal affairs of a

Foreign State goes, the dreumstamvs in whirh
Intervention In

affairs such a diitv could an-e ;nv becoming rarer
i tat,

day. It is, indeed, difficult to conceive the <

encc of Midi eiremii-tanees, except in t! .\hieh, in ;

D up t> the time of the Treaty .f Vienna, con-

stantly occurred, of two or more States coinbinin.ir t^, HUT by

maintain a part'p ular dynasty or form of Go\, Tumuit,

5*
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or special constitutional settlement, in one, or both, or all of the

. Thus the Parliamentary settlement of the Crown of

England of 1688 was incorporated in the Treaty of Utrecht;

the internal constitution of the Germanic Confederation was

elaborated in minute detail in the Treaty of Vienna ;
and the

States which formed the Holy Alliance reciprocally pledged

each other jointly to support monarchical institutions, and to

suppress insurrectionary movements in one another's territories.

Supposing Treaties or engagements of this sort to be really

valid in point of law which, in the case of such a one as that

of the Holy Alliance, at least, is more than questionable no

doubt a legal duty to interpose might arise in the event of the

casus feeder is actually presenting itself. But the rapid march

of constitutional, not to say democratic, government in most of

the States of Europe, is gradually rendering all notions of the

propriety of guaranteeing any particular form of Government,

or dynasty, or institutions of any sort, against the efforts of the

people to change or destroy it, a daily-increasing anachronism.

The inalienable moral right of the people of any State to choose

and alter their own political institutions, and, if thwarted in

their orderly constitutional action, to proceed to their end by

any way which is open to them, is now hardly disputed any-

where, and is being even erected into a fashionable dogma, of

which, by resort to so-called plebiscites, despotic rulers are not

unwilling to avail themselves.

But, with respect to Intervention of the other sort, that is, in-

intervention in tcrfcrence in a subsisting quarrel or War between

putes^f other two or morc other States, there are a variety of

the most common and valuable Treaties, the execu-

tion of which must render it a cogent duty. To this class of

Treaties belong all Treaties of general Alliance, whether only

Duty of enforc- ^or defensive purposes, or both for offensive and
ing Treaties.

defensive purposes; Treaties of guaranty and of

neutralization of States, territory, seas, or canals
;
and Treaties
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of what may be called general settlement, of the kind of which

icns are found in Treaties of Peace at the close of a AVar,

in which many leading States have been directly or incidentally

concerned, such as (in recent times) the Treaty of Vienna of

1856, the Treaty of London of 1830, by which the kingdoms
of Belgium and Holland were finally constituted, and the Treaty

'arisof Ib

Tr.-aties of general Alliance are becoming less and less coin-

Treaties of ?cn-
mon

>
as more comprehensive ideas of the relations

,.',";, of all civilized States to one another and to the

whole are prevailing, and as the extreme inconven-

ience of making an engagement to fight in another's quarrel,

without having any command of the diplomatic negotiations

out of which quarrels emanate, if at all, is increasingly felt.

Miean War, in which England and France were

Mtiment for some time continued to exist in both

countries to the effect that those States were embarked in a

common policy, were conscious of joint responsibilities, and were

actuated by a perception of identical interests. As time wore

on, and circumstances changed, this sentiment decreased in

*h, and finally vanished. But, so long as it lasted, there

was an indistinct feeling that England and 1'Yance mu-t have

the same fr'n-nds and enemies : and though there were no Treaty

obligations to this elTcct, yet there was a strongly marked national

disposition in that direction. It is probable that no two Stales

will evi r 1, o farther than this in the direction of I

.iance, unl< >> tin-re is a permanent confederacy of some sort

between them, in which case other considerations come into view.

probable that Treaties of general settlement, by which

TreatloKor it is vainly d to crystalli/e forever, or

"J5J?" fr an in.letini
1 a par-

''

([J H_ ticular epoch, and thereby to impose an iron bar-

thi natural progress and development of

States, restricting equally the most enterprising and the most
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stagnant, will become gradually discredited. The subject will

be considered more fully under the section which deals with
"
Treaties ;" but, in the mean time, it may be noticed that the

most celebrated Treaties of this sort, commencing with, those

of Minister and Osnaburg, which followed on the Peace of West-

phalia in 1648, and terminating with the Treaty of Paris of

1856, have either called for periodic revisions, usually at mo-

ments most favorable to the pretensions of powerful and ar-

rogant States, or have had their provisions silently neglected

or have afforded an apology for mistimed encroachment, and

thereby for aggressive War.

An engagement which contains complicated provisions, based

on the assumption that the future will continue to be as the

past, is made only to be broken
;
and the worst of it is, that if

an engagement is not kept in the spirit, and, as far as possible,

to the letter, the time and mode of breaking it will be selected

by the strongest, while the engagement, in all its rigidity, will be

enforced, as convenient, against the weakest. Thus it may be

expected that Treaties of general settlement will shortly become

obsolete, and the ground for the duty of Intervention be removed.

But the same is not likely to be the case with Treaties made

Treaties tend- ^or ^ne pui'Pose f guaranteeing the performance
ing to Peace. Qf Q^gp Treaties or engagements, and for the pur-

pose of securing the Neutrality of States, territory, seas, rivers,

and canals. Both these classes of Treaties have this advantage,

that the direct object of them is either to prevent War or to

limit its area. Treaties of guaranty can only impose the duty

of Intervention when a clearly-ascertained and publicly admitted

legal duty has already been grossly violated
; and, therefore, the

improbability of the casus foederis arising is to be measured,

first, by the antecedent improbability of any legal duty being

ever so violated
; and, secondly, by the superiority in force of a

clearly
- ascertained and confessed duty over an indefinite and

doubtful one.
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Treaties of Neutralization, again, are in many respects the

most beneficial of all Treaties. They are, necessarily, made by
number of States, some of them the most powerful and

influential. They are dictated by a sense of general interest,

and not of any special and narrow interest. Their direct t

cy is to restrict the area of War, and thereby, in respect of cer-

tain places, to banish War altogether. If they are broken, the

force which supports them is so overwhelming as to make In-

ntion, however decided, rather formal than belligerent.

It thus appears that, so far as the legal duty of Intervention

is concerned, the occasions on which alone it might arise are,

some of them, almost obsolete
;
others are becoming so

;
and the

few remaining ones are of a nature directly to reduce the gen-

eral area of War, and to make Intervention pacific rather than

ile.

(3.) It is, however, not with strictly legal questions, so far as

thc<e can be said to exist, but with what may be
Mornl it y and *

expediency of called moral and political questions, that the dif-
utiou.

ficulties attaching to Intervention are really con-

cerned. Assuming a State is legally entitled to intervene, either

in the internal affairs of another State, or in a dispute be-

two States, and yet is not legally bound to intervene, the <jues-

tion is presented, whether Intervention morally nu<jl,t to take

r \\hether it U expedient it should take
j

at .-take cannot be properly investigated with-

Mutnni rr-in- ou t- a preliminary inquiry into the mutual relations
stat8-

of each other, as members of a

corporate community, and the relations of each State to the

community a \\hole. It may be true that, as in the

in the gradual formation of a political

community of States, the component members have ton \ TV

vctly conscious of the social aim, to the attainment of

th'.-ir best energies were di; 1 \\hich thei:
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vicissitudes and errors often as distinctly furthered as their con-

scious purposes and successes. The story of the past is, indeed,

a chronicle of turbulent struggle, misconceived self-interest, and

half-satisfied, half-blighted aspirations. The aspect of the pres-

ent resembles that of a seething caldron, in which, from mo-

ment to moment, it seems uncertain which bubble will rise to

the surface, will be the largest, will last the longest. The pros-

pect of the future is veiled by a curtain, on which are inscribed

only the guesses of statesmen, the visions of philosophers, the

hopes of philanthropists. And yet a common human nature,

common economical necessities, common sentiments of morali-

ty and religion, and increasingly assimilated institutions, are, and

have long been, silently operating underneath all the more

superficial influences, and tending to enforce at once the value

of an independent national life and the equal value and moment

of contribution and co-operation, through which each nation

shall profit, and derive profit from the whole.

The notion of true and necessary relationships between State

and State is steadily making way through a num-
Growingrecog-
nitioii of these ber of scarcely suspected avenues

;
and the attend-

relatiouships. , . , , T

ant notion of moral rights and duties as existing

between different States, independently as well of the will or

caprice of their ephemeral Governments as of their populations,

is recognized as the consequence and expression of those essen-

tial relationships.

The very growth and structure of International Law albeit,

at its best, but a feeble image and counterpart of a moral sys-

tem, is a testimony to the confessed belief in the existence of

such relationships. From the inherent infirmity of that Law,

it is obliged to lean on the strength of such sentiments as those

of good faith, moral claim and obligation, equity and humanity.

But these sentiments, whatever be the history of their evolu-

tion, if they are the bulwarks of Law, cannot be its products.

They have rendered a legal system possible, and the legal sys-
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tern, in its turn, has done much to substantiate and protect

them, litit th- on an independent footing of their

own, and imply that civilized States 1. .rd each other,

or (what for this purpose is the same) are generally believed t>

have, moral relationships, which a: reproduction of

tlie relationships that every citizen of a State has to every other.

In approaching, then, the question of the moral right and duty

of Intervention, it must be assumed at the outset that moral

relationships exist between State and State, which must be

taken as the basis of interference, quite as much as the special

and one-sided interest of a particular State, or particular States.

I>ut, even with the help of this assumption, which regards

Poinustninn- civilized States, and pre-eminently those of Eu-
determiued.

rope an(j America, as bound together by ties of

moral right and obligation of the most enduring kind, ihc prob-

lem has yet to be solved as to when and how Intervention may

properly take place. In all moral inquiries it is quite as per-

plexing an investigation to ascertain what is right and wrong, as

to determine whether there is any right or wrong at all.

But the preliminary question, as to whether a State can be

morally justified in wholly isolating itself, and in exhibiting no

public concern whatever in transactions in which only other

seem to be concerned, even though thc.-e transactions

may involve the most serious issues t> the relative political

situation D to humanity, must be ans\\nvd

first England, in hr hi-t.-ry up to the la-t twenty years, has

Cmmtnntlntf. ' to answer the question in the sense that

: nt ion is to be the rule, rather than the ex-

cara*

ccption. IJut this opinion was due to eircum-

-
peculiar to the position of Kngland at different, stages

of In -i- Fir>t,ln-r l-Vudal and hynastical relations with

int sympathies as against Spain; then

In r implication in tin- I Mitch policy in opposition ! I

,n connections and ali.
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hardly left England any choice as to whether she would, or

would not, hold herself involved, for all purposes whatever, in

the mesh of European politics.

The result was a sort of traditional diplomatic habit, on the

part of English statesmen, of stepping forward in all emergen-

cies, rather than holding back. This habit was, of course, a

good deal exercised and stimulated by the actual military and

naval successes of England, by her ever-widening Colonial Em-

pire, and by her social and mercantile communications with all

parts of the world. War and Peace meant, on the whole, per-

haps, more for England of loss and gain than for any other

country.

One result of these different tendencies and influences has

been to generate a new party in England, which
Growth of Non-
interventiou would directly reverse the whole previous policy

of the country, and altogether forbid Intervention,

either in the internal affairs of Foreign States, or in disputes

and Wars between such States. The general principle of non-

interference in the affairs of Foreign States was first practically

asserted by Mr. Canning in 1826, especially as against the doc-

trines of the Holy Alliance. The Free -trade Movement, and

Ids innate pacific disposition, stimulated Mr. Cobden to go still

farther in the same direction, and to prepare the way for
" Non-

intervention
"

being erected into a dogma, advocated by a dis-

tinct party, and having no inconsiderable influence in the do-

main of practical politics.

The tenets of this party have, no doubt, been expressed or

Itstme represented in many exaggerated forms, which, if

true, would have properly implicated the party in

the charges of cruelty and inhuman avarice and selfishness, as

well as of national disloyalty. But the utmost these tenets

really mean, when carefully examined, as they appear in the lan-

guage of their most competent supporters, is, that henceforward

Intervention is to be the exception and not the rule; that
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all forcible Intervention in the purely internal affairs of For-

I,
whether ly England or by other States, is to be

strenuously discountenanced, and that England is only to in-

tervene in disputes or conflicts between Foreign States when a

sufficiently strong case seems to present itself in weighing the

of which case, not only the immediate and remote inter-

ests of England herself, but the interests of all other States, and

the general establishment of permanent Peace and order, on the

basis of free and independent national existence, must be taken

into the estimate.

The following language of Lord Derby, in answer to a depu-

tation on July 14th, 1876 (sec Times for July 1 5th), probably

expresses, fairly enough, the modern doctrine of Intervention,

as held in England by practical statesmen, especially by way -f

limit to the extreme doctrine of Non-Intervention, in the form

in \\hieh it is attributed to a certain party in England:
" The doctrine of absolute indifference is not one which this

Lord Derby on country ever has professed, and I do not think it

intervention.
is one which would be popular with the nation at

"NY i' have a great position in Europe; and with nations,

as with individual!) a great position involves great responsibili-

ties. "NVe cannot absolutely decline to accept our rcsponsibili-

:y nation that ha.l . Certain stage of civ-

n were to accept the principle of Non-intervention in its

absolute a:. form, and MJ,
'

Pi \\\\\ n< V.T meddle in

any international <jiie-tions unless our own intent > are touch-

ed/ the effect of that would be to leave the regulation of all in-

ternational affairs to nations whieh have n<>t ivm-hed that state

of rivili/ation. If the voice of England, in questions sueli as

arc now discu be silenced altogether,

id be one voice less heard on the side of Peace. No
one is more strongly in favor ,,f N-.n-Intenmtion, with.

Reliable limit-, than I am ; but we must ]>u-h n-. .!<. :i;n<

-

; and an a!--
'

. on all
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occasions would be a proclamation of international apathy, and

I need not tell you that international apathy does not in can

either Peace or progress."

This exposition of doctrine, even if it be valid as an expres-

sion of the current tendency of politics in England, is at best

only negative, and leaves the question of the time, the occasion,

and the manner of the Intervention of any sort to be settled in

reference to some general principle, if such a principle, or such

principles, could be found.

It may be considered that, so far as direct and forcible Inter-

intervention in vention in the internal affairs of a Foreign State

is concerned, the positive as well as the negative
recognized. &[fo of ^he doctrine is now pretty clearly estab-

lished
;
that the mere strength, extent, or organization of an in-

surrectionary movement furnish no justification for interference

either on one side or the other; the duration of an anarchical

condition, coupled with the apparent improbability of order

ever being restored, may justify interference on the ground of

the interest which all States are presumed to have in the stabil-

ity and integrity of each State
;
and gross acts of inhumanity

persisted in on either side may, on grounds of humanity, prop-

erly precipitate Intervention.

But, even if this statement were admitted to be as fairly

exact as any doctrine could be rendered in a few
Cases for which ... ...,.
they do not brief sentences, still, it is obvious that there are a

number of indeterminate elements still left open,

the arbitrary determination of which, by a single interested

State in any given case, may lead to serious abuses. The hesi-

tating reluctance of the United States to interfere in the strug-

gle in Cuba,* and the grounds alleged by Servia for declaring

War with Turkey that is, the inhuman efforts made to suppress

the insurrection in the neighboring Turkish provinces exhibit

* See the extract from President Grant's speech, in Manning, p. 97.
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the complication of private interest with public duty which por-

r usually seem to perplex, the motives for Intervention.

i the highest degree desirable that the element of private

t should be entirely removed an object which can best

be secured, in respect of such cases as these, by habits of com-

noliev among as great a number of St: -<>ille, and

those States especially who are above the suspicion of having

an interested motive lower than that of promoting

ofcombined Peace, order, and general well-being. Thus, so far

as this sort of Intervention is concerned, it is,

above all, desirable that the purity of the motives should be

conspicuous, and, for this end, the more States that join, the

the reputation for public honesty of the Government of

those States; and the greater the publicity of the grounds of In-

,iion alleged, the less likely is the Intervention to be incx-

,t, unjust, and provocative of general AYar.

of the other sort of Intervention, that of taking a

intervention public part on one side or the other in a dispute,

or \Yar, between two Foreign States, presents, at

lte*
present, far greater difficulties than the former

kind, because none but the roughest principles of action have

Difficulty of M
>'
ct nict w ' tu an

.
v

g<-'
IU'

r:i l acceptance, and the

interests at -

usually of a far wider and

more intricate kind.

duly not by mere abstinence from siding wit!

party or the other, any more than by pre.-ipitatc-

matterofL" u-
ly im-ddling with the quarrels or feuds of other

hat a ju>t and
pa.-iti--

.1 always

roinote the cause of iceeed long

:.ing \\'ar at a distance from its .own borders If it be

I of the civili/.-d world, however vaiious in

.itudc, or temporary intlin nee, together OOI

a true politi.-al community, of which the eonij.onent m
:i<l have moral rig!

\
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other, then the breach of order and social continuity which War

presupposes cannot but be a matter of the most urgent moment

to every member of the community.
The bare fact that, as soon as War breaks out, every State

not a party to the War acquires the rights, and is liable to the

duties, of Neutrality, of itself makes the occurrence of War a

matter of universal concern. But, apart from this change in

legal position, and also apart from the social and commercial

losses which War between any two States occasions in all direc-

tions, the imminent danger to the national existence of one or

both the States concerned, and the open substitution of a reign

of force for the current reign of law and right, is a deep moral

injury and offence to every State which is a member of the great

community of civilized States. The earnest diplomatic efforts

which are often made, even as things are, in a truly unselfish

spirit, to prevent the outbreak of a War, even between two re-

mote States, are a token of this moral claim on the part of every

State to pacific methods of settling differences at the hands of

all other States.

If these efforts fail, and War breaks out, all the Neutral States

have, in truth, a common cause. The object of a
Duties and J

.

policy of pacific policy should be to remove all occasions of
Neutrals. . i/.

divided and self -regarding interests from these

States, so that, free from all prejudice, mutual suspiciousness,

and vacillation of purpose, they may combine, either to keep

clear of the struggle or to throw their weight into one scale or

the other, or insist that the matter in dispute shall be settled by

arbitration, at the risk of the recusant party being treated as the

general enemy.

Though it is easy to point out the direction which policy

should take in the matter of Intervention, the mutual distrust,

not to say rivalries and animosities, which now prevail among

European States, might well seem such as to render vaticina-

tions of this sort chimerical. Nevertheless, it only needs two
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or three leadm_ > be united on the score of maintain-

uvneral IVa.v, to make any other War thanJ
Peace conld be .

maintained by a nurelv insurrectionary one almost impossible.
iction

iiug Should r ranee and German v, for instance, forget
Suu-.--.

'

.

the past, except for its instruction, and persist

. r in desiring permanent Peace as sincerely as England

does, Eur. : be almost absolutely secured. So

with other possible combinations between States now accident-

ally estranged, as, for instance, Italy and Austria; the probabili-

ty of such a combination seems, at present, so extremely small

haps, to be hardly worth adverting to, even for the sake

of pointing out that, if it were to occur, the variety of strong

and otherwise opposed interests that would then be enlisted on

the side of Peace would be able conclusively to insure it.

SECTION III.

OP MEDIATION AND ARBITRATION.

\o political remedies for War, either apprehended or

<-xi>tiii'_Mhc friendly Intervention or aid of States not directly

concerned in the dispute properly occupies a high place. To

. indeed, this sort of remedy appears the mo>t hopeful

of all, and one of immediate applicability; and an enumeration

of recently successful cases of friendly Intervention, <r judicial

aid, no dubt seems to give color to these hopes. But it has

. h.-eii explained that War i- the la-t e\|. region of every

malady \\hi--h disturbs the relations of States, and that

only be removed by a series of remedial processes which

addie-- tbemMlrei t all (fate maladies at once. Neverthele-s

the function of friendly service on the part of other States.

.Unix a diplomatic fnu or not, d

ncics for 1. Wu at a distance, and finally,

ling a stil>titute fr it.
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It is not necessary, in this place, to say much about that form

of friendly intervention which is known as Media-
Mediation.

J

tion. Its true character is well understood, from

the close analogy presented in the circumstances of private life.

Its success must always depend on the known integrity and dis-

interestedness of the mediating State, and the higher the rep-

utation of a State for public honesty and impartiality, the

more likely are its services to be put in requisition for this

purpose. But the success of Mediation must depend upon the

alleged grounds of dispute being the real grounds, and, there-

fore, upon the existence of a certain amount of genuineness
and honesty of purpose in the Governments of the States

which are verging on War, or already actually engaged in it.

It thus appears that the province of Mediation will become

larger and larger as national and international morality im-

proves, and the desire of general Peace becomes everywhere
more urgent and sincere. Any single State of conspicuous

integrity, and still more, any group of two or three States,

fortified by a strong, intelligent, and conscientious diplomatic

service, may thus confer inestimable benefits in averting, at an

early stage, the possibilities of War.

But the form of friendly intervention on which public at-

tention has been especially fixed of late, is that
Arbitration.

J

known by the name of Arbitration. The essen-

tial elements of Arbitration consist in (l) An agreement on

the part of States having a matter, or several matters, in dis-

pute, to refer the decision of them to a tribunal believed to be

impartial, and constituted in such a way as the terms of the

agreement specify, and to abide by its judgment ;
and in (2)

Consent on the part of the person, persons, or States, nominated

for the tribunal, to conduct the inquiry and to deliver judgment.

On the mere face of this description, it is obvious that there

are certain conditions which must be satisfied in order to ren-

der Arbitration even so much as possible. In the first place,
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tlic matter in dispute must in itself admit of being formulated

in such a way as to be made a matter of judi-
Precise defini-
tion of poiuta cial decision, as distinguished from an equitable

;.tite -.,
essential to arrangement or adjustment of political claims. Or
Arbitration.

J
.

course, the terms of the reference may be

and indefinite, and considerable powers may be given to the

Arbitrators of adjusting claims, even of an indeterminate kind,

and making compensatory settlements of a variety of sorts.

But the claims, however indeterminate, must be included in

precise language, and the limits of the capacity of the Arbitra-

tors must be strictly defined. This condition points to the

obvious suitability of Arbitration to all cases in which the dis-

pute relates to a matter of unsettled law, or to controverted

matters of fact, or to the correct interpretation to be placed on

a Treaty or other legal document, or to the fixing of a boun-

darv line, or to the amount and kind of compcn-
CMCS obvloas-
ir 8ui table for sation due for an admitted wrong, or to monetary

claims on the part of a State against another

State, or of a citizen of one State against another State. In

all such matters as these, in which the mere statement of the

ground of dispute indicates a readiness to accept a conciliatory

solution of it, if such can be found compatible with national

1 for the friendly offices of other St.v

forming. <>r as-i>tinc; to f'>rm, tribunals of Arbitration, is al-

most illimitable; and it is likely eiiMiiuh increased recourse

will be bad to this mode of reducing international difficulties,

as its value becomes ^nixed, and the >mpli-

eati'-n of the relatioi u State and State multiplies occa-

sions of possible disagreement.

Hut there arc other eases of dispute whi.-h are far more for-

midable than those ju>t alluded to, and yet, which invoh

ments of such a n-tined .r incalculable kind that, on the face

of it, : ,ifti-n MBM t

best constituted tribunal e\< rci-in;: powers of the most
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clastic and equitably adjtistive kind. These cases of dispute arc,

as often as not, kept secret by means of a plausible insistence

on other more palpable grounds which are, however, constant-

ly shifted, as a fresh turn in the course of diplomatic negotia-
tion seems to suggest.

The abnormal cases which, on the face of them, seem, for one

Difficulty of fui- reason or other, far less adapted for a tribunal of

SrycondSfona" Arbitration than those previously mentioned, be-
in other cases.

j01)g usuai]y to Qne Qr ot]ier Qf^ foHowjng c lassos .

Either a State believes that the action, or menaced action,

of another State is such as seriously to menace its own inde-

pendence, or even its national existence
;
or it believes such ac-

tion is hostile or fatal to some scheme of policy which it has, for

reasons sufficient to itself, deliberately adopted and long perse-

veringly adhered to
;
or it believes some act of another State,

or some imputation cast on itself, to be injurious to what it des-

ignates as its own "
national honor," and to call not only for

instant repudiation, but, possibly, for condign punishment. The

question is, whether cases of dispute belonging to these several

classes can be looked upon as fulfilling the conditions which the

possibility of reference to Arbitration demands.

As to the first class of cases, in which the independence or ex-

istence of a State is believed to be menaced, it is evident that

the terms here used are so wide and indefinite as to afford, in al-

most any conceivable case, a ready excuse for declining Arbitra-

tion to a State indisposed to settle promptly a pending dispute ;

and as much might be said of the third class of cases here de-

noted, in which the
"
national honor "

is said to be involved. In

respect of both the first and third class of cases, it is often alleged

that when once it is believed that existence, independence, or

honor are really involved, no State could ever be expected to sub-

mit to the judgment of any tribunal, however constituted
; and,

even if it were, the matters in dispute are usually of too delicate

and intangible a kind to be made matters of judicial reference.
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This jealou-y certainly, at present, not a wholly irrational one

Mutual distrust
^ a^ tribunals of Arbitration in respect of ques-

tions believed to be vital, is due to the struggling

rivalries, the seltMi assumptions, and the sinuous

and unfathomable policy which at present characterize Kuropeau
'

political distrust, ea>ily >tirred into active hatred,

and generally allied with an overreaching covetousness, is keep-

be nations apart, almost as forcibly and constantly as a

: of moral, social, and economic influences, over which States-

men have only an indirect control, are drawing them together.

Tin- notion, which is banished from the economic world, still sur-

in the political world, that nations profit, on the whole,

from one another's weakness and misfortune, rather than from

one another's strength and prosperity. There are innumerable

influences at work which are combating this persuasion ; but, so

long as it continues widely prevalent, no true political equality

can exist among States, of a kind to enable any one State to

trust itself implicitly to the integrity and justice of all the rest.

Thus, though the lid. I of Arbitration is undoubtedly limited

Reasons for an- at tnc present moment, there arc two directions in

which it is now undergoing, and may be made to

fn^tle

1 "

undergo much more rapidly, further extension. In

tin- tir>t place, the sensitiveness < M to what

r honor, is already be-

ing greatly reduced, and may be r .11 farther, especially

\\hen a true \i.-w i> taken of the terrible alternative j.n

by \Var,and of the superior concern which all States have in the

iih-r than in the mi-fortunes, of other

Injurious and wrongful, too, as any contumelious treatment of

another is the remedy is sought by a

"" mutual massacre of t! ly-disposed citix--ns

.11 enormous destruction of wealth <>n both

^her to the States COne.

-t of the \\orld. If the injure-! St.r to be

8
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the stronger in a military sense, a fresh career of injuries from

the other side does little to re-establish permanently peaceful re-

lationships. If it proves to be the weaker, the original injury

remains, without so much as the shadow of redress, and a fresh

crop of injuries, of the most embittering kind, succeeds to it.

The final result is a rough and hasty settlement, under circum-

stances of impassioned hostility, and usually not without the

friendly services of those very States whose appearance on a

Tribunal of Arbitration would have been, at the outset, indig-

nantly repudiated.

In the second place, it is probable that a greater confidence in

Growth of con- *ne disinterested integrity of Foreign Governments

commuuuy
h
o
e
f

wil1 lead to a disposition, on the part of single

States, to trust even their most vital interests to

the general voice of the European community, rather than to the

chances of War. This time seems very remote
;
but in respect

of all neutralized States, and even of all very small States, this

end is already practically attained. Even in respect of the

largest States, it would hardly be publicly professed that their

claim to continued existence is to be exactly proportioned to the

military preparations and ability available, from moment to mo-

ment, for their protection. The whole tendency of civilization

in International, as in National, society, is the other way, and is

directed to ridding the individual members of the community of

the necessity of self-defence, and to saving the waste of private

effort which the necessity for constant readiness occasions.

As to the second class of cases, in respect of which it may
seem impossible that a State will consent to refer to any tribu-

nal whatever matters which seem to touch a scheme of policy

to which it is (in its own eyes) irretrievably committed, this

class of cases can only become reduced by a general simplifi-

cation in such schemes, accompanied by greater diplomatic pub-

licity. This subject will be discussed lower down in a distinct

section.
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There arc a variety of schemes which have been devised, and

Schemes for some of which have been put in practice, for

the constitution of Arbitration. Some of these

schemes are very elaborate and ingenious, and arc

only wanting in regard for the true political difficulties which,

at present, have to be overcome. It has become the fashion of

ars to include in Treaties provisions for Courts of Arbi-

tration, variously constituted, to which may be referred the de-

cision of pending questions, or of matters of dispute which may
hereafter present themselves, or the interpretation of the Ian-

of the Treaty itself. The value of such provisions is

very considerable, as the experience of the use of Arbitration,

and familiarity with its practice, are likely to help much in ex-

tending its scope. But it would be a great gain if any tribunal

could be constituted in advance, to which questions
Desirability of

:.i-nt might be referred from time to time as they arose.*

The permanence of such a tribunal, and the con-

tinuity of its acts, would impart some credit for indifference in

t of any special matter submitted to it. Even if, for a

'. ery f-\v questions were, in fact, submitted to it, it

would be a typo and pledge of an institution whi.-h

the community of State* niu-t inevitably hereafter develop, and

facilitate tin; way to its formation.

SECTION IV.

OF TUKATIKS, AM) l.MM.c [ALL! KBBAXOH "

formally-written conventions by \vhi.-h Stato MC

Importance of tnt ' ir ' r -r;i1 relations to ca-h other, have, natural-

ly, considerable intluenee in determining not only
Law -

tli..H- relations but also their moral n 1

. testify in-.:, as it doi-s in the m..st ,
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deliberate assent and consent of two States at least, Las a far

wider operation in International Society than a legal contract

has in National Society. International legal relations are, at

present, almost exclusively built upon the express or presumed

acquiescence of States which share in them
; and, therefore, a

formal document which purports to register the nature and ex-

tent of that acquiescence on the part of two or more States, and

in reference to a more or less limited subject-matter, proper-

ly carries with it enormous weight. A series or assemblage of

such documents, in which a great variety of States take part, is

equivalent to a legislative act, or the last decision of a supreme

Court of Appeal. Even a single Treaty, in which a number of

States take part, may, in connection with other circumstances,

introduce, and go far to substantiate, a wholly new principle of

law, which will shortly be held binding on all States. In the

case of an ambiguous or long-disputed point of law, even a sin-

gle Treaty between not more than two States may, by adopting

or excluding a particular interpretation, go far to terminate all

controversy on the subject, or, at least, to prepare the question

for exact logical treatment.

Treaties differ from the legal contracts which are made within

Points of differ-
the limits of a single State in the following (among

TreatKm" other) particulars. In the first place, they are never

civil contracts. ncg tiated by the true and sole parties to them

that is, by a State with a State, but by the mediation of what

is, usually, a double agency. That is, the Executive Govern-

ment of the day, in greater or less dependence on the Legislat-

ure, operates as the organ of the permanent State, and deputes

its own envoys or delegates to arrange the terms of the engage-

ment reserving, of course, the right of giving constantly fresh

directions, and of finally ratifying, or of not ratifying, the

Treaty in its completed form.

In the second place, the only form of conveyance of territory

known to International Law is that by Treaty. It is true that,
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in national law, the same document often contains both a con-

tract and a conveyance; and some Courts of Law even place

upon terms apparently designed only to effect a contract, an in-

atioii by which a conveyance is actually effected quite as

much as a contract. But in International Law a conveyance,

whether by way of gift, sale, partition, or exchange, can be ef-

i in no other way than by Treaty; that is, territory can.

only pass by the force of the assent of the two States which are

-ted in the transaction, and it is a Treaty which registers

this assent and engages both States, under the obligations of

public honor and good faith, to adhere to and in every way

support the arrangement, at any rate as between one another.

In the third place, as has been already noticed, Treaties go
far to construct the law itself as binding on the parties to them,

:Tord most important testimony to the condition of the

law as binding upon all States. This is, of course, not the case

with ordinary contracts, which are, from lirst to last, under the

control of rules of law, the application of which they can only

modify within very sharply-defined limits.

It is important to point out these differences, because it is so

common, in handling the subject of Treaties, to follow servile-

analogy of the contracts of civil life, and thereby to lose

si-_
r lit of certain precautions which Treaties in so far as they

from those contracts peculiarly demand.

Treaties are made by States; and States, as was explained

... of in an earlier part of this tivati-e, are in a condi-

tion of incessant tlux and rhange, <>f a kind which

can ! vi-ry imperfectly calculated or
]

'

iirlc-s

s \\hieh include conveyances of territory, and affect to

-h a permanent settlement in the political relations of

The difficult States, have been often enough and even in re-

cent times mad.- in all the excitement, irr
1

aredrmwuup. or rx | |a|M j Mll ^j,.], atto|| ,i t |, C ]ORC ( ,
;

Sue! ^. again, though held to l,e f,.re\er binding on
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States, under all their vicissitudes of Governments and constitu-

tions, are often made by a party in the State temporarily par-

amount in influence, without concert with their rivals, without

pledging the whole Legislature to their views, and without en-

countering public discussion in the country. The Treaties, too,

are necessarily made by envoys, adjusted from moment to mo-

ment, according to the changing phases of the negotiation, with

very incomplete facilities of communication between the Gov-

ernment and their representatives, and under circumstances, usu-

ally, of great pressure and haste.

Political hesitation, again, about their own future conduct,

and the lurking propensity to reserve themselves
Indefinite-

J

ness of their the riinit of profiting by new emergencies which
provisions.

may present themselves, generally induce States to

introduce vague and indeterminate stipulations into their Trea-

ties, of a kind which no two contractors in civil life would ever

consent to in drawing an ordinary written agreement. Treaties,

or provisions in Treaties, for guaranteeing the independence of

a small State, for neutralizing States or territories, or for sup-

porting a dynastic settlement in a newly-constituted or reformed

State, are proverbially vague and large in their language, leav-

ing it quite uncertain what is to be the exact moment and occa-

sion of Intervention under the Treaty ;
whether the engagement

is only a joint or only a several one
;
whether Intervention is

optional or obligatory ;
what is the kind and amount of Inter-

vention which is contemplated. Many recent cases illustrate the

extreme danger and inconvenience of leaving all these points

open, to be settled by every State at a juncture of great public

excitement, in accordance with the caprice either of its Gov-

ernment or of a partially informed majority of its population,

which may succeed in making themselves heard.

The same hesitation or indefiniteness of purpose, as well as

the necessities of the case, lead to the language of Treaties being

usually couched in a form peculiarly liable to generate difficul-
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ties and doubts in the matter of interpretation. The mere fact

that two contracting States commonly use differ-

ent languages, and therefore, in composing a Trea-

ty, are obliged either to resort to a third lang

habitually used by neither of them, or to have a separate copy
of the Treaty in each language, of itself prepares the way for

much uncertainty in interpretation. But in the composition of

important legal document destined to have an enduring

nee a choice has to be made between resorting to purely

technical verbiage, the true significance of which can only be

umler.-to, ,,l by professional students, and by them handed on

one age to another, or employing ordinary speech and

words, in their common colloquial meaning at the day ;
or em-

ploying partly the one class of words and speech, and partly

the other.

It is the misfortune of Treaties, and of the States which make

i hat the hist of these modes is that most familiarly resort-

in the composition of them. They arc the joint product
of statesmen, professional diplomatists, and professional lawyers.

Immediat. expediency, deliberate policy, diplomatic routine, and

tradition, courtesy, and a polite desire to abstain from rough
and hard preoing in ch-ar and explicit terms of a claim or ad-

vantage, all compete with the lawyer's demand for inexorable

minuteness and laical precision.

It will be remembered that when a controversy ar.^e as t->

tin; admission of what were called the
"

indirect
rhown in the

Arbi- claims
"
of the Amei - rernment among the

matters of reference to Arbitration, under the

-f Washington of 1870, the -n "'Alabama'

l
w was found t<> h ;.- IB the Treaty to

embody a vast quantity of indistinct grounds of alleged injury

niands for compensation, which had been made at \ari.>us

. A
j

;>ened, the Arbitrators ,v ..f tin*
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proceedings, had the good sense to put a clear and narrow inter-

pretation upon the expression
" 4 Alabama' claims." But the

looseness of the wording had already led to bitter charges and

recriminations between the people of England and the United

States, and had very nearly rendered the Arbitration proceedings

impossible. Had the question not been one of Arbitration, the

inexact language might well have prepared the way for \Yar.

It appeared that one of the negotiators of the Treaty, at least

(Mr. Mountague Bernard), was throughout in favor of drawing

the document in precise legal phraseology, but the professional

diplomatists and British Government discouraged such a course.

The general consequence of so fluctuating and inexact a form

being imparted to documents so lasting and weighty is, that

Governments have been able to avail themselves of a strict or

lax interpretation of the Treaty as suited their convenience, the

legal part of the phraseology seeming to favor the former, and

the colloquial part the latter.

The above general considerations seem to suggest certain im-

Remedies for provements in the making of Treaties, which may
these defects. ^Q expecte(j to have a most beneficial influence in

diminishing the causes of War. In the first place, (l) it would

be well if Treaties could be made perfectly definite in respect of

the matters which are really agreed to by the contracting par-

ties, so that, as soon as ever the event occurs upon which action

is to be taken by one or other party under the Treaty, there

may be no doubt as to which party is to act, and as to how the

party is to act, and that there be as little option left in the mat-

ter as possible, whether action at all shall be taken or not. In

the second place, (2) Treaties might with advantage be made

more definite and exact in their language. The progress and

gradual codification of International Law will have the effect of

evolving a juridical language, and the concert of professional

students of abstract law in different countries will call into ex-

istence a juridical school, both of which together may have, and
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must be made to have, a weighty influence in the composition

and exact interpretation of Treat'

lirink from Treaties being interpreted

with the rigorous and too often pettifogging particularity which

is familiar in Courts of Justice in the case of ordinary contracts.

But this is only saying that, though States are styled
"
juridi-

cal" or
"

artificial
"

persons, they are not human being-

political relations are to be determined by reference to princi-

ples which are not applicable to the relations between man and

man. But, admitting this to the full, accuracy and certainty,

where attainable, are obviously better than shiftiness and ain-

v of meaning; and the best way of securing an undeviat-

ity in the signification of terms and sentences is to pro-

mote, in every way possible, the growth of juridical science, and

to bring into the closest communication the jurists of all coun-

When once the intent of statesmen is ascertained, it is

to professional jurists, sensitively acquainted with the amount

and kind of accuracy which the occasion really demands, that

the formal composition of Treaties alone belongs.

In the third place, (3) there is an obvious inconvenience in

Gencmi ^ttio- taking the occasion, as was eminently done in some
l>

..f the most celebrated Treaties, of a

P Me to make a general settlement of a number

of long di-puted questions. There are no Tn

which arc, from their very iuecption, so brittle as Treaties of

Peace. Then- i> always an dement of force and violence in the,

.lion of tin-in which N wholly alien to the delibcr.r

untariiK-ss which a true mental < nt pivsiipp. >,$, and

which, in the case of any ordinary legal contract, mu>t I*

is of course.

m force, such a Tivaty is always made under

nstances of irritation and animosity, as well as of haste,

:i-n tin- intends of the e.ntra'tiiig parties Mem
to be thi latent object of the

C*
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Treaty on both sides must be, not to further the common ad-

vantage of both, but to further the separate ends of each at the

expense of the other. It is impossible to picture an occasion

less suited to that impartial survey of a number of conflicting

and complex interests, and that calm appreciation of the merits

of competing advantages, near and remote, present and future,

certain and contingent, which a hopeful settlement of long dis-

puted questions between a variety of States eminently demands.

The later history of the Treaties of Miinster, of Utrecht, of

Vienna (1815), and of Paris (1856), is full of illustrations of

the truth of these remarks, and has done much to bring Treaties

into disrepute, and to make the obligation which attaches to

them almost proverbially synonymous with open bad faith or

fraudulent evasion. This imputation on the actual validity of

subsisting Treaties is by no means just, inasmuch as all civilized

States are parties to a vast multiplicity of Treaties on all sorts

of subjects which are habitually and rigidly observed, even in

their minutest provisions. But the complex political settle-

ments and territorial conveyances which have been contained in

some of the most celebrated Treaties of Peace have been, un-

doubtedly, followed by acts of disruption and reconstruction,

which have done much to bring all Treaties into discredit, and

to occasion War.

Assuming that those settlements and conveyances were, in

themselves, recommended by considerations of general expedi-

ency and justice, any time would seem to be more propitious

for effecting them than that of the close of a War, and any

document more suitable than the same document which con-

tains the hard terms of Peace imposed by the conqueror on the

conquered. It would seem advisable that matters of general

settlement and conveyance, when not forming essential terms on

which Peace is concluded, should always be arranged during

Peace, and at some distance of time from the closing of a War.

No doubt, at present, the susceptibility of many European
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Governments is so finely strung that there is a general fear of

-tions of readjustment, 1 bviously desira-

ble in the interests of all parties, for fear of awaking hopes and

which cannot be quieted, and thereby precipitating the

very disputes which it is designed to avoid. JJut as mutual

confidence between State and State grows, and as it subsists be-

tween the United States of America and most European States,

:tieipation of disputes by friendly settlements in time of

Peace becomes increasingly possible, and the most laudable ob-

ject of an enlightened diplomacy.

Akin to this topic is another one, to which the late Mr. John

Advantage of Stuart Mill drew attention, that Treaties are too

iheVe'l fre<]iiently made without any provision for the cir-

cumstances under which they are made undergoing

a complete change, and, therefore, an alternative being present-

of their being violently infringed, or of a pressing re-

for their revision being tendered by one of the parties at

a moment when the other party may find it peculiarly incon-

venient to resist. It will be remembered that Russia selected

the moment of France being occupied with the German \Yar of

1870 to demand from England and France, and the oth

natorics to the Treaty of Paris of 1850, a revision of an impor-

tant clause in the Treaty, and the demand was necessarily,

th"i: mtly, acceded to.

Mr. Mill proposed that no Treaty should endure for 1

than a definite time without revision; but this could not be

to apply to Treaties which are in the nature of convey
-

ances, which mu-t In-
]>.

rmanent. The better rule would lc

that, for all Treaties not of the nature of conveyances, the ar-

unt l>e made for a short and definite time, at the end of

which time any party to the Treaty should bo entitled to con-

voke a congress of the Minatory States for the purpose of re-

vising If. at the time f,,r rc\i-ioii. one of the

signatory States should be at AVar with another, the time
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should be deferred till a year had elapsed after the conclusion

of Peace.

There is another question, in respect of improvements in the

Share of ponn-
mode of making Treaties, which has to be answer-

tahiaking
c^> that i

>
the amount of public discussion, in pop-

<ies'

ularly constituted legislative Assemblies, which it

is expedient they should undergo. In all the States of Europe,

and in the United States of America, it is the Executive Gov-

ernment which alone is charged with the task of negotiating,

concluding, and ratifying Treaties with other States; though

sometimes, as in the case of the concurrence of the Senate with

the President of the United States, the Executive Government

has a peculiar constitution imparted to it for this purpose.

The increasing dependence in modern States, and especially

in England, of the Executive Government of the day on the

popular branch of the Legislature, both for its existence and for

the pecuniary supplies needed to enable it to carry out its polit-

ical projects, enforces the general importance of freely commu-

nicating to the public all information on Foreign Affairs, and

inviting popular sympathy and aid at every stage in the con-

duct of lengthened negotiations. Nevertheless, the necessity

for instant action, the privacy inherent in the notion of confi-

dential instructions and suggestions to foreign agents, the claims

of Foreign Governments to have the secrecy of
Some amount

. . ... ....
of secrecy a their own communications, within certain limits,
necessary evil. .

respected, as well as the vast amount or special

knowledge which the conduct of relations with a complex net-

work of foreign States demands, must always seclude a large

part of diplomatic action from the public eye.

It should be remembered, however, that this privacy is an evil,

even though it be a necessity ;
and is to be acquiesced in only

to the extent to which it is proved to be a necessity. As the

whole State is permanently responsible for the discharge of its

Treaty obligations, it is of the utmost importance that these ob-
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ns should be, as far as possible, thoroughly understood

and deliberately undertaken by the people as a whole
;
and it

may be fairly taken for granted that those fine stipulations, and

neatly -adjusted arrangements, which are most commonly re-

moved from the broad area of public discussion, often grow
into the most potent causes of dispute and AVar.

There is another remark which must be made on the subject

of Treaties. It is, that when a clear case presents

ciiouhi com- itself of a State breaking its Treaty, the punish-
l>im- to punish , . , . . , , ,

'

m
\\ of mcnt, of whatever kind it be, should come from

the hands of all civilized States at once, and not

only from the hands of the other signatory or signatories. The

offence is far more of the nature of a crime than a mere breach

of contract or civil injury ;
and it is a crime which strikes at

the root of the moral and legal relationships on which the com-

munity of civilized States is based. Mr. Mount-ague Bernard*

has shown how impotent were all the cumbrous oaths contained

in the Treaties of the Middle Ages, and how they have been

superseded by the simplest language. But a truer appreciation

of the nature of the offence contained in a national breach of

faith will lead to a sentiment of such general indignation being

aroused ly it, that tin- vindication of the broken law may be as

safe in the hands of those least directly interested as of those

most so.

SECTION V.

OF GREAT AND SHALL STATES, AND OF THE EQUILIBRIUM OF SI

<|iiestion
a* to what is tin- most suitable magnitude for

to attain, in order l.-t to promote the interests ol

tOO purely al'-tra't t l-e matter of

See Obligation of Treaties, p. 190 of Lectures on Diploma
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profitable speculation. Some political theorists, indeed, have

endeavored to answer it, and it is well known that M. Comte

mapped out the whole world into 120 Republics, only some of

them roughly corresponding to existing States. These inquiries

are not without their value, as they tend to disclose principles

which may be useful guides in solving the narrower and more

immediate problems of practical politics. These problems spring

out of directly historical causes, and it is only by glancing at

these causes that the true purport of modern problems can be

so much as understood.

In reverting to the later history of Modern Europe, from the

Consolidation time, say, of the Peace of Westphalia, in 1649, it

t^onofl'lSsTn will be seen that two distinct political tendencies
Modern Europe.

jiave constantly manifested themselves as bearing

on the distribution of Europe into separate States. One of

these tendencies has been that of compounding large States out

of small ones
;
the other, that of disintegrating States and mak-

ing small States out of large ones. Both of these tendencies

have been beneficial, and the combination of both tendencies to-

gether more beneficial than either of them alone. The recent

consolidation of Germany, Italy, and Austria expresses quite as

manifest an inclination of forces in the modern political world

as does the separation of Belgium and Holland, the creation of

the Kingdom of Greece, the establishment of the Principalities

of Servia and Roumania, and the persistent recognition and sup-

port of the independence of the Netherlands, of the Swiss Con-

federation in its successive forms, of Portugal, of Denmark, and

of Sweden and Norway.
Different principles have been alleged in favor of the several

political modifications which have produced these
Alleged rea-
sons for these results, and these principles have often been alleged

in favor of carrying the movements still further.

Sometimes geographical limits have been assigned as a sort of

natural mark of the territory of a State. Sometimes community
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of race, religion, or language has been 1 as ground for

political distribution or redistribution.

Still more frequently has a still valuer principle of political

i
'ii been found in alleged nationality, whi< to im-

ply a reference to a unity of political traditions in the past

possibly a very remote past. One or other of these grounds
.: ending an old, or forming a new political aggregate, have

familiarly alleged by aggressive despots and revolutionary

leaders. The truth is, that in considering any special case in

which the propriety of extending the limits of a State, of ad-

juring the frontiers of two bordering States, or of forming a

new State, comes into question, all the circumstances must be

taken into consideration together; and though the condition

of the population, in respect of race, language, religion, and na-

tionality, is essential to the inquiry, yet no one of these charac-

in, by itself, be admitted to dominate over the reason-

ing ; and not even all of them together can afford a certain clew

to a decision.

j'oneral consequences which attend the for-

:i nf great and of small States respectively, and especially

of the combination of tho two in certain proportions, can bo

approximately M a guide to general political action.

i-f uTeat and of small States is capable of

Relative ad- being fairly otimated by referring to the :

kujSd
0<

changes which have been mad.- in the con>tituti.n
email Slates.

of certain States with a I-Vderal rgani/ati<>n, such

as Swi '

MTinany, and the I'n'r . In all the-e

count i . ral constitution has been rapidly giv-

ing way to a strict republican or parliamentary form of <io\vrn-

inent, and this change has not only been promoted through a

conscious experience of tin- inferiority of the earlier stage, but

to have been abundantly jiMilied by the Mih-e.|iiriit re-

sults. Iii all three cases, external Mivngth and intbiencc, inter-

nal harmony, lineal C , and invigorati>n -f the national
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spirit, have taken the place of weakness abroad and disunion at

home.

But this is no argument in favor of the indefinite aggrega-

tion of small States into larger ones. If pushed beyond a cer-

tain limit of extension, a State may include an amount of terri-

tory, and a sort of population which, under its existing constitu-

tion, its Government cannot control
;
and its constitution may

not easily admit of the only radical changes which would en-

able it to extend its dominion. Beyond a certain point, again,

an extension of the frontier may bring the State face to face

with new rivals, or with new occasions of difference or dispute.

This is especially true when the new territory of a State enters,

as a wedge, into the territory of another State, or is enclosed, on

the land side, wholly by the territory of another State, or bor-

ders the territory of several States. In this way a natural limit

would seem to be imposed to the indefinite territorial expansion

of States, and this limit ought to be observed in making Trea-

ties of Peace.

But, even apart from any question of further expansion, a

State in which the territory and population are
Large States

J r

dangerous to both laro'e has always strong inducements to con-
Peace.

J

vert a large proportion of its resources to purely

military purposes. Its strongly centralized institutions favor

this disposition, while the eclat which attaches to military dis-

play on a great scale further stimulates it. The importance of

internal repose and external security seem further to justify it.

Thus, looking merely to the interests of Peace, it is not without

reason that large States are, in proportion to their dimensions,

regarded as dangerous to those interests.

Small States, on the other hand, can only subsist by the prac-

Smaii states de- ^ica^ toleration, or the express guarantees, of the

the oi,"e"van"e lal'ger States. In some cases it may be the gen-
of Public Law.

erally recogn ize(i interest of all the larger States

that the small States should be maintained in their integrity,
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rather than swallowed up by any one of themselves, and gen-

are, in such a ea-e, easily obtained. But in oth-

iiere no such guarantees exist or could be obtained,

1 States rest upon no other foundation than that of

Public Law. Their existence is a standing testimony to the

validity of that law ; and in no more distinct and concrete form

can the notion of law, as determining the relations of States, be

maintained in its unmutilated integrity than by promoting the

M, and defending the independence, of small States.

The relation of small States to large States has usually been

discussed in connection with the doctrine of the

the Buinnce ]>alancc of Power a doctrine which has, perhaps,
of Power.

since the beginning of the sixteenth century, exer-

cised more influence than any other single doctrine over practi-

cal European politics. It is worth while examining how far

ly obsolete, as is commonly alleged, in the

present day, or what transformation it has undergone. The

following are the chief instances in which the notion of an

equilibrium of States as an object of European policy appears,

in the present century, on the face of public documents.

The Preamble of the Treaty of Paris of the 30th of Mav,

181 '

. amonu the purposes of the Treat v,
References to It

. .

of the parties to it to terminate the

long agitations of Europe, and the sunVnn_

mankind, by a p.-rman.-nt I Vaee. f<r,><Jcd upon a .-fiti'uu

offorce betw. . n JN 6 1 containing in its stipulations the

of its durability. The Treaty was signed bv the ivpre-

st-ntativos of Austria, < Iivat Britain, l-'ran-v. Portugal, lYu^-ia,

Russia, Spain, and Sweden. "Separate and Secret" Articles

were signed at th.- MUM tim.- between what may be OOMJ

Aers that is, all the part !<> to the main body of

:.il, Spain, and Sweden.

is as follows :

" The .

up by lli> iihM Christian Majesty, under
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the third Article of the Public Treaty, and the relations from

whence a system of real and permanent Balance of Power in

Europe is to be derived, shall be regulated at the Congress upon
the principles determined upon by the Allied Powers among

themselves, and according to the general provisions contained in

the following Articles." Thereupon follow a series of three Ar-

ticles dealing severally with the boundaries of the Austrian and

Sardinian Territories in Italy and the guarantee of Switzerland,

with the territory of Holland, and with the aggrandizement of

Holland by the acquisition of the " German Territories upon the

left bank of the Rhine, which have been united to France since

1792." The third Article expressly recites that the "establish-

ment of a just Balance of Power in Europe requires that Hol-

land should be so constituted as to be enabled to support her

Independence through her own resources."

At a Conference held at Vienna on the 14th of June, in which

Austria, Great Britain, Prussia, and Russia took part, a protocol

stated the principles from which the Powers started, relative to

the Union of Belgium with Holland. The first clause of this

protocol stated that
"
the Union was decided upon by virtue of

the political principles adopted by them for the establishment

of a state of equilibrium in Europe."

The establishment of a
"
just equilibrium in Europe

" was again

referred to as among the general objects of the Treaty of 31st

May, 1815, between Austria, Great Britain, Prussia, Russia, and

the Netherlands, for determining the boundaries of the King-

dom of the Netherlands, and ascertaining the basis of the Union

of the Belgic Provinces. This Treaty subsequently formed An-

nex X. of the Vienna Congress Treaty of the 9th of June, 1815.

In the Treaty between Prussia and Russia of the 3d of May,

1815, by which the claims of Prussia and Russia in the Polish

Duchies created by Bonaparte were adjusted, and the Polish

Constitution, under the Czar as King, was created, the Preamble

recites, as among the objects of the Treaty, that of settling the
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of affairs "by combined negotiations founded upon the

principles of a just Balance ofPower and division, discussed and

agreed upon at the Congress of Vienna/'

In 1850 a Conference was held at London ivlnti\v to the in-

v of the Dani>h Monarchy, in which the Plenipotentiaries

of Ar. a P.ritain, iVmnark, France, Russia, Sweden, and

ay adopted a protocol on the 4th of July, which recited

that the several Powers,
"
considering that the maintenance or

ity of the Danish Monarchy, bound to the general interests

lopean equilibrium, is of great importance for the piv

tion of Peace, have resolved, at the invitation of His Majesty the

of Denmark, to establish the perfect accord which exists

n the Cabinets relative to the maintenance of that prin-

Again, the Treaty of the 21st of November, 1855, signed at

Stockholm by the Hi-prcsentatives of Great Britain, France, and

ii and Norway, recites that these several Powers,
"
being

U to avert any complication which might disturb the ex-

isting Balance of Power in Europe, have resolved to come to an

understanding with a view to secure the integrity of the United

Kingdoms of Sweden and Norway."
In tin- Tivaty of the liMh of March, 1854, by v>hich

Britain, Franco, and Turkey agreed on the principles of their al-

,
fa 1'ivainble recited that the Parties to

the Tr fully pervaded "that the exigence of the Ot-

toman Knipire in it- pn-x.-nt limits was essential to the main-

e. of the Balance <>' ..:\\\\^ the States of Kuropr."
Tin- >aine principle w., 1 t in the Austrian Mani-

festo of War with Pru-ia and Italy, ..n the 17th of July, I860;
M-'h Manifc-to of lUth of July, 1870, alli-giii.u

r the

causes of War with Pru^ia: and in the Ku ian Not.- of the

'-, 1870, denotincin^ the Stipulations (. I

f 1850, and inviting a revision of -OHM- of tlu-m.

Numberless otl. noes to the name principle \\-.\\
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contained in the preambles of conventions and the protocols of

conferences, in reference to the various settlements of the affairs

of the Ottoman Empire, which have been made or attempted to

be made.

It will thus be seen that the principle of what is variously

styled the Balance of Power and the Equilibrium of States,

was openly announced as the ground of the resettlement of Eu-

rope, broadly delineated in the Treaty of Paris of the 30th of

May, 1814, and carried out by the Vienna Congress Treaty of

the 9th of June, 1815. The same principle has been since in-

cessantly appealed to in the language of Treaties, Conventions,

and Protocols, by which the independence of the smaller or

weaker States, as Holland, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, and Tur-

key was guaranteed. The principle has also occasionally been

appealed to in disputes between the larger States, even when

the interests of the smaller States have been only remotely
and indirectly concerned. These observations, as illustrated by
reference to the actual circumstances in which the principle of

a "
Balance of Power "

has been, on each occasion, appealed to,

lead to the following conclusions :

The notion of a Balance of Power is not obsolete in Euro-

Conception of Pcan politics, though it wears a very different

FoJwfetto' shaPe now from what it oncc worc - The older

conception wavered between two principles; one,

that of supporting an existing status quo, and resenting any re-

distribution of power however otherwise equitable and gener-

ally beneficial which might seem to assail it
;
the other, that

of bringing general pressure to bear whether diplomatic or

belligerent against any single State which, by acquisitions of

territory, or political annexations in Europe, seemed likely to be

able to set at defiance the restraints of public law. Each prin-

ciple was effective for preventing War, or for determining alli-

ances at the commencement of a War, or during a War; and

was, in fact, the basis of the political combinations against Spain
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in the sixteenth century, and against France in the seventeenth

cent

if a War had lasted some time, and territory had been

ied and conquests made on both sides, there could no lon-

ger be any thought of maintaining an absolute status quo. The

>I>c, thm, was to supervise the provisions of the Treaty

ice, and readjust the map of Europe in such a AN

carry into effect the second of the above-mentioned prin-

. The Treaty of Miinster, in 1649, by Avhich, at the close

of the Thirty V. ai>' War, among a vast number of territorial

and political rearrangements, the independence of Switzerland

and the United PrOYUloei WM formally acknowledged; and the

ht, in 1713, by which it was provided that the

> <>f 1 Vance and Spain should never be united, afford the

most signal instances of the true purport and practical applica-

tion of the doctrine of the Balance of Power in one of its forms.

There can be no doubt that the prevalence of the Doctrine

it foiuienry to d\<\, on the Avholc, tend to preserve the existence

promote iv;.cc.
of the smauer States, and, in the end, to promote

the Peace of Europe. Of course the principle, when it was pro-

fessed most loudly, mingled with, and was often subordinated

to very different considerations, such as those due to the chances

of successful War, elaborate diplomatic contrivances, and tradi-

tional systems of policy. Hut the principle was undoubtedly a

real,as well as an appaivnt, influence of t
!

t moment,

and t!. md deferring to it kept the 6

of Kurope in close relations of intimacy \vith one another, and

made the Wars that Averc actually Avaged <>f a l->s purely seltMi

kind, and m<>re profitable in their iv>ult<, than they might oth-

n.

usually said that the doctrine of the balance ..f 1'

; il.liely pn,ve<l to have lost its t

-lli,-a.-y
on th

and the

conquests, as well as the nature and irr.-umU of the
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to him, certainly showed that the doctrine of the Balance of

Power could, at the commencement of the present
Present inef-

ficacy of the century, no longer be relied upon as a principle of

cohesion among the States of Europe, nor trusted

as an instrument for securing Peace and order. The doctrine

was still customarily adverted to in public documents, but rath-

er as a euphonious supplement to more potent considerations

than as possessing any inherent vitality of its own. It is, in

fact, now little more than a convertible expression for the pol-

icy of maintaining the territorial integrity and independence of

the smaller States.

If it be asked how this weakening of the doctrine of the Bal-

ance of Power has been brought about, the answer
Causes of its

waning iuflu- must be found in the gradual disintegration of the

society of European States, which has been long

operating and, recently, at a rapid rate through an assem-

blage of causes political, religious, and commercial which are

mostly of a novel kind. States no longer are bound together

in large groups by widespread dynastic ties, or even by uni-

formity of political constitutions. They can no longer be broad-

ly classed as Protestant or Catholic States. The doctrine of

Free-trade, though in a very true sense it promotes the sense of

national inter-dependence, does none the less also tend to isolate

States from one another, and make them indifferent to the value

of accidental alliances or casual ties. Thus, a period is now in-

tervening during which the old traditional connections between

States are being broken up, and new and, it is hoped, more ex-

tended and permanent, relationships are forming themselves.

In the mean time it cannot be a matter of surprise if a do'c-

trine such as that of the Balance of Power, which, for its gen-

eral application, demanded an habitual and intimate co-opera-

tion of all the States of Europe, should have fallen into desue-

tude. This is, no doubt, what has happened, and the exag-

gerated form which the English principle of
"
Non-Interven-
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tion" at one time took, is an exhibition of the change. But

there is good reason to believe that effective substitutes for that

which has passed away are discovering themselves, and that am-

bitious schemes will be effectually repressed, and small States

protected in the name of large principles less timid, selfish, and

provocative of War than that of the Balance of

SECTION VI.

OF THE NEUTRALIZATION OF STATES, SEAS, AND CANALS.

THE practice of insulating certain of the smaller States, as

well as territories, navigable rivers, and inland seas, and -riving

: tntee of their Neutrality in time of War, has been one

much resorted to during the present century. The meaning,

Joe, and the true use of this practice, as a means of pre-

venting War, must here be examined, and the most convenient

mode of conducting the examination will be by recurring to

the leading in>tan-es of actual or suggested Neutralization in

modern times.

main purpose of Neutralization is the rescuing from the

object of NCU- ti^ld. f possible conflict some State or place

which, from its situation or peculiar advantages,

is likely either to he a perpetual object of competitive sir

on the part of , strong, and military States, and there-

\ are, or to be incidentally drawn in!

War uhich may occur, thereby extending its area and com-

'.MIT its i.--

no doubt that a collective guarantee of Neutrality

of itself affords some novel occasions for War; as

comcnnoccn- a breach, or apprehended breach, of the Neutrality
i.moMVar. /

any ItDgM party to the engagement not only

is & catug biH> uhi'-h imparts to < .,. h of the other States tho
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right of going to War, but also may be held to impose, in some

sense, on each of them, the duty of doing so. In estimating,

therefore, the pacific value of any given Treaty of Neutraliza-

tion, a balance must be struck between the probability that

the subject of the Treaty would have occasioned new Wars, or

widened the areas of existing Wars, had the Treaty not been

made, and the probability of the Treaty itself, if made, becom-

ing itself the occasion of War.

Thus, everything depends on the circumstances of the par-

ticular case, and the principles which can be laid down for the

successful use of Neutralization are only of a very broad and

general kind. Most of all depends on the strength of the

guarantee, which will be due partly to the number, the political

influence, and the territorial situation of the guaranteeing States,

and partly to the prevailing sense of obligation, which lies on

every one of those States, to combine with the rest to defend

the Neutrality, when invaded or seriously menaced.

The actual advantage of confining the area of War, and there-

Benefits of Neu- ky not only rescuing an increasing quantity of
trahzatiou.

territory from its calamitous effects, but restricting

the extension of those feelings of national animosity which be-

come the most fruitful source of future Wars, ought not to be

disputable, though it is, in fact, disputed. Both in respect to

this question, and to the kindred topics of the strengthening

its efficacy in ^ Neutral Rights in time of War and the miti-

^eace'hafbeen ga^no f the ferocity of War, a controversy exists

as to whether permanent Peace is really promoted

by interposing obstacles, which may be called artificial, in the

way of belligerents prosecuting the War to the utmost, and in

any modes which seem to suit them at the moment. It is said

that the only way to discourage War effectually is to assist

belligerents in fighting out their quarrel with as little inter-

ference as possible from without, whether by general rules of

warfare, by premature efforts at mediation, or by arbitrary
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localization, of the kiiul now being considered. This whole ar-

gument must be couriered more fully when the general topic

ut nil Kights comes under treatment.

In the mean time it must be borne in mind that interest and

strong national sentiments have far more to do with the origin

of Wars than a mere recollection of the general sufferin.

: that where the real or apprehended interests are equal

in favor of Peace and of War, the vehemence of a personal hos-

tility, widely diffused, is a far stronger incentive to AYar than

a cold calculation or reminiscence of its miseries is a deterrent ;

and, therefore, it should be a geeral policy to reduce and nar-

row at every point that bitterness and international enmity out

of which \Vurs not only grow, but necessarily recur. Ncutrali-

M is one mode of effecting this.

In the cases of rivers passing through the territories of sev-

eral States, of inland seas bordering on the terri-
Neutralizn-

vja*. tory of several States, and of certain artificial con-
.etc.

structions sharing in the nature both of rivers and

of straits of the sea, as the Isthmus of Suez, and the proposed
Isthmus of Panama, which are of great importance as interna-

tional high ways, there are other considerations present in favor

of their Neutralization boidf those of preventing War, or of

merely restricting its area. In these cases, not only an a< -tual

War. hut th" menac of a War, ami even the enduring p>s>ihil-

ity of a War. \\liidi might involve any one of the bordering

States, or any part of the continuous stream, causes an agg;

amount of (Utilised mischief and loss, which is wholly disj.ro-

t- the 1.(lii^crcnt advantages which arc reaprd by

either or both of the hostile parties to the "War.

ity of Vienna, of 1815, provided in the following

Article (the L'(itli) for the \etit rail/at ion of tin'

Kin: : I: 1 happen (which God forbid)

ut among the States of the Klii-

collection of the COS! interrupted, \\tthout

T
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any obstacle being thrown in the way of either party. The ves-

sels and persons employed by the custom-houses shall enjoy all

the rights of Neutrality. A guard shall be placed over the

offices and chests belonging to the customs."

By the 9th Article of the Treaty of Paris, of 1856, the Black

Sea was Neutralized in the following terms :

" The
The Black Sea. .

Black Sea is Neutralized
;

its waters and its ports,

thrown open to the Mercantile Marine of every nation, are for-

mally and in perpetuity interdicted to the flag of War, either of

the Powers possessing its coasts, or of any other Power, with the

exceptions mentioned in Articles XIV. and XIX. of the present

Treaty." By a separate convention, bearing the same date as

the Treaty, and embodied in its 10th Article, the "Sultan de-

clared he was firmly resolved to maintain for the future the

principle invariably established as the ancient rule of his Em-

pire, and in virtue of which it has, at all times, been prohibited

for the ships of War of Foreign Powers to enter the Straits of

the Dardanelles and of the Bosphorus ;
and that, so long as the

Porte is at Peace, His Majesty will admit no Foreign ship of

War into the said straits." The six other Powers who were

parties to the Treaty, on their part
"
engaged to respect this de-

termination of the Sultan, and to conform themselves to the

principle above declared."

The Jlth Article of this Treaty, declaring the Neutralization

of the Black Sea, was abrogated by the 1st Article of the Trea-

ty of London, of the 13th March; but the general principle of

closing the Dardanelles and the Bosphorus to ships of War was

maintained power, however, being reserved to the Sultan of

"
opening them in time of Peace to the vessels of War of

friendly and allied Powers, in case the Sublime Porte should

judge it necessary, in order to secure the execution of the stipu-

lations of the Treaty of Paris, of the 30th March, 1856."

It is to be noticed that the principle of the partial Neutrali-

zation of the Dardanelles and of the Bosphorus had been ex-
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plicitly affirmed some years before by a Convention of the 13th

of July, 1841, at London, between Great Britain, Austria, 1'rus-

:ssia, and the Ottoman Empire, "fur the purpose of main-

taining the principle that the pa aiiv of the Straits of Darda-

nelles and of the Bosphorus shall remain always closed again>t

i ships of War while the Porte is at peace."* It is

worth noticing, i reference to this subject and the remarks

which follow, that in the Treaty of Adrianople, of 1829, the

Bosphorus is called
"

le canal de Constantinople"

With respect to artificial communications between the tcrri-

canai, Rail- tories of different States, or through the territory
way*, etc. of one gt^ DUt connecting public international

highways, the celebrated
"
Clayton-Bulwer Convention" indi-

i course and method of Neutral i/ation which have already

been fruitful in results, and are likely to be still more so in

to come.

This convention was entered into at Washington, on the

,M)UJ 19th of April, 1850, between Great Britain and

;;:H the United States. It recites the desire of the

contracting parties
"
to set forth, by a convention,

their views and intentions with reference to any means of com-

munication by >hip-eanal, whi-h may be constructed 1

lanti-: and I'a-'inV Oceans, by the way of the river St. Juan

aragua, and either or both of the Capes of Nicaragua or

Managua, to any port or place on the IViriV O.cm." I-

:h- parties engage "that when tin- siid Canal .shall have

been completed, they will protect it from interruption, sei/.ure,

or unju-t e'iiti-"iti'tn, and that they will guarantee the Neutral-

ity there.. f, so that the said Canal may forever be open an '.

and the capital invested therein secure/' The Neutrality and

! Conditionally on the manair.-iN making

regulations "not contrary to the spirit and intention <'f the Con-

* Muvlur.l.v.,1. xxxv. p. 128. -
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vention," and six months' notice of withdrawal from the guar-

antee was to be given.

The following passage is important, as noting the public and

truly international character which it was attempted, from the

first, to impress upon these undertakings. By Article VIII. the

contracting parties
"
having not only desired, in entering into

this Convention, to accomplish a particular object, but to estab-

lish a general principle," agreed to
"
extend their protection, by

Treaty stipulations, to any other practicable communications,

whether by canal or railway, across the isthmus which connects

North and South America, and especially to the interoceanic

communications, should the same prove to be practicable, wheth-

er by canal or railway, which are now proposed to be established

by the way of Tehuantepec or Panama." The communication

was to be freely open to all States willing to join in the

guarantee.

The spirit and letter of some parts of this engagement were

carried out in a Treaty made in London on the 27th of August,

1856, between Great Britain and the Republic of Honduras.*

The second clause of an "Additional Article" to this Treaty

is as follows :

" In consideration of the concessions previously

named, and in order to secure the construction and permanence
of the route or road herein contemplated, and also to secure for

the benefit of mankind the uninterrupted advantages of such

communication from sea to sea, Her Britannic Majesty recog-

nizes the rights of sovereignty and property of Honduras in

and over the line of the said road, and for the same reason guar-

antees positively and efficaciously the entire Neutrality of the

same so long as Great Britain shall enjoy the privileges con-

ceded in the preceding sections. And when the said road shall

have been completed, Her Britannic Majesty equally engages, in

conjunction with the Republic of Honduras, to protect the same

* Samwer Contin. torn. xvi. part 1, p. 549.
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from interruption, seizure, and unjust confiscation, from whatso-

arurs the attempt may proceed. The guarantee may be

withdrawn if the managers act contrary to the spirit and inten-

tion of it.''

Thc^ nicnts, no doubt, furni>hed a precedent for the

. of 1869 between the United States of America and those

of Colombia, giving the former exclusive right to construct an

International Canal across the Isthmus of Darien, at any point

which might be selected by the American Government, the Canal

to be under the control of that Government, and navigation to be

open to all nations in time of peace, but closed to
"
belligerents."

The subject of the Neutralization of artificial canals has been

The Sue* brought into some prominence of late through the

peculiar circumstances of the Suez Canal, particu-

larly in connection with the large pecuniary interest which the

British (Government has recently acquired in it. The situation

of this Canal, on the main highway between Eng-
it importance.

land and her Indian possessions, and as the best

route for European commerce with the East, claims for the sub-

ial amount of attention in promoting the cause of

Peace.

It has been held in some quarters though with little show of

reason, that an artificial Canal of this sort, joining two ocean

highways, shares ipso facto in tho properties of a natural ^trait,

and cannot be closed against the ships <>f \Yar of any nation, at

nts in times of irmeral Peace. It is not necessary to dis-

.'t question, ina-niu<-h as the international n-e -f

mal is sure to be settled at an early date by Treaty.

There are, however, some dilnVultirs in the construction of such

ntlons Tiv.-ity whi.-h an- peeuliar to thi- might

'upland to transport ships of \Yar, sol-

;ii'l ammunition, through this ('anal, while engaged in an

M'l. th -iv fore, any Treaty whi-h rxrhnli-d the

use of the Canal for In-lli^Trnt purposes must draw a line.
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yet attempted, between Wars of this kind and ordinary Euro-

pean "NVars. It certainly is in the interest of European Peace

that the largest amount of use be obtained from the Canal for

all purposes of Peace, and the least amount of use for any pur-

poses of European War. The mere guarantee of the abstract

Neutrality of the Canal, without detailed provisions for defend-

ing it, would at once disclose a number of questions to which

the Treaty would supply no answer.

M. de Lesseps, on the 28th of February, 1856, enclosed to M.

Barthelemy de St. Hilaire the following draft-clauses, the result

of notes from M. Thiers's dictation in the previous June, for in-

corporation in the Treaty of Paris :

" The Signatory Powers guarantee the Neutrality of the Suez

Marine Canal forever.

" No vessel shall at any time be seized, either in the Canal or

within four leagues of the entrance from the two seas.

"No foreign troops shall be stationed on the banks of the

Canal without the consent of the Territorial Government."

At the present moment the subject is greatly complicated by
the unprecedented mercantile position which England occupies

in reference to an enterprise conducted within the territorial

limits of another State. The circumstances of the Ottoman

Empire, subject, as it is, even in times of Peace, to political press-

ure on so many sides, ace such as further to complicate the

question. This is manifestly one of the cases in which as many
States as possible must be induced to co-operate and to facili-

tate the adoption of measures by which no belligerent, or in-

tending belligerent, shall turn the Canal to account for the pur-

pose of advancing his ends, either at the expense of his enemy
or at the expense of Neutral States using the Canal in the only

appropriate way. It is obvious that a Treaty sufficient to carry

out these ends will differ in many respects from any previous

Treaties of the same kind, but would be by no means arduous

to devise or impossible to execute.
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xerland and Belgium afford signal and very illustrative

es of the application of the principle of Neutralization in

the general interests of Peace, and it is worth while examining,

in some detail, the successive arrangements by which this end

has been secured in each

The first Treaty ..f the 30th of May, 1814, simply

Neutralization declared by its Gth Article, that
"
Switzerland, in-

of swiueriaud.
dependent, should continue to govern herself."

The eight Powers which signed this Treaty Austria, Great

Britain, France, Portugal, Prussia, Russia, Spain, and Sweden

1 a Declaration at Vienna, on the 20th of March, 1815,

which formed Annex XI. A. to the Vienna Congress Treaty of

the 9th of June, 1815. The following is the preamble of this

I
' !.iration :

" The Powers called upon to mediate in the arrangement of

the affairs of Switzerland, in order to carry into effect Article

VI. of the Treaty of Paris, of the 30th of May', 1814, having

^ed that the general interest demands that the Hel-

- should enjoy the benefit of a perpetual Neutrality ;

and wishing, by territorial restitutions and cessions, to enable it

to secure its independence and maintain its Neutrality; after

i every information relative to the interests of

the different Cantons, and taking into consideration the claims

submitted to them by the Helvetic Legation; IVdaiv, that as

soon a shall have duly and formally a

to the stipulations contained in ti in>tnmn nt, an Act

shall 1 1 containing the acknowledgment and the guar-

irt of all the Powers, of the perpetual Neutrality

/crland, in her new front i.-r> ; which Act shall form part

of that \\hich, in the execution of Article XXXII. of the Treaty
of Park of the 30th of May, was to complete the arrangements
of th.r

On the L'Tth of May, of the same year, t:

tion signed, at Zuri< of Acceptance of thU 1
'
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The Diet, in the course of this Instrument, "expressed the

eternal gratitude of the Swiss nation toward the High Powers

who, by the above Declaration, assigned to them, with a boundary

far more advantageous, its ancient important frontiers
;
united

three new Cantons to the Confederation
;
and promised solemnly

to acknowledge and guarantee the perpetual neutrality of the Hel-

vetic body, as being necessary to the general interest of Europe."

By the 84th Article of the Vienna Congress Treaty, of the

9th June, 1815, the above-cited Declaration of the 20th March
" was confirmed in the whole of its tenor

;
and it was declared

that the principles established, as also the arrangements agreed

upon, in the said Declaration, should be invariably maintained."

By Article XCII. of the same Treaty, "the provinces of Chablais

and Faucigny, and the whole of the territory of Savoy to the

north of Ugine, belonging to His Majesty the King of Sardinia,

were to form a part of the Neutrality of Switzerland, as it was

recognized and guaranteed by the Powers."

The concluding part of this Article is interesting, as illustra-

tive of the interpretation placed upon Neutrality by the Treaty,

and the mode designed for making it efficacious.
"
Whenever,

therefore, the neighboring Powers to Switzerland are in a state

of open or impending hostility, the troops of His Majesty the

King of Sardinia, which may be in those provinces, shall retire,

and may, for that purpose, pass through the Valais, if necessary.

No other armed troops of any other Power shall have the privi-

lege of passing through, or remaining in, the said territories and

provinces, excepting those which the Swiss Confederation shall

think proper to place there
;

it being well understood that this

state of things shall not in any manner interrupt the administra-

tion of these countries, in which the civil agents of His Majesty

the King of Sardinia may likewise employ the municipal guard

for the preservation of good order."

By a later Treaty of the same year, signed at Paris, on the

20th of November, in which Austria, Great Britain, France,
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Pnis>i:i, and Russia took part, tlic Neutrality was still further

into the territory of Savoy.

The Neutrality of Belgium dates from the Treaty of London,

of the 15th of November, 1831, between Austria,

Belgium recog- Belgium, < J ivat I Jritain, France, Prussia, and Russia,

not guaranteed, relative to the separation of Belgium from Holland.

The 7th Article of this Treaty declares that "Bel-

gium, within the limits specified in Articles I., II., and IV., shall

form an independent and perpetually Neutral State. It shall be

bound to observe such Neutrality toward all other States."

An Article (the 8th of the Annex incorporated in the Treaty)

identical with the above was inserted in the Treaty

of London, of the 19th of April, 1839, between

rlands and the same Powers, exclusive of Belgium.

A Treaty, of the same date, was also signed, at London, be-

MI, Austria, Great Britain, France, Prussia, and Rus>ia,

cancelling the earlier Treaty of the 15th of November, 1831,

and re-enacting, word for word, the Article respecting the inde-

pendence and perpetual Neutrality of Belgium. By a Treaty

of the same date, and signed at the same place, the King of the

/lands, in conformity with his Treaty engagement, simul-

taneously entered into with the Five Great Powers, m
\\ith the King of the Belgian- ^ to" the Arti-

cles included in the Treaty with the other Powers.

Thus the Neutrality of Belgium was recognized afresh on the

10th of April, 1839, by Austria, Great Britain, France, Prussia,

and 1; made the subject (among other sub-

jects) of a special T: Igemenl between Belgium and the

rlands. The Netherlands again were specially bound to

protect the Neutrality by their independent Treaty \\ith the

Powers, and Belgium to perform the duties of Neutrality by its

ndeiit Treaty with the MM PoWe But it caim.>t be

that the Neutrality of Belgium was actually guarant

that
j
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At the time of the War of 1870, between France and the

TWO Treaties,
North German Confederation, this infirmity in the

NSSy
b
of' securities for the Neutrality of Belgium which,

Belgium, WTO.
from jtg situation, was so peculiarly exposed to

violations of its Neutrality on the sides of both of the Bellig-

erents attracted the attention of the British Government, and

two Treaties were concluded at London, on the 9th and llth of

August, between Great Britain and Prussia, and Great Britain

and France, respectively, the language of the two Treaties being

almost identical, and the purpose of each of them being to pro-

vide that if either of the Belligerents violated the Neutrality of

Belgium, Great Britain and the other Belligerent wrould co-op-

erate jointly "in taking measures separately, or in common, to

secure the Neutrality and Independence of Belgium." The

Treaties were to be in force during the War, and for twelve

months after the ratification of any Treaty of Peace.

Luxemburg is another small State which has played rather a

conspicuous part in the recent history of Neutralization, and

which, therefore, throws light on its true nature and possible

uses in the future.

On the llth May, 1867, a Treaty was concluded at London

between Austria, Great Britain, Belgium, France, Italy, the Neth-

erlands, Prussia, and Russia, for the purpose of
"
maintaining

the ties which attach the Grand Duchy of Luxcm-

Neiuraiize3, burg to the House of Orange-Nassau, Neutralizing

the Duchy," and making such provisions for the

evacuation and demolition of its fortresses as its new position

of permanent Neutrality seemed to demand.

The 2<1 Article of this Treaty is as follows :

" The Grand

Duchy of Luxemburg, within the limits determined by the Act

annexed to the Treaties of the 19th of April, 1839, under the

Guarantee of the Courts of Great Britain, Austria, France, Prus-

sia, and Russia, shall henceforth form a perpetually Neutral

State. It shall be bound to observe the same Neutrality toward
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all other States. The High Contracting Parties engage to re-

spect the principle of Neutrality stipulated by the present Arti-

That principle is, and remains, placed under the sanction

of the collective guarantee of the Powers signing the
]

l^inin, which is itself a Neutral State."

In the :Ul Article it is declared that "the Grand Duchy of

il'iirg K-ing Neutralized, according to the terms of the

preceding Article, the maintenance or establishment of fortresses

upon it-* territory becomes without necessity as well as without

In consequence, it is agreed, by common consent, that

the City of Luxemburg, considered in time past, in a military

i Federal fortress, shall cease to be a fortified city."

above Treaty of Neutralization is unusually precise and

explicit in its terms, and yet, at the commencement of the Fran-

co-German War of 1870, it was thought expedient for the Fivnrh

and N<>rth German Governments severally to notify, in July,

1870, their intention to respect the Neutrality of the Grand

I >urhy as long as it was likewise respected by the other Bel-

nt.*

A question subsequently arose as to whether the Neutrality

Ailc^od violn- f Luxemburg was not violated in a variety <>f ways

l.y tin- Fivnrh. and a circular on the subject wa< it-

Hied by Count Bismarck on December 3d, 1870;

vious notification wa> n-frrrcd to, and such acts of

lion of Neutrality v. :-d as the provisioning of railway

trains at night from Liixniil-ur^ for the nse of a French for-

tress;
'

- and officers in ma--r> through

md iMidiv for tin- pur; -.ading the German posts;

and th- oflirial furthrramv of these acts by the Fivnrh Yi.v-

(

liirj; in LuxrniKurj-. Count Piismarck announ

-e of his d >j,at- h. that his "Government can no longer

So- I...ftiw*g Despatch in
\<. 1877, and Cou:

marck'a Cin 1901.
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consider itself bound to any consideration of the Neutrality of

the Grand Duchy in the military operations of the German

Army, and in the measures for the security of the German troops

niruinst the injuries inflicted on them from Luxemburg."
The obvious import of this circular was explained and lim-

ited by a communication of Count Bernstoff to Earl Granville

on the 8th of February, 1871, in which he stated that he had

been instructed by Count Bismarck to express the satisfaction

with which he had learned that Her Majesty's Government were

convinced that it was not his intention, in his Circular of the

3d of December, 1870, to denounce the Treaty of 1867, by
which the position of Luxemburg was defined and secured, but

that he had been actuated by the desire to take precautiona-

ry measures of defence, necessitated by the military position,

against military injury to the Prussian cause from violation of

the territory of Luxemburg.*
Other instances of Neutralization are supplied by the case of

Cracow, and of the Ionian Islands.

The Neutrality of Cracow was guaranteed by the Vienna

Nentraiization Congress Treaty of June 9th, 1815. By the 6th
of Cracow, 1815.

Article of tt ja Treaty,
"
the Town of Cracow, with

its territory, is declared to be, forever, a Free, Independent, and

strictly Neutral City, under the protection of Austria, Prussia,

and Russia." In the course of the 8th Article, it is declared

that "no military establishment shall be formed that can men-

ace the Neutrality of Cracow, or obstruct the liberty of Com-

merce, which His Imperial and Royal Apostolic Majesty grants

to the town and district of Podgorze." By the 9th Article,
" the Courts of Russia, Austria, and Prussia engage to respect,

and to cause to be always respected, the Neutrality of the Free

Town of Cracow and its territory. No armed force shall be in-

troduced upon any pretence whatever."

* See Herlslet,p.l903.
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The Neutrality of the Ionian Islands is secured by two Trea-

First Treaty
il^ f which the first was concluded between Aus-

''

s
tria, Great Britain, France, I

md Russia, at

kiaud,i*3.
London, on the 14th of November, 1863; and the

second between (in at Britain, France, Russia, and Greece, on

th of March, 1864. The 2d Article of the first of these

- that "the Ionian Islands, after their union to

the Kingdom of Greece, shall enjoy the advantages of a per-

petual Neutrality ; consequently, no armed force, either naval or

military, shall at any time be assembled or stationed upon the

territory or in the waters of those Islands, beyond the number

that may be strictly necessary for the maintenance of public or-

der, and to secure the collection of the public revenue. The

Hiirh Contracting Parties engage to respect the principle of

Neutrality stipulated by the present Article." By the 3d Arti-

cle of the same Treaty, it is agreed that
"
as a necessary conse-

quence of the Neutrality to be thus enjoyed by the United

States of the Ionian Islands, the fortifications constructed in the

Inland of Corfu and its immediate dependencies, having no lon-

Lr '-r any object, should be demolished."

tty of 1864 was concluded in pursuance of Arti-

cle VI. of the Treaty of 1863, just cited, by which

the "Courts of Franc I'.ritain, and K

in their character of Guaranteeing Towers of the Kingdom of

Greece . . -s to conclude a "Treaty with the

:iic Government with regard to the arrangements which

may be necessary by the union of the Ionian Islands to Greece."

J'.y
the iM Article of the consequent Treaty of 18r.4

f
"the

Courts of Great Britain, France, and Ku-< ia, in their character

of Guaran: were of Greece, declared, with the assent of

>urts of AiMria ami I'rus>ia, that the Namls of Corfu

iXO, as well as their drpcn-l. -n. -i.--., -liquid, after their union

King-!.. m, enjoy the advantages of
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From the instances which have been above given, it will bo

seen what are the usual circumstances under which
Neutralization _ T
substitutes Neutralization is resorted to in modern times, and

indefinite what are the conditions which are favorable to its
causes of War.

success. Like many other arrangements accom-

plished by Treaty, Neutralization essentially consists in convert-

ing indefinite into definite causes of War, and the pacific value

of the arrangement in any particular case will depend on the

degree in which indefinite causes of War really exist, and on the

nature of the substitution which is devised for them. Thus, in

the case of Belgium, the situation of its territory in respect of

Germany, France, and the Netherlands, and its assailability from

the sea, present a variety of incentives to warlike aggression,

especially when the relations of adjoining States have become

temporarily disturbed. The Treaty of 1839, by which Austria,

Great Britain, France, Prussia, and Russia guarantee the Neu-

trality of Belgium, exposes an ambitious or reckless State vio-

lating Belgian territory, not only to the certain resistance of

Belgium itself, and a casual resistance on the part of any chance

allies of Belgium, but to the separate or joint resistance of the

most potent States of Europe. Thus, while a new cause of

War is introduced for each of the Guaranteeing States, the

probabilities of a War with Belgium, or of the extension of a

War into Belgian territory, are reduced in pro-
it promotes
Peace in pro- portion to the validity of the guarantee. At the
portion to the

.

effectiveness of time of the Franco-German War, it was felt that
the guarantee. .

the guarantee in this case was scarcely strong

enough, and England made temporary arrangements with each

of the Belligerents to fortify it.

This is, indeed, the difficulty which besets all these far-sighted

arrangements. When the time comes for actively vindicating

a guaranteed Neutrality, each Guaranteeing State by itself is

apt to feel its own interests too remotely affected to justify its

going to War in defence of them, and the sense of public ob-
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:i to maintain a bare right is generally too infirm to step

in where selli>h interests fail. Nevertheless, there is more than

a probability that two or more of the (Guaranteeing States will,

first diplomatically and then forcibly, interfere on the occasion

of an outrage on the guaranteed Neutrality, and, therefore, the

consequences are more decidedly in favor of

than of War.

The incidental advantages of Neutralization, where favorable

conditions exist for it, are very great. This is
Ncntrnlizntion
facilitates pacif- plainly obvious m the case of inland seas, naviua-
ic intercourse;

ble rivers, straits, and artificial canals. All cir-

cumstances which favor uninterrupted locomotion and inter-

national intercourse, and which prevent the possibility of casual

:ics in one or the other, through events not capable of

being foreseen, distinctly tend to promote commerce, interna-

tional harmony, and permanent Peace. Circumstances of the

.ind similarly promote and sustain Wars.

])ut, further, as in the case of such territories as those of

, Switzerland, and Luxemburg, it is of the
'

nn<l impedes . .

military in.. \c- highest importance to interpose va>t barriers to

the march and operations of opposing armies, by

which not only are hostile acts chrck.-d and impeded on both

i Banding pr--' ;!, in some quarter- at l-a-t,

in favor of Peace. This prevents what might* otherwise, not

impossibility the iinrotrictcd sweeping of armies over

f Kin-ope, and a general Mibstitntion of

War for one of Peace.



SECTION VII.

OF STANDING ARMIES.

As though in anticipation of the present War between Russia

and Turkey, and since the date of the War be-
Recent changes
in military tween France and Germany, the constitution and
methods.

organization of the armies of all the leading Eu-

ropean States have, of late, undergone a decisive change. The

modes of warfare, especially as dependent on scientific inven-

tions and economical applications, have been submitted to in-

novating alterations, which are closely parallel with each stride

in the march of industrial progress. Even the laws of War are

being subjected to a novel process of systematic revision, and

are being taught to conform to the demands of a better cal-

culated utility, if not of an advancing morality. It could not

have been expected that facts so sudden and so universal would

elude general attention, and, as a matter of fact, they have not.

Military writers, politicians, economists, and social philosophers

have based all sorts of auguries for the future on the character

and magnitude of the new European armies, and, no doubt,

many of these speculations are sound, and will have a fruitful

bearing on practice. But there is one aspect of these changes

which has either wholly escaped attention, or has
Their bearing

J

on the fre- met with far less attention than it has deserved
qnency, or the

extinction, of that is, the bearing of all these changes on the

reduction of the frequency of Wars, or on the

total abolition of War.

It is impossible to conceive that changes so vast, so widely

ramified, and so vital as those now affecting the preparations

for War, and the actual conduct of Wars, can be without any
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influence in generally predisposing nations for War or Peace ;

and, even if there are those who regard all hopes for a time of

permanent IVace as Utopian, it is not denied in any quarter

that there are general causes which produce both Peace and

ind that these causes can, to some extent, be controlled so

as to foster the one and not the other. With a view, then,

partly to prognosticate the increasing tendencies in Europe t>-

or War, and partly to direct sympathy and guide

practical action in some directions rather than in others, it is

worth while accurately to estimate the real nature of the exten-

sive military changes which have been accomplished, and to

trace their probable influence on the reduction of the frequency

of Wars.

changes in the constitution and organization of armies

are still going forward, and in some countries, as England, have

only just commenced. It is, however, well recognized in con-

stitutional countries that the modes of filling and of controlling

the army belong as much to the field of general public discus-

sion as to that of military experience, and that even distinct

and immediate military advantages must not be sought at too

a price to public liberty, or to the permanent interests of

Peace.

In solving the problems of new organization which ma;

be presented, it may tlm- he a highly relevant consideration to

h.w far the changes which have recently been brought

about have increased or <limini>hed the chance of recurrent

Wars. There are, probably, few persons nowadays who would

have the hardihood to deny that, other things bring e.jnal. that

course is to be preferred which, on the whole, is likely to pro-
and not to cndang il Peace.

"o, prove a matter of consolation that < v. n those j n -

>n> and {.radices which an- most disastrous in the present,

and ought Ka>t to !.< maintained or copied, do, nevort In !

some respects, operate in a way which mn^t finally bring about
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their own annihilation. Thus, even some of the most alarming

phases of modern national life may, when strictly scrutinized,

be found rife with hopefulness for a not very distant future.

AVhere the prospect is, for the present, the most gloomy, and

the only lesson to be learned from looking around is what to

avoid, there may, on a closer view, be presented the vision of a

stable and pacific future, of which the longest interval of Peace

in past history is only a flickering image.

It will be convenient to distribute the subject under the fol-

lowing four heads: (l) Modes of recruiting for the army; (2)

The size of armies in Peace and in War
; (3) The organization

and internal constitution of armies
; (4) Modes and instruments

of warfare.

1. Modes of Recruiting for the Army. There are three ge-

neric modes which are possible for replenishing
Methods of

Army He- the ranks of the army, though each mode admits
cruitiug. . .

of numerous variations. There is, first, the mode

of depending on the ordinary laws of supply and demand, and

of trusting to the competition of the army with other branches

of remunerative industry. This mode is still pursued in Eng-

land, though much fault has been found with its operation, and

proposals of one kind and another have been made to alter it.

It has been said that the class of soldiers supplied

listmeut iu belonsfs to the dre^s of the population ; that the
Eugluud.

number of deserters is enormous; and that, de-

pending as the supply does on the general conditions of trade,

voluntary enlistment is too precarious for a nation to rely upon
at all times.

Proposals have been made in the House of Commons, es-

pecially by Mr. John Holms, M.P. for Hackney, to meet the ob-

jections to voluntary recruiting by shortening the terms of ser-

vice, raising the soldier's pay, facilitating marriage in the army,

and generally ameliorating the conditions of the service. Though
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Mr. Holms's comprehensive scheme has not been yet carried out,

it marks the directions in which improvements arc already being

spontaneously made by the authorities. Shorter terms of ser-

:ive been introduced, deferred pay has been granted, and

i v of non-commissioned officers increased. The result dur-

ing the past year (1876) seems to have been satisfactory. Ac-

cording to the report of the Inspector-General of Recruiting for

1876, all the requisite recruits have been obtained with such

facility that the standard of requirements, which had in some

points been lowered, is to be raised again. The number of

recruits for the year is 29,370, as against 18,494 in 1875.

The second mode of recruiting is that of determining how

conscription many men are required for the army, either each

year, or at a special crisis, and then forcibly levying

them throughout the country by a process of balloting. This

was the practice which the first Napoleon's \Yars rendered so

familiar to Europe, and which still has a peculiar connection

with his name.

The third mode is that which has only within the last few

I'nivcwai per- years been put in practice by all the chief European
'

States, and may be described as that of uni

service, modified by the ballot. Every male cit-

izen, within certain limits, and when not within classes sp'<-ial-

ly exe not only liable to active service for a certain

number of years but, owing t< the way in which the magnitude

of tin- army i-, in prai-tiec, adju>t-d t> the population, is pretty

sure to be actually compelled to serve. The ballot is used to

j by determine, either who ^hall compose the narrow

margin between the numbers of rn-ruits needed

and the number <>f ritizcns avail the draft, or (as in

France) who shall serve for five years, and who for six months,

:he b.-ill,.t, in some districts, i- Mfi r ratorl

at all, and the authorities generally discountenance its use, as
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letting in an clement of chance which is not conducive to the

good of the service. Thus, in 1862, the number of
In Germany.

male citizens coming of age was 227,000, of which

69,000 were found available for service. Sixty-three thousand

was the required contingent, and thus only 6000 would be saved

from active service by the ballot. In 1867, 262,000 male citi-

zens came of age, of which 110,000 passed as fit for service.

One hundred thousand of these were taken. About a margin
of ten per cent, on the available population is allowed to remain

outside the demands of the army for active service of three

years' duration.

In France, the contingent needed each year is divided into

two classes, of which the first is to serve for a full
France.

period of five years, and the second for six months

or (in certain cases) for one year. Somewhere about 300,000

male citizens annually come of age, of whom 150,000 are found

to be exempted. Of the remainder, 75,000 fall into the first

class, and 75,000 into the second. This would give about

450,000 men in the standing active army. The Almanack de

Gotha, however, estimates, as the result of the reorganization

now proceeding, that the active army will consist of 704,714

men.

In Austria, the ballot divides the annual contingent into three

classes, of which the first, consisting of 95,000,

serve at once for three years in the line, the second

form a reserve for recruiting the standing army, and the third

pass into the landwehr, or reserve force, which can only be called

into active service in certain emergencies. It will be conjectured

that the size of the second and third classes must be very small

compared with that of the first, for which so large a portion of

the available population is already drawn.

In Italy, the ballot similarly distributes the available citizens

into two classes, with liabilities of service like those
Italy. .

in France.
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In all the countries mentioned, as well as in Russia, military

i-. l>y an express law, made "obligatory on all citizen-/'

Substitutions and exemptions by payment aiv expiv>sly forbid-

:-urh it is said tliat in Rus>ia a purchase of exemption
:n it tod, in practice, for the sum of 800 roubles, or 120.

:i grounds of exemption are allowed in all countries, which

may be either permanent or temporary, total or partial, absolute

or conditional. These grounds are much alike everywhere, but

thev are specially numerous and precise in France.
Exemptions ,

J
f

J

rvice Ihe following are exempted from service in r ranee :

1. Eldest of orphans (haying neither father nor

mother alive) ;
2. Only son, or eldest son or grandson, or eldest

grandson of widow, or of wife separated from her husband, or

of a father upward of seventy ;
3. Eldest of two brothers liable

for service at the same time ; 4. Younger of two brothers whose

brother is serving in the active army; 5. Younger son

of a family whose elder brother had died in the service, or been

irged for wounds or illness contracted in the field. More-

over, certain pupils, teachers, professors, artists, members of re-

- associations, and ecclesiastics are exempted, and partial or

additional exemptions can be granted by municipal councils and

s to young men contributing to support their

families, or in studies or avocations that would suffer

from interruption; but these latter exemptions are sub

n at the hands of military councils. It is also the gen-

eral practice to afford opportunities t> young men of education

to complete their term of active service in a year, on
\

certain examinations.

Before commenting nn the bearing of this system of onli>t-

ineiit. it i-i ne.-e^nrv to ivfVr to another main char-
n inlo

ACtenstic of the m-w method of replenishing ar-

mies thatis,the distribution of the army into tln^e

engaged on acr ith the colors (" bei <l<*

" tout let drapeaux"), and those who (as the German land
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though undergoing periodical discipline, are only liable to be

called upon to engage in active service in case of urgent need,

as in that of actual or threatened invasion. A further subdivi-

sion is also made between those who are serving in the regular

army throughout the year, and those who form the reserve of

the regular army, and, though actually under arms for a few

weeks only in the year, are always ready to fill up the ranks of

the active army as occasion demands. Yet another class, a^ain,

has been created in most countries, as, for instance, in Germany
and Russia (Landsturm and Reichswehr), including all persons
between certain ages not included in any other part of the army,
and otherwise exempted. This class can only be called out for

service in extreme emergencies. Thus all those available for

active service who are saved by the fortune of the lot from hav-

ing instantly to serve in the active army, are placed either in the

reserve of that army, or in the landwehr, or second reserve
;
while

all men, whether available for active service or not, and between

certain wide limits of age, are included in the ultimate reserve.

The system of recruiting here explained is practically iden-

The same sys-
tical ^or the countries of France, Germany, Aus-

3togSL
by

tria, Italy, and Russia. The differences are only in

uentai states.
matters of detail, such as in the number of years

of active service, varying from the customary number of three

slight va- years to the number of six years (as in Russia) ;
in

the limits of age (usually from the age of twenty
to that of thirty or forty) for active service

;
in the length of

the periods spent in the successive reserve forces
;
and in the ma-

chinery by which the ballot ascertains whether a recruit enters on

active service, or only into one or other class of the reserve forces.

The above system was originated in Prussia on the proved
failure of the Prussian organization in 1859, when

The method it a i -ri
originated by Prussia mobilized her army on the llhenish fron-
Prussia, 1860.

tier, at the time of the successful campaign of the

French in Italy, which terminated in the battle of Solferino. In
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the following year the executive Government, supported by the

aristocracy, and in the teeth of persistent popular opposition in

.:iinber of Deputies, introduced the lir.st elements of the

modern German system. Between 1860 and 1866, the yearly

supply of recruits was raised from 40,000 to 63,000. The fruits

of the reconstruction were reaped by the victory over Austria in

1866.

In 1868, Austria adopted the Prussian system, and the war-

footing of the land army and the marine was fixed for ten

at 800,000 men. In the same year, the French system of re-

cruiting was recast by a law of the 1st of February, which was

^is of the existing practice, as provided for by laws passed

in 1872, 1873, and 1875. The existing German practice rests on

> of laws pu>sed in 1^74 and 1875; the Italian, on laws

passed in 1873; and the Russian, on a law of 1ST L

It appears then, that the comprehensive recruiting sy>tcm

rihed may be treated as one and the same for five of

the most powerful and populous States of Europe; that in al-

most all of them it is of such very recent growth that its full ef-

fects could not be yet seen, nor scarcely conjectured; and that

tin- introduction of the system in each country synchronizes

with political <! not convulsions, unprecedented for their

breadth, depth, and social significa:

It is not necessary, for the present purpose, to dwell upon

r . the ob\ iwhiehare ioeideat to tiufttyttein

of universal compulsory service. It is not denied

in any .jnarter that t withdraw nearly all the he>t younir men of

acountry,as soon as they com.- of
ige, f<>r a period of three

years at the least, from every sort of industrial, professional, and

tnal occupation, and to apprentice them to idleness and

inanity, if not to worse, If, neither good for the men

. nor for the numtry t<> whieh they belong. Nor is

:--d that both in IVa.v and in War in-'idfiital \i!> follow

of no ordinary magnitude The effects on family life, on mar-
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riage, on industrial education, even on individual happiness, are

such as need no statistics to establish, and of an amount which

no prudent statesman can leave out of account. The only coun-

terbalancing argument which can be alleged is, that a choice

must be made between two evils, and that the new system of uni-

versal service is the only alternative to national extinction.

The position of affairs, then, is this : There are five States,

each one of which is submitting its population to a calamity of

the first magnitude, owing to a necessity which is imposed upon
it by some or all of the rest. Were all these States indepen-

dent human beings, it is obvious that in a very short time they
would find it to be the interest of all to provide in such a way
for the security of each that all the losses, risks, and miseries in-

it is necessi- curred by individual efforts (often unsuccessful) at

self-protection, might be forever escaped. But the

States in question cannot do this; but only for reasons which

are transient and accidental in their character. These reasons

are of the following kind :

In the first place, the internal constitution of four of these

internal nn- States is, to a great extent, weak and fragile, and

the product either of recent revolutions, or of ten-

tative combinations of imperfectly cohesive elements. The Rus-

sian constitution alone is the product of traditional despotism,

official routine, and modern popular aspirations. Thus the Gov-

ernment of each State depends, though in different degrees, for

its existence and stability far more on the actual exertion of ex-

ecutive authority that is, on the possession for the time being
of pre-eminent physical force than on an unbroken custom of

loyalty on the part of the governed. The result is twofold:

first, a certain diffidence as to its situation and its capacities,

which hampers it in its relations with other States
; and, second-

ly, an habitual reliance on military force, and an indisposition to

part with an undisputed manipulation of it in its most concen-

trated forms.
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In the second place, the existing territorial, political, and (lip-

ana external lomatic relations of these several States to one an-

other are the product of so many past \Yars and

accidents, that no single State can be persuaded to treat those

relations as final. Thus, each State is tempted to feel it has

more to lose than to gain by a lasting Peace. The original con-

ditions of any mutual accord, for the purpose of merely protcct-

h against the violence of the rest, are wholly wanting.

5 has a hidden consciousness that itself may be the

one concerned in exerting violence against one of the rest.

This, then, explains the generation of an unparalleled system

of universal enlistment, and of the tribute of honor which is paid

to it on so many sides. It is the direct offspring of internal

unsettlcment and external mistrust.

But there are influences steadily at work which must coun-

teract this system of converting a nation into an army, and

must finally destroy it. In Italy, Germany. Austria, and France

the new military institutions are closely connected in their his-

tory with critical paroxysms in the national history, with vast

revolutionary movements, with new political combinations and

with powerful executive governments. In Russia, the new army
is the outcome of an age of slumbering revolutions and aspiru-

tions.

in all these countries the tyrannical si f the gov-

ernment is onlv tin? eloak, and, perhaps, the sun-
The growth of

prt, of internal social m > which VK
-Hue-

:hi less and DtUnifUkable, Hi'-'- movements arc in

the direction of individual liberty, local self

,ry institutions, a five pivss. a five

ml a popular control of the acts of tip 1

executive, and of public expenditure. A- i!. incuts pro-

gress, th voirrs opposed to the current military institutions will

. Tin- eon^-i-ipts themselves*

those liable to service, and all connected with them, will not be

8
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silent. The employers of labor who suffer from the raising of

wages, the farmer, and the manufacturer, who are exposed to an

incessant change of hands, will clearly know their own minds

and make others know them. The general tax-payers will resent

an expenditure for War in successive years of profound Peace.

An organized public opinion must find clearer and ever clearer

utterance, to the effect that the existing military institutions are

evils scarcely second to those of internal revolution and external

defeat. When once this opinion is boldly formulated, it needs

but the new range of liberal institutions to convert it into a de-

terminate policy. The state has been acquiring stability and

cohesion, and the executive government has been slowly becom-

ing the effective instrument of an ascertained popular will. The

jealousies of diplomacy have become softened or removed by

assiduous international contact and concert. A common sense

of evil, and a common desire of good, runs like a lightning-flash

from nation to nation, and by a common policy, industry, com-

merce, knowledge, humanity, and all that is meant by Peace, re-

assert their sway.

2. The Size of Armies in Peace and in War. The considera-

tion of the size of modern armies is, of course, involved, to some

extent, in that of the modern system of recruiting, but the for-

mer has some further aspects in reference to the prospects of

Peace, which will be more conveniently treated by themselves.

In estimating the actual size of the armies of what may be

Difference in called the leading military states that is, Ger-

fifwar'Ynd lu man}
T

> Austria, France, Italy, and Russia a dis-

tinction has to be drawn between the footing of

the several national armies in time of Peace and in time of War.

It is the policy of the new method of organization, in time of

Peace, to keep as small an army as possible in active service
;
to

have a successive series of reserve forces ready in time of War

to supply the breaches and increase the strength of that army,
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while provision is made for the whole male population being

realy to take the field in certain extreme emergencies. Thus,

ic size of one of these national armies, for some

purposes it would be proper only to count the forces actually

under arms
;

for other purposes, besides these, all the reserve

forces ready to be called out at the moment of War breaking

out, or being apprehended ;
for other purposes, the whole male

population, say between twenty and sixty years of age, not to-

tally invalided.

But the number of soldiers constituting the active army, even

in times of Peace, is, for all the above-mentioned States, far

than at any previous epoch, and in most of them is rap-

idly increasing from year to year. Indeed, it has already been

seen that usually the limits of the active army are only assigned

by the rate of progress of the population, only about ten per

cent, of the available population being excepted from the annual

draft for active service. In Germany the number of the forces,

and the yearly sum appropriated for its support, were fixed 1-y

naotmeiit, in 1874, for a period of seven years, though the

duration of any one Parliament is limited to three
German ttnny.

years. The number of the standing army in time

ice was fixed at 438,831 men. The War footing of the

army, which, from tin- nature of the ea-e, must be a variable

quantity, im-hidim; all classes of reserves, seems to approach

somewhere about 1,700,000 men.

In France the reorganization wh'n-h is still proceeding
-

to promi-- even move -tiikin^ remits, The
French army.

mate of the Minister of War for 1874, for tin

i iv, was 540,000 mm. The Almanack iff (int/m caleu-

!iat the pivsent changes will pr..duT for the a-ti\e army
serve of this army, 510,294 nun; for

.!

"
army, r>^-_',:>L'.''. mm; f,,r the iv-mr of the

; making tin- \\h>]- forces available in

the utmost ci: >4.
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In Russia, by the time the present changes arc accomplished,

the field army will consist of 955,000 men, and
Russian army.

her whole forces, nrst and second reserves, and

180,000 Cossacks, will amount to 1,945,000 men.

In Italy, the Peace footing is nearly 200,000 men, and the

War footing 450,000. In Austria, the Peace
Italian and
Austrian footing is about 480,000, and the War footing
armies.

840,000.

It will be instructive to add together in a tabular form the

results here given :
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The expense which the maintenance in one of the great mil-

Great armies ^ of an enormous army in time of IYa--,>

involves, must bo i: . first by the actual

community of cost f feeding, clothing, equipping, and managing
some half million of men, and secondly by the

loss entailed in a variety of ways, by with* Irawing for some

fr<m the fields of directly productive industry the best

men in the nation at the most precious period of their lives.

This cost and loss is not encountered by the nation alone

which raises and maintains the army, but, in the present cir-

cumstances of Free-trade and growing international intercourse,

ry other civilized nation
;
and the aggregate cost and loss

which is entailed on any single nation through this cause is the

sum of the expenses of the army in every other nation with

which it has commercial or social relations. Thus, as things

now are, no nation, by ever so pacific a policy, and considerate

and
j'

'inent of other nations, can avoid paying a con-

siderable part of the price of the military institutions of other

nations. This is a fact to which peaceably disposed nations

cannot but become increasingly awake; and as the number of

sii'-h nati- : . a public opinion must gradually be formed

:<>pc wholly adverse to enormous military pivpn-

I in times of ]Ya.-e, and the advent of liberal political in-

stitutions i rawed by an omnipotent executive

authority mu-t favor the conversion of this opinion into pra.-ti-

cal action.

Another notable consequence of the enormous si/e of Euro-

pean armies is the breadth of the Opentionfl in
i

:.c ar times of \\ ar, the increased expensireneM of \\ ar,

and the vastly aggravated loss and raflaring

by War. This e\p. n-i\ t riosa of loss and suffering is not

compensated, as has 1

:

i" duration of a War. Tlii- happ--;.

ic vast scale of armies was yet an i:
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experiment, to which Prussia, Austria, and France were commit-

ting themselves for the first time. The wholly in-
do not neces-

sadly shorten calculable ciiect or a new and imperfect orgamza-
iu> duration.

tion, and other special circumstances, conspired to

render the campaigns of Solferino and Sadowa marvellously

brief, considering the magnitude of the results. But in the

Franco-German AVar it was not the size of the armies which

shortened the War, but the wholly unexpected collapse of the

French organization. At many periods during the War there

seemed every prospect of it being indefinitely prolonged; and

had the French been able to draw (as they will be able in the

next War, and as the Germans did) on successive scries of whol-

ly unused reserves, the War would have been incessantly re-

commenced at different points. Thus, there is no compensation

whatever for the evils following in the wake of the exaggerated

size of modern armies. It only means more War, worse War,
and longer Wars.

But there are other consequences which follow from the size

of modern armies to which attention must yet be
The strain of a
vast military drawn. In the first place, it is obviously the pres-
organizaliou
cannot be long ent policy, of some at least of the leading military
borne.

States, to urge their military preparations, even in

time of peace, to the utmost limits fixed by the population and

by the national resources. But these preparations always and

rapidly become an inveterate institution, ever growing and nev-

er lessening, and from time to time drawing renewed life and

energy from popular panic or passion, or from a fresh influx of

administrative zeal. But all the true and natural elements of

national well-being, as marked by the growth or steady main-

tenance of the population, and by the general resources, must

be ever fluctuating to and fro. The pressure of the army is,

however constant, always on the verge of being overwhelming,

and at recurrent intervals actually so. Quite independently of

the mere influence of public opinion, no nation can long stand
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this incessant strain. Either the State must be sacrificed to the

army, as in the middle period of Imperial Koine, or the army
mu>t be curtailed in accordance with the exigencies of the State.

Tli..' present magnitude of army preparations and expenditure

can, then, be only r- . marking a tran.Meiit phase of Eu-

. lii-t.-rv. It is predestined either to undergo conspicuous

>rmations, or to fail in the attainment of its chief and

worthiest objects.

In the second place, the fact that the magnitude of military

preparations seems in some States to have no other
As the result of f
War becomes limits than the calculable resources of the nation
calculable, re-

sort to it will be for the time being, has at least this advantage, that
Icsafiequeut.

Wflf and its results must increasingly bear a pon-

derable relation to all the statistical elements by which national

progress is ascertained. Thus the events of War must, to a

growing extent, cease to be speculative, and become matter of

[revision. The more this is the case, the less likely is it

that actual \Yar will be resorted to. The relative strength of

nations will be generally acknowledged, and will cxpres-

in ways less costly and disastrous to the strong as well as to the

The long suspension of actual War must be accompa-
nied by an expansion of international trade, a freedom of gen-

eral intercourse, and a development of credit, which will make

the recurrence of War \\iddy unpopular am>nu all da--es of so-

nt scarcely imagined at pivM-nt. The burdens

of War will he !<->s and le>s patiently endured in times of

Peace; and In re, aijain, by help of the diffusion of liberal par-

:ary institutions the very copiousness of modern military

institutions will work their destruction.

The Organization < titution of Modern

. Besides the changes in the military institutions of

ites which have bern ahvady a i

oonse-
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quenccs of tlic other changes, or are a further embodiment of

the policy which led to them.

There are two competing principles in modern army organ i-

Locaiization zation which are each admitted to be independent-

t"oiimid-
a"

Jy important, and which it is the object of reform-

ers, as far as possible, to reconcile, without an un-

due compromise of the claims of either. One is that of what

is called "localization," the other "mobilization." According
to modern ideas, the merits of a military system would be

mainly tested by the success with which the burden.and main-

tenance of every part of the national forces could be evenly

distributed throughout the national territory in time of Peace,

and be none the less instantly available in the most centralized

form for convergent action anywhere in time of War.

The present German organization is the most complete ex-

hibition of the modern method, and is no doubt
exemplified in
the Germau the type which other States are, so far as peculiar

national conditions permit, keeping in view. The

whole infantry of the German Empire, in active service, consists

of four army corps, making seventy-four brigades and one hun-

dred and forty-eight regiments. To every one of these regi-

ments of the line is attached a landwehr regiment, bearing the

same number as the regiment of the line, and having with it a

common provincial name. Each landwehr regiment consists of

two battalions, and each of these battalions is complete and in-

dependent in all its parts, is wholly raised in a particular geo-

graphical district, and is permanently connected with this dis-

trict. The recruiting for the line regiment to which the land-

wehr regiment is attached proceeds, as was above described,

simultaneously for both
;
the arrangements for men on leave,

for invalids, and for putting the forces in motion, are managed
for both regiments by one and the same machinery. Thus

there is, from first to last, and at every stage of their fortunes,

the intimate relation maintained between the line and landwehr
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regiment on the one hand, and a definite geographical district

on the other.*

In France the whole forces are divided into the active and

the territorial armv, each of which has its own re-
The territorial

nrincipie in serve. In Italy the forces were, by a law of Sep-

ibcr 3d, 1873, distributed under the two L

the permanent army and the movable militia. But the con-

ditions of the Italian territory are peculiar, the character of

the population in north and south being of a very different

type. For this reason the whole country is divided into five

zones, and each regiment is composed of men drawn from all of

zones. In this way the territorial principle is recognized

so far as it is believed to be compatible with military efficiency.

The military meaning and purpose of this novel method of or-

ganization will be understood from the following extract from

il Trochu's treatise on "The French Army in 1867 :"

"
In Prussia and in Kussia, the active army, in time of Peace

in time of War. is formed into several parts,
Its working de-
eribed by Ctat. each composed of divisions, brigades, regiments,

staff, depots, with their own officers and their own

'</, all constantly and permanently acting together, with

the proper re-enforcements in reserve, so that from one day to

another the whole body U ivady for action. This

military OigUUttfttOfl may have some inconveniences, as what has

not? Uut it would l'e superfluous to enlarge on its incalculable

advantages for purposes of \Var, uhcn it has penetrated the hab-

its of nations and of armie< : the advantage of keeping alive the

military spirit, by the ties thus formed in all ranks, between th.^e-

who command and those who obey ; the advantage of a conden-

sation of moral force and of experimental kno\\ every

* See Organisation und Dion.-t <1< r Krir^mnrlit des dcutst-li- n I

Auflage. Von Baron v. Wolff, ncu bcarbcitct dmdi Alfivtl Baron

Y.Ebentein. Ikrlin, 1876.

8*
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detail of a complicated mechanism
;
the advantage of rapidity

of concentration, and concert and energy in execution, when the

hour of action is come
; advantages of all kinds in the prepa-

ration of War, which can thus he carried on without putting a

whole country and a whole army into agitation by violent and

multifarious movements, which have the serious evil of disclosing

long beforehand the efforts made."*

Even in England, where all the military conditions are well

recognized as differing from those on the Conti-
Its proposed
adoption iu neiit, the territorial principle was deferred to in
England.

the Army Regulation Act carried by Lord Card-

well under Mr. Gladstone's Government in 1871, and it seems

that it will shortly be still further carried out. The full con-

ception of Lord Card well's reconstructive measures included the

linking of the line battalions into pairs, one of each pair being

at home and the other upon foreign service
;
the closer connec-

tion of the line with the militia of each locality ;
and the forma-

tion of depots common both to the militia and the line of the

locality, for the purpose of recruiting, training, and ultimate or-

ganization in the reserves.

Lord Cardwell retired from office in 1874, and the changes

were not completely matured, though Parliament spent

3,500,000 in carrying them out. A committee, composed of

most influential and authoritative persons, was appointed by the

War-office to report on the operation of the changes so far as

they had yet been carried out. This committee has only just

reported. In answer to the question, "Are battalions of brigade

to be looked upon as being merely united for administrative

purposes, or are they to be viewed as constituent parts of one

body ?" the committee answer,
" We have no hesitation in reply-

ing^that they should be constituent parts of one body ;
and al-

* See Lieutenant - colonel Chesney's Military Resources of Prussia and

France. London : Longmans, 1870.
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though we arc not unaware of the very grave considerations

which are involved, we are constrained to record our opinion that

full advantage cannot be obtained for the money spent by tho

country until the connection be more closely drawn than at pres-

ent between the line battalions of each brigade, and be

them and the militia battalions of the sub-district," They con-

M<ler this is best to be effected by their being treated as one regi-

ment, under eight territorial designations, the line battalions con-

tributing the first and second, the depot being common to all

and contributing the last, and the militia battalions contributing

The existing numerical designations, dear as they are

to military memories, are to be obliterated.

The changes here recommended are radical enough, and are all

in two directions one, that of combining, in the most compact
manner possible, all the parts of an army into easily manage-
able groups ;

and the other, that of permanently connecting each

group with a definite territorial district. This is, in fact, iden-

tical, in spirit at least, with the German system of localization.

The direct and indirect influences of this new mode of organ-

ization are not hard to trace. The army can no
Military iiiPtitn-

.

J

'- longer, in any country, be a remote fact and insti-
. wit hi he

"
whole uaiiunui tution, only thought of in time of War, OF, at the

most, only brought to mind at the period of re-

cruiting, or at seasons of occasional debate in legislative

new policy is to merge the military institution

the civil and social life of the country, and the civil and social

;h them. Of course, those institutions are likely, for the

moment, to draw energy and sustenance from the bracing asso-

Thr pi-curare
ciation. But if tin

;.
-d as being

.ud to a con>tantly growing extent need-

less, tin- popular iiiMirreetion ai;ain-t them \\\\\ ho

decided, u
'. .and inv-Utihle, ju-t in proportion to their

rial di>tributitn. N<> misunderstanding of th'

the nature, and the extent of the evil will hamper the agitation
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for its removal or restriction. The newly-discovered forces of

effective local self-government will fan and feed the flame. Ev-

ery year of Peace, every season of impoverished national re-

sources, will accumulate arguments for reducing armies and pro-

moting an international policy of Peace. A common and ex-

actly distributed pressure will be the best preparation possible

for a united and universal reaction.

(4) Modes and Instruments of Warfare. It needs a very su-

perficial glance backward at recent battle-fields, or around at the

military preparations assiduously at work in all the leading coun-

tries of Europe, to note the decisive changes which are in course

of accomplishment in the modes of warfare. Chemical, me-

chanical, electrical, aeronautical, and mathematical inventions and

discoveries are pressed into the service of War. Civil education

is forced to contribute, and whole nations are drilled in the

school-room, if not in the nursery. The railroad, the steamship,

the telegraph, each new industrial appliance and convenience, are

eagerly laid hold of so as to render War more widely and infalli-

Rapid adapta-
klv disastrous. It were a gain, indeed, if War could

ventiousTo mil- ^c fought out by machinery and not by living men.
itary purposes.

But, unfortunately, it is not so. The elaborate

mechanism only serves to prepare and clear the field for an ex-

orbitantly enlarged number of living combatants these, too, no

longer unimpassioned, professional soldiers, but peaceful citizens,

carrying back to their homes if they reach them the coarse

and bitter memories and hostile passions of the battle-field.

So far as the purely military nature and products of these

incessant and comprehensive changes go, they

voived by their seem to be as follows : The exclusive possession
adoption. . .

of any single scientific advantage of a signal kind

might hereafter decide the fortunes of a campaign ;
but then,

in the present circumstances of international intercourse, and

of unresting military competition, proceeding even in times of
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Peace, it is increasingly unlikely that any single State will suc-

ceed in maintaining any such exclusive advantage. The use of

the new military implements and machinery will call for a bet-

Jned and educated soldiery, and the novel method of re-

cruiting, as practised on the Continent, harmonizes with this

tod.

The general result is likely to be favorable to the private

soldier's condition, education, and general training, and his

opinion and feelings must become a serious element of political

consideration. Some of the new improvements are directed to

multiplying the action of explosive shells, balls, and bullets,

thereby occasioning suffering and not death; others have in

view the "demoralizing" the enemy's front at a greater dis-

tance, so as to precipitate the
"
decision," and afford an earlier

opportunity for an advance. Other improvements, a^ain, are

addressed to facilitating commissariat arrangements, as by cm-

ploying in War ordinary trading companies for the purpose, or

to rendering engineering operations more easily disposable and

effective, or to determining the exact proportions and circum-

stances in which cavalry, heavy and light infantry, and artillery

t severally to be cmplo\

re can be no doubt that by the time a sufficient amount

of intellectual < .ided l>y adequate experimentation, has

been <! . different countries to the problem if how the

new improvements ,-an be turned to t! --omit, "War will

ivpp.duce all the last achievements of civilization. But it will

do this at an almost inconceivable cost for each country both

This watte a *n Peace an< l in War ; and there is no reason, cx-
'

cept one grounded on economy or po\vrtv, which

mse any one countrv to la<_r behind ti,

Thus the |in-.tion of success in War must become

y one as to whether a nation can pay for
ft, OI \\i\\

:'! it, in the
j j. riving for .-th.-r :

ily assured of this, the speculative hilar-
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ity which, now belongs to War will have vanished, and it can-

not be long before the nations, under liberal and constitutional

governments, combine to adopt some scheme of mutual assur-

ance less extravagant, calamitous, and inhuman than that of

self-protection.

SECTION VIII.

OP INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES AND CONGRESSES.

ONE of the most obvious methods that suggests itself of set-

objects of Con- tling existing disputes without armed conflict, and

the
e

present
nng

making political arrangements which may prevent
the reappearance of such disputes in time to come,

is that of summoning Conferences or Congresses in which all

the States immediately, or even remotely, interested are repre-

sented.

This method has been largely resorted to during the present

century with very varying degrees of success. The purposes of

resorting to it have been manifold. Among these purposes

may be mentioned (l) the making detailed territorial, financial,

or political arrangements, contemplated by the general provi-

sions of a Treaty, especially a Treaty of Peace
; (2) the inter-

pretation or modification of the terms of a Treaty ; (3) the

consideration of the conditions on which a temporary truce

may be converted into a Treaty of Peace
; (4) the consideration

of the basis on which questions relating to the boundaries and

new settlement or Neutralization of States should be determined

by Treaty ; (5) the establishment of new rules, or the republi-

cation in an improved form of existing rules, of International

Law
; (6) the acceptance of some novel principle of general

international action or policy.

It is worth while illustrating these several purposes for which

Conferences have been, or may be, held, by a review of the sub-
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jects of the chief Conferences which have been held in Europe

Vienna con- since the Peace of Paris in 1814. The Treat}- >f

1 "'

Bttil of the 30th of May in that year provided,

in its 31'. 1 Article, that "All the P- i <>n either side

in the present War should, within the space of two months,

send Plenipotentiaries to Vienna, for the purpose of regulating,

in General Congress, the arrangements which were to complete

the provisions of the present Treaty/'

The Plenipotentiaries met in Congress at Vienna on the 22d

of September, 1814, and closed their labors on the 19th of

June, 1815. The result was the Treaty of Vienna, of 9th of

June, 1815, which contained no less than seventeen "Annexes,"

that is, declarations, engagements, or special Treaties of particu-

uul comprehended a general settlement of the inter-

national relations, and in some cases of the internal constitution,

of the chief States of Continental Europe.

By the 15th Annex, the Plenipotentiaries of all the eight

Denunciation Powers which signed the Treaty of Vienna (that

is, Great Britain, Austria, France, Portugal, Prus-

. Spain, and Sweden), solemnly denounced the slave-

proclaimed their wi-h to put an end to "a scourge which

had so long desolated Africa, degraded Europe, and afflicted hu-

manity ;" and declared in "the face of Europe that, considering

the abolition of the slave-trade as a meu>uiv particularly w..rthy

of their attention, conformable to the spirit of the times and

generous principles of their

animated with the sincere desire of concurring in the most

prompt and rllWtual execution of this measure by all the means

at tl -al."

in later in November, 1822 a Congress, composed

, nt of tin- Powers whieh were represented at the Vi-

VecouMOB.
(

. Mn;i Congress, with the exception of Portugal,

i, and after ivitin^ that the

commerce in slaves, solemnly proscribed, still continued, had
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gained in activity, and even taken a still more odious character,

declared that their respective sovereigns continued firm in the

principles and sentiments contained in the Declaration of 1815,

and that their respective cabinets "would eagerly enter into the

examination of any measure, compatible with the rights and tho

interests of their subjects, to produce a result that may prove to

the world the sincerity of their wishes, and of their efforts in

favor of a cause worthy of their common solicitude."

As illustrating the principles by which the usefulness of Con-

Conferences of ferences, as expedients for the prevention of AYar,
Troppau, 1820.

may be tcstc(^ t}ie Conferences of Troppau, in

1820, in which Austria, Prussia, and Russia took part, in ref-

erence to the revolutionary movements in Spain, Portugal, and

Naples, may be aptly cited.

A circular despatch of the Austrian, Prussian, and Russian

Sovereigns to their respective missions at Foreign Courts, pur-

ported to contain a narrative of the first results of the Confer-

ences. It recited the principles of the Holy Alliance which it

was sought distinctly to revive, and asserted that
" the Powers

had exercised an undeniable right in concerting together upon
means of safety against those States in which the overthrow of

a Government caused by revolution could only be considered as

a dangerous example, which could only result in a hostile atti-

tude against constitutional and legitimate Governments." It

was further alleged that
"
the ministers who could be furnished

at Troppau with positive instructions from their Courts, con-

certed together on the principles of the conduct which they

were to follow toward those States whose form of Government

Lad received violent shocks, and on the peaceful or coercive

measures which, in cases where important effects of a salutary

influence could be obtained, might recall those States within the

bosom of the Alliance."

The answer to this despatch, thus inviting co-operation, writ-

ten by Lord Castlereagh on January 19th, 1821, and circulat-
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ed among the British Missions at Foreign Courts, is instruc-

..f Lord ^ve as pointing out the dangers to which Confer-

B06I may pave tin* wav, if they are not sufficient-

ly representative in their constitution, and do not restrict their

action within the limits prescribed by International Law. Af-

ing that some of the measures proposed would be in di-

rect repugnance to the laws of England, Lord ('. h goes

on to assert that
" even if this decisive objection did not exist,

the British Government would nevertheless regard the princi-

ples on which the measures rested to be such as could not be

safely admitted as a system of International Law. They were

of opinion that their adoption would inevitably sanction, and,

in the hands of less beneficent monarchs, might hereafter lead

to, a much more frequent and extensive interference in the in-

ternal transactions of States than, they are persuaded, is intend-

ed by the augu>t I'arti'-s from whom they proceed, or can be

reconcilable either with the general interest, or with the efficient

authority and dignity, of independent sovereigns. They do not

I the Alliance as entitled, under existing Treaties, to as-

sume, in their character as Allies, any such general powers, nor

do they conceive that sin-h extraordinary powers could be as-

sumed, in virtue of any fresh Diplomatic Transaction among
the allied Courts, without their either attributing to themselves

a snprrmiK-y incompatible with the rights of other States, or,

if to be acquired through the spreial ar<v^ ion of Midi 8

without introducing a tV<l<-ratise >y>lrm in Kurope, not 01

w'n-ldy and iiX'UVctual to its <>!].<(, l.ut leading to many in<>-t

II ineonvenimces."

.'ii-ntly rrriirrinir subject of Conform.

under the fourth of the above-mentioned heads that

of the consideration of the basis on \\hich question* relating to

>m<-nt, or Neutralisation of Statot ha?6

rmined by Treaty.

BT, LSiS, at IWos, on t!
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fairs of Greece, in which the representatives of Great Britain,

France, and Russia took part, contemplated both
Conference on

..flairs, this general object, and also that of arriving at

a
"
definitive opinion

"
upon several points of the

Treaty of London, of the 6th July, 1827. The purport and lim-

its of the subject-matter of the Conference is thus precisely

stated in the opening paragraph of the protocol : "Acknowl-

edging, on the one hand, the impossibility of obtaining perfect-

ly accurate details respecting the statistics of Greece, where

ruin, the result of the War, has succeeded to the arbitrary do-

minion of the Pachas
; and, admitting, on the other, that the

information which has been acquired is, notwithstanding these

difficulties, sufficient to furnish useful data and approximate es-

timates
; religiously adhering to the principles and object of the

Treaty of London, the aim of which is the pacification of the

Levant by means of a mediation, if that be still possible ; and,

in the last place, confining themselves to seeking for Greece

guarantees for tranquillity and facilities for defence, the Repre-

sentatives have come to the following conclusions relative to the

four questions specified in their instructions, namely : Bounda-

ries, Tribute, Indemnity, and the relations of Suzerainty to be

established between the Ottoman Porte and the Greek Gov-

ernment.

A similar Conference between the same Powers was held in

London, in March, 1829. In the protocol of a similar Confer-

ence, again held in London, in February of the following year, a

clause was contained declaring that
" Greece should form an In-

dependent State, and should enjoy all the rights, political, admin-

istrative, and commercial, attached to complete Independence."

Greece again became the subject of Conferences in 1852, in

More recent London, between the Plenipotentiaries of Great

on "ffe affairs Britain, France, Russia, Bavaria, and Greece, on the

subject of the succession to the Throne of Greece.

A Conference was again held in London in May, 1863, between
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the Plenipotentiaries of Great Britain, France, and I:

relative to the Greek Succession; another was held in London

on the 5th June of the same year, between the Plenipotentiaries

of Great Britain. France, Russia, and Denmark, the subject be-

ing the succession to the Throne of Greece, and the Annexation

of the Ionian Islands to that kingdom ;
another was held be-

the Plenipotentiaries of the same Powers, excepting Den-

mark, on the L'Gth of the same month, respecting a guarantee of

the
"
Political existence and of the Frontiers of the kingdom,"

the union of the Ionian Islands to Greece, and the Greek loan ;

and others, in August and November of the same year, between

the Plenipotentiaries of the same Powers respecting the title

of the Sovereign of Greece.

Conferences have been held on the affairs of Holland in 1830,

conference* ^ ^ talv m 1843, of Denmark in 1850, of Denmark
-

and Germany in 1864, of Luxemburg in 1867, and

very numerous Conferences since 1853, on what is

called the
"
Eastern Question," on the Neutral relations of the

Ottoman Empire and its subject provinces, and on the integrity

of that Empire.

Besides the instance already adduced of the circula

of Lord Castlereairh's, in which, on the part of the British Gov-

ernment, he refuses t<> take part in a Conference which seems to

menace the independence of States not represented in it, there

are two other notable instances in which Great Britain !

to take part in a general Conference, on the gr.mnd that

,rht thereby put it out of her power adequately to guard

either her own interests or the inti-re-ts of >th.

In the v< ar 1 -;::, the Emperr of the Fivm-h, Napolemi III..

Oonfcrenro a-i > the Queen of England a proposal for
"
an "

International <.'..ni:re>s for the piv>rr\ation of
-MiJ '

the Peace of F ral grounds of

roposal, as broadly stated in the tiiM lote, are that "it is

impossible not to admit that on almost all points thcTrca:
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Vienna are destroyed, modified, disregarded, or menaced. Hence

there are duties without rule, rights without title, pretensions

without restraint. A peril the more formidable, since the im-

provements produced by civilization, which has united peoples

together by an identity of material interests, would render \Yur

still more destructive." Some further correspondence ensued,

conducted by Earl Russell on the one hand, and M. Dronyn de

Lhuys on the other, the points being closely argued whether the

changes which had taken place in Europe since 1815 amounted

to a general rupture of the Treaty of Vienna, and whether the

existing claims, somewhat menacingly avowed by Russia, Poland,

Austria, Italy, Germany, and Denmark, were of a nature to be

surrendered or modified at the bidding of a Congress, supposing
other modes of obtaining the same ends proved, or might prove,

ineffectual.

The only passages here relevant, as illustrating the limits to

the usefulness of Conferences and the view of those limits taken

at the time by the British Government, are contained in the fol-

lowing extracts from Lord Russell's two despatches:
" When the Sovereigns or Ministers of Austria, France, Prus-

objections of 8
i Russia, and Great Britain met at Verona, in

Se^expl-S" 1823, upon the affairs of Spain, the first four of

by Earl Weil. ^^ powers carT[Q& into effect their resolutions

by means of armed forces, in spite of the protest of Great Brit-

ain. Is this example to be followed at the present Congress in

case of disagreement? Upon all these points Her Majesty's

Government must obtain satisfactory explanations before they
can come to any decision upon the proposal made by the Em-

peror. Her Majesty's Government would be ready to discuss

with France and other Powers, by diplomatic correspondence,

any specified questions upon which a solution might be attain-

ed, and European Peace thereby more securely established. But

they would feel more apprehension than confidence from the

meeting of a Congress of Sovereigns and Ministers without fixed
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objects, ranging over the map of Europe, and exciting hop

aspirations which they might find. theni>i!\es unable to gratify

or to quiet.
* * *

"
If the mere expression of opinions and wishes would accom-

plish no positive results, it appears certain that the delibera-

tions of a Congress would consist of demands and pretensions

put forward by some and resisted by others
; and, there being

no supreme authority in such an Assembly to enforce the de-

cisions of the majority, the Congress would probably separate,

leaving many of its members on worse terms with each other

than they were when they met. But if this would be the prob-

able result, it follows that no decrease of armaments is likely to

be effected by the proposed Cong:

The Brussels Conference of 1874, in reference to proposed

BrnMeliC'nn- amendments in the rules of Military Warfare, will

fereuce, is.i.
a jT,,n i material for discussion iii a later chapter,

when the bearing of the Laws of War on the prevention of War

is under consideration. But this celebrated Conference must be

; , hided to, in order to explain, by illustration, the nature of

Conferences in general, and to prepare the way for some general

-ion of the whole subject lower down.

A circular despatch was issued on the 17th of April, 1873, by
Prince Gortchakow, t! M Minister, and ad-

dressed to tin- llu-sinn Kmbas>ies at the several

European Courts. It recited a proposal uhieh had been made

bv tli- for the Amelioration of the Condition of Pris-

and ivfern-d to a previously announced intention

of tin- I{MS> ian < J'\< niiiK nt to
l.-iy

before the different Cabinets

" a draft for an International ( 'ode with the object of determin-

ing the laws and usages of Warfare." Tin- draft Code was

itted therewith. Tin- de-pateh went on to >ay, that it

seemed "indispensable to establish by common accord, upon a

basis of complete n-eiproeity, rules wlii.-h mi-Jit be binding on

all Governments an i The Russian I.
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believed this to be both the duty and the interest of every State.

The draft submitted to the examination of the Cabinets \\as

only a starting-point for ulterior deliberations, which, it was

trusted, would prepare the way for a general understanding.

To this end the Government was of opinion that a Conference

of special Plenipotentiaries might be convoked to discuss these

questions, and to decide upon a definite Code, which might
thenceforth be clothed with an international character. The

city of Brussels seemed to be particularly appropriate for such

a Congress, on account of the neutral position of Belgium.

Nearly all the Powers to which invitations were sent agreed

to be represented at the Conference. But England, in the per-

son of Lord Derby, took up such a peculiar and exceptional po-

sition, that it must be examined in some detail in reference to

its bearing on the general subject.

In Lord Derby's letter to the British representative at St. Pe-

Opposed by tersburg, Lord A. Loftus, dated the 4th of July,

1874, he says: "Her Majesty's Government are

not convinced of the practical necessity for such a scheme for

the guidance of military commanders in the field, and cannot

but fear that, unless the discussion is conducted in the most

guarded manner, the examination of any such project in a Con-

ference at the present juncture may reopen causes of difference,

and lead to recrimination between some of the delegates ap-

pointed to take part in it. Nor do Her Majesty's Government

fully understand the scope which it is intended to be given to

the deliberations of the delegates.
* * * Her Majesty's Gov-

ernment are firmly determined not to enter into any discussion

of the rules of International Law by which the relations of bel-

ligerents are guided, or to undertake any new obligations or en-

gagements of any kind in regard to general principles.
* * * I

have accordingly to request your Excellency to state to the Rus-

sian Government that, before agreeing to send a delegate to the

Conference, Her Majesty's Government must request the most
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positive and distinct assurance from that Government, as well as

from the Governments of all the Powers invited to take part in

the Conference, that their delegates at the Conference shall be

instructed to confine themselves to the consideration of detail*

of military operations of the nature of those dealt with in the

project of the Russian Government, and shall not entertain, in

any shape, directly or indirectly, anything relating to maritime

operations or warfare."

A -omewhat copious account has been above given of the

leading Conferences and Congresses which, in the present cen-

tury, have either actually been held or have been suggested at

special crises for the solution of pending problems. The real

meaning and purport of such assemblies of the diplomatic rep-

> of States, as well as the limits of their usefulness,

will probably be better understood from actual illustrations than

from general reasonings and anticipations.

The last two illustrations, indeed, exhibit England in the

somewhat ungracious attitude of declining to co-

pometimc* en- operate, or, at least, to co-operate fully and hearti-
operntedinCoi:- .

gree<.,8ome. lv, in schemes for European Congresses which
Idaloof.

*

weiv ostensibly projected in the cause of Peace

and humanity. The answer of Lord Castlcreagh to the circu-

lar d '-patch of 1820, inviting co-operation with the Confer-

ences at Troppau and Layhai-h, also
j

; upland o<vupy-

ing a somewhat similar portion. On the other hand, in some

of the most celebrated Congresses, as those of Vienna in 1815,

and of Verona in 1822, in reference to the general affairs f

and t" the Slave-trade, and in the series of Confer

i different times and places, in reference to the political

ein-nm.-taners .f >p.-eial States as Greece, IJclgium, iVnmark,

i nrkcy Knu'land has taken a prominent and often the

lead:

Of course, it would be vain to contend that England, or any

been really consistent in her policy throughout,
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and has only varied in her action in view of the difference in

Grounds of tne circumstances, presented. Modern States, and

especially those which are the most constitutionally

governed, are far too much subjected to the influence of passing
waves of political opinion to be steady and uniform in their

international action through more than half a century. Never-

theless, a reference to the grounds on which England has freely

taken part in numerous important Conferences, and has, espe-

cially in the persons of Lord Castlereagh, Lord Russell, and

Lord Derby, shown herself notably averse to sharing in others

of most plausible pretensions, will assist the examination of the

conditions on which the usefulness of Conferences depends.
There are two obvious cases in which a Conference must be

Condition* es- wholly unprofitable, and therefore, probably, mis-

nsefnlnesVof chievous, and under one or other, or both, of these
Conferences.

cases most of ^Q objections alleged by the above-

named English statesmen will be found to range themselves.

One case is where influential States taking part in the Con-

ference have not yet arrived at a determination of the general

policy they intend to advocate, and do not wish or intend that

policy to be determined by discussion outside, or by the casual

events or mutual concessions to which the Conference may
casually give occasion. The other case is where influential

States are so far determined on their general policy, that no

such events or concessions will ever induce them to change or

modify it.

Excluding these two cases, of uncertainty and of absolute

4. distinct fixity of policy, the only cases in which Confer-

ences are likely to prove productive of useful re-

sults at once present themselves to view. There must be found,

in all the influential States which take part in the Conference,

Concession on a firmly fixed resolution as to the general policy
points of detail.

tj)CV jntcn(j to advocate, and also an exact appre-

hension of the limits of the variations in matters of detail
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which will bo held admissible should the result of the discus-

sions at the Conference seem to recommend thorn. The effi-

ciency of these conditions involves the presence of several

Others, M, for instance, that the general policy pursued by the

Unanimity
(

' ra ^ States taking part in the Conference is

of purpoee.
harmonious, if not identical, and that within the

limits of admissible variation from the general policy, the rep-

itives of the States arc free, and personally disposed, to

follow the dictates of reason, prudence, and a spirit of mutual

concession.

On applying these remarks to the instances already cited of

successful, of partially successful, and of abortive Conferences,

it will be seen that they have been successful in proportion to

the clearness of view, and general unanimity of purpose, with

which the States have entered into them
;
and that th<

vorable circumstances have chiefly presented themselves where

either a previous Treaty has established all the main lines along

which alone disputation may take place, or some general prin-

ciple of humanity is believed to be involved, which it is the

concern of all States equally to support, and the permanent in-

-t of no single influential State to controvert.

The Congress of Vienna, and the various Conferences which

Application of succeeded it during the next half-century for the

:.-ment of some of the minor S

fall under the first of th b, The Congresses whi.-h re-

lated t<> tin- MippivN-i..n of the Slavr-trado fall under the sec-

ond head. The Conferences at Troppau and Layba.-h, which

Lord Castlci-ea^h n-fu-ed to join, could <>nly In .led if

a suflieieiit number of influential States had been willing

vive tin- policy of tlr II
|j

Alliance, and find a spurious suhsti-

T the cause of humanity in lh<> eansc of the M..nai

Ming in Kurpt\ The Congress suggested

i of tin- l-'ivn.-ii, in 1808, contemplated tl.

cussion of a variety of matters, in which the several Slat-
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resented had very different proportions of interest, some of

thorn interests of the most potent kind, some of them no .-ippar-

ent interests at all. Whatever issues of humanity and of Peace

were involved were of a kind far too indefinite and discursive

to become matters of profitable, or even possible, debate.

In the case of the Brussels Conference of 1874, the cause of

humanity, as distinguishable from that of the interests of spe-

cial States, was the only ostensible matter involved. There was

no reason to doubt the bond fide generous intentions of the Czar

of Russia, who issued the invitations to the Congress, and the

conduct of the Russian representative throughout the proceed-

ings was above suspicion. It did indeed appear, in the course

of the discussions, that the smaller and larger States had, or

thought they had, opposing interests involved, and therefore

unanimity was purchased at times at the expense of unsatisfac-

tory compromises or evasions. The refusal of England to take

part in the Conference unless maritime warfare was excluded

from the discussion, was a necessary course, assuming it is the

fixed policy of this country to commit herself to no changes in

her modes of maritime warfare, even at the price of diminishing
the evils of warfare on land. "It is this policy which is rather

to be regretted, than England's refusal to take part in discus-

sion in which her only attitude could have been that of persist-

ent obstinacy.

It remains to be considered how far Conferences and Con-

rtnuyof grasses may be regarded as hopeful instruments
Conferences.

for the prevention Of ^Tar in tne futurc. It must

be remembered that Conferences may often serve useful pur-

poses, even though they do not attain the complete result which

is expected of them. It is true, for instance, that the Brussels

Congress of 1874 discovered differences of interest and opinion

between some of the smaller and larger States in reference to

the Laws of War which were not wholly anticipated. But if

such differences really existed, it was a great service to bring
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them to the surface, with a view to their nature and extent being

carefully measured, and their causes scrutinized to the founda-

tion. It does not seem that any process less solemn and in-

quisitorial than a formal debate, conducted in the presence of

Europe, would have had exactly the same effect.

Conferences, then, must be treated at once as the token of

growing political agreement, and important means of bringing

it about. \Yhencver occasions present themselves in which the

interests of all States are clearly subordinated to directly moral

and humanitarian ends, or where the difficulties lie rather in

the adjustment of a complex mechanism of States to a distinct-

ly perceived and jointly pursued end, the usefulness of Confer-

ences seems almost limitless. But, as has been seen, Confer-

ences may be made, in dishonest, unwise, or ambitious hands, a

I of enforcing the interests of a few States on a number of

re ostentatiously invited to co-operate, and are

yet too weak to do more than protest.



CHAPTER IV.

OF LEGAL REMEDIES FOR WAR.

BESIDES the obvious advantage of making the rules of Interna-

tional Law more certain, and. so far as is possible.
Reforms in

Internaiton- systematizing and codifying them, so as to prevent

disputes at the outset, and of providing effective

judicial machinery for the settlement of purely legal difficulties

and misunderstandings, there are two classes of legal reforms

which imperatively call for immediate attention in the interests

of Peace. One of these classes concerns the operation of War
on the trade of Belligerents and Neutrals. The other concerns

the Laws of War, in reference to the limitation of the severities

with which War is conducted. These subjects must be treated

in turn.

SECTION I.

OF THE LEGAL OPERATION OF WAR ON TRADE, AND MORE ESPE-

CIALLY OF THE PROPOSED EXEMPTION OF PRIVATE PERSONS AND

PROPERTY FROM MARITIME CAPTURE.

THERE are some subjects of international importance which

Maritime ^ seems to be almost impossible to discuss from

any other than a purely national, or even spurious-

ly patriotic, point of view. The subject of the exemption of

private persons and property from capture at sea is eminently

one of these. The interests of different States seem, on the sur-

face, to be so conflicting in the matter, that, on whatever side
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of the controversy a writer ranges himself, he finds himself ex-

commoniy
'

posed to the charge of prejudice on the one hand,
f m

or of affectation and eccentricity on the other.

Btand-poiiit. Crcdit for ij0nest impartiality seems to be abso-

lutely refused to writers on both si

There is no doubt that some color is given to suspicions of

unfairness by the actual course adopted in the past by writers

on International Law. Instead of setting an example of rigid

Neutrality, and confining themselves to a statement of the law

as it is, they have too often written in the spirit of violent and

unscrupulous partisans; and they have more frequently con-

descended to appear as the professional apologists for the policy

of their own Governments, than acted as the unbiassed critics

of the illegal or unjust conduct of all Governments, including

their own.

with good reason that England is regarded as the strong-

hold of the doctrine which admits of the capture
1 alone

.

l

has peraever- of private persons and property at sea, while dis-

allowing it on land. Every considerable European

crty frnin muri- St:u<'. M \\ell as the United States of America, has,
tiuie capture.

at one time or another, either publicly advo

the expediency of introducing the opposite doctrine; or i

the case of Italy and France) has adopted the principle of reci-

procity; or ,'ly actually afforded a precedent <>f e\eni|.t-

iiij; private property at >m frm capture, as in the ca-c of tho

AVar of 1860, between Austria ami I'ru->ia, in alliance with

;m<l in that of the \\iir of Fiance and England with

China, in 1860.

which ha<, \\h'-n UBOJOnpCfed by alliaiK

v.ith tolerable, though by no means complete, consistency

rer do. -trine, is England. The most notable <

sion of th of the doctrine is that ur iven by Lord

:. on the :M of I

;

e!.ru:iry, 1 son, \\hni he ann< :

opinion.
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the maintenance of her empire over the sea, and the capture of

the merchant-ships and seamen of States with which she was at

AVar was essential to this end. It is interesting to notice, for a

purely biographical purpose, that at Liverpool, on the 10th of

November, 1856, when Lord Palmerston was interested in de-

fending the recently-made
"
Declaration of Paris," he said that

he could not but believe that the amenities of warfare lately in-

troduced and practised must be extended farther, and that, in

the course of time, the principles applied to land warfare must

be applied likewise to warfare by sea, and private property be

no longer subject to aggression in either case, lie further

noticed that, looking to ancient precedents, we should not find

any country vanquished by the private losses of its citizens.

There is this advantage in discussing a subject of the present

character at a Conference at which a lar^e number
The subject ad- . J*
vantngeousiy of the most civilized States of the world are rep-
disrnssed in . . .

international resented, that it is impossible to base an argument.
Conference*.

either for or against a proposed measure of re-

form, on the presumed exclusive interest of any single State.

Of course, the fact that any one State has a separate interest of

its own in opposition to the measure, is not irrelevant to the

controversy, because, if the interest be strong enough, and the

State in question influential enough, the fact of such opposition

may render all efforts at reform unprofitable or, at least, prema-

ture. It must, then, be a strictly pertinent inquiry to ascertain

whether any particular State, especially one possessing consider-

able influence, really has the interest unfavorable to the measure

which it is assumed she has. But, in an International Confer-

ence, this special inquiry into the casual attitude of a particular

State is only ancillary and introductory to the consideration of

the main issue, which is concerned with the general and perma-

nent interests of all States, both individually and as a corporate

community.
The only State which seems to assume that it has a perma-
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ncnt interest in favor of the capture of private persons and

property at sea is England : and it is worth while
English Inter- rr

: -ring to what extent she really has a different

interest in this matter from that of the majority

of other States. England has a mercantile marine exceeding

(it is said) live times that of any other State. She has a naval

force which is alleged to be capable of coping with the naval

forces of any two other States combined. She has, moreover,

a Colonial and Indian Empire of a kind to which no other State

can make any pretensions, and which renders her assailable in

every quarter of the globe.

Success in War depends upon an apt combination of offen-

iiid defensive efficiency. If England is at War, her navy

>t to protect her own coasts and the coasts of her depend-

encies ; secondly, to protect her commerce and mercantile ma-

rine generally ; and, thirdly, to overpower the naval force of the

enemy, or otherwise to inflict such damage on his resources as

may induce him to accept the imposed conditions of Peace.

It is obvious that if the English navy could be relieved from

Peculiar ad- any onc *
these three functions, the more disposa-

'YUr ble it would be for efficient discharge of the other

two, always supposing the difficulty of discharging

these did not, in the new circumstances, become

proportionately inciva-c.l. In ,.th.T w,.r<ls, if England h.

to protect her mercantile marine, her forces would bo all tho

more free to defend her coasts and to overjt.. \\.-r the naval

forces of the enemy. She would not, indeed, be able to attack

.rcantilc marine of the enemy, 1 the assumption,

her own mrivantilc marine is at i limes .as great as the

, Mtile marine of any other single State, and nmiv than

twice as great as the mercantile marine of any two States com-

iier, IMT total gain in exemption from injury

would far oxer. -, of power through the MS sho

would cncoun*
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If, again, it be argued that the mercantile marine is the nat-

ural source of supply for the navy, and therefore must be struck

at as a potential arm of the national forces, then the value of

rescuing such a reserve force is far greater to England than to

any other State, or pair of States combined, in proportion to

the vastly superior magnitude of the mercantile marine of

England.

Of course, on the hypothesis that no other State but Eng-
land has any navy at all, or any navy considerable

Growth of the
J

,

J J

navies of other enousm to be worth taking into account, England
nations.

would, from the present point of view, obtain only

profit, and no loss, from the existing practice. But this hy-

pothesis, imperfectly true even at the time of the height of

England's naval supremacy during the wars at the close of the

last century, is glaringly untrue at present, and is becoming
more and more remote from the truth every day. It may be

quite true that England will retain her naval supremacy ;
but

the unwearied and gigantic efforts she is making to recpnstruct

her vessels after the latest type, and to press into her service

the latest achievements of naval and engineering invention, show

that this can only be done, in the presence of European and

American competition, by an immense expenditure of capital

and energy. The fact of such competition is confessed by

every fresh iron-clad turned out of an English yard.

There are two other classes of facts which make the present

rule of maritime capture bear far more hardly on
Dependence of
En^and on England than on other countries. They have been
foreign coun-

.

tries for her so often explained at length, that they need be only
food supply , .

summarily stated in this place. One of these classes

of facts is, that if England is at War with a corn-supplying coun-

try, as Russia or America, one-third of her population, which now

subsists on imported /ood, is either deprived of food altogether,

or obtains it only at the enormously enhanced prices caused by

transport through Neutral States. This, of course, is equally
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true of all the products of a count r with England, on

the manufacture of which large classes of the population sub-

sist. Thus, during the Crimean AV .:i hemp, which cost

during peace 30 a ton, rose during the War to 00 and even

80
;
and all other descriptions of Russian produce rose in the

xinie proportion.

The other class of facts which makes the current rule

with special hard-hip on England, as a trading
and for the raw
Mtertel of ker and manufacturing State, was illustrated during
manufactured. .

the recent insurrection of the Southern Stated

America, when the belligerent rights enjoyed by both parties to

the struggle enabled the North to deprive England presumably

an innocent Neutral of the raw material of the manufactures

in which a vast mass of her population found support. The

>n is not now whether the United States profited or not,

on the whole, from the destruction of the commerce of the

South tin nigh as the United States Government are the main

advocates of the liberty of maritime commerce in time of War,

it may be presumed, at the least, that there were, even for that

nment, more ways than one of looking at the subject.

Tin- point here i-. that whenever two States are at War, one of

which supplies England with some essential staple of its manu-

factures or trade, the present rule of maritime capture o[

detrimentally to England, more than to any other State, ii;

proportion to t r dep.-nd.-ncr ,,f England on a regular

supply of that particular article. There are few <>f the leading

articles of com: 1 manufacture of which the demand in

:id U not greater than that of all other States put together ;

and therefore, whet! ,nd is a Belligerent or a Neutral,

her economic loss by the exiting nilc is proved to be far-

than that of any <>ti. ival advantage less rather

than gre.v

Thus s far as then* i-> an\ thing special in the portion of

England, her obvious int. -rots are rather in favor of t!

9*
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posed reform, than adverse to it. It now has to be seen wheth-

EnHand would cr there are any considerations which should wri^h

lif of
X
pri-

Vf
'

1 L̂ ^ States equally, including England, in favor

f ^e abolition of the capture of private persons
capture. an(j pr0perty at sea, or whether, at least, the pre-

ponderating balance of considerations is in that direction.

There are three considerations which seem to point directly

toward the abolition of the right of capture of pri-
Considerations , m. ,,.
affecting all vate persons and property at sea. These are (1)
nations equally. , j

J
. . . /

that exactly the same moral and economic princi-

ples apply to the respect of private property on the sea as to

the respect of that on land
;
that (2) some principles, especially

applicable to private property at sea, seem peculiarly to recom-

mend that sort of property for exemption from capture ;
that

(3) the exemption of that property from capture is an inevita-

ble consequence of changes in the law which have already been

made
;
and that (4) such exemption is likely to operate in a

way to prevent the recurrence of War.

(1.) There are four distinct reasons which have recom-

Private proper- mended, and gradually brought about, the preva-

nTiy're^cted
1"

lent respect for private property on land. Two
during War.

Q ^hese reas0ns are based on considerations of

humanity, and two of them on considerations of self-interest.

The first reason is that the indiscriminate pillage, which the

capture of private property is sure to involve, and the unequal

distribution of the burdens of the War it effects, are evils

which, so far as they serve the purpose of the War, serve it in

a degree wholly disproportioned to the magnitude
Reasons for this mi
exemption from of those evils. The pressure on the Government
capture. ... .

which the seizure of private property occasions is,

at the most, only indirect
;
and an incalculable amount of wide-

ly diffused mischief is inflicted without bringing to bear on the

Government of tho country any pressure whatever.
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The second reason, also based on humane considerations, is

that, whereas modern Wars are always alleged to be \

for the purpose of obtaining a satisfactory and lasting

peaceful settlement at the earliest possible moment, the practice

of capturing private property inflicts injury of a nature which,

so far as the private sufferers go, no Treaty of Peace can cure.

The loss extends far beyond the time of the War, and is in

i- made good.

The third reason is suggested by obvious considerations of

policy or interest, namely, that the State to which the invading

army belongs has an obvious concern in securing the good-will

of the inhabitants of a traversed or occupied district, and may
hereafter be found to have had a further concern in the wealth

and prosperity of those who, in consequence of an acquisition

of territory on a Treaty of Peace, have become its own sub-

jects.

A fourth reason, also dictated by considerations of policy, is,

that the more abiding and widespread the irritation caused by
an invasion, the greater probability there is of the War being

renewed at the earliest opportunity. It is thus the policy of

which w i-he.s to make the AYar final, to confine its area

as much as possible, and to restrict all hostile operations to of-

aiithorized combatants and to public property. The

; is then the more likely to aume the aspect of a mere

competition of substantial .^tivngth in.stead of a rivalry in cruel-

ty and pa

There is, of course, one of these reasons which, from the dif-

rthe ferencc of the subject-matter, cannot apply to sea

warfare; that i-, the iva>.in l:i>ed <>n the piv-unu-d

prfme property
concern a 8 in the :eneral welfare of a

population, some of which may, through i

of the War, h own Mibj.-ets Hut all the

:MLT private property at sea apply with

increased force to respecting that on land. t pri-
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vatc property at sea gives rise to indiscriminate pillage under

special circumstances of solitude and privacy, to which land War-

fare can offer no parallel. The evil inflicted is most unequal-

ly distributed, small traders and private travellers suffering equal-

ly with great commercial firms, and the latter, often enough,

through insurance devices and the heightening of prices, per-

sonally suffering least of all. The consequent pressure brought

to bear on the Government is only casual and indirect, and is

balanced by the pressure in the opposite direction proceeding

from the home-producing classes, which, for the moment, reap

rich fortunes by the depression of foreign trade. Anyway, the

vast number of solitary sufferers exert no appreciable pressure

at all in the direction of Peace. Again, as to the second rea-

son, the injury to private persons is indelible, and extends far

beyond the close of the War, whether it is inflicted by sea or

on land
; and, as to the last reason, there is no doubt that the

wide-spread irritation occasioned by capture of private proper-

ty at sea, as mucli as on land, is one of the main provocatives

of enduring national hatreds.

(2.) But there are some circumstances affecting the position

of private property at sea which render it far more
Principles pe-

J
,

cuiiariyuppii- unsuitable as an object of capture than private
cable to exemp-
tion from capt- property on land.
ure at sea. , .

J

It is a doctrine of modern economic science that

every State is enriched by the enrichment, and impoverished by
the poverty, of every other State with which it has commercial

dealings ;
and it is an equally well established doctrine, that all

States, generally, are enriched in proportion to the division of

labor which exists among them, or, in other words, to the degree

of elaborateness in the organization of international trade. This

organization demands for its conditions stability and confidence,

and whatever impairs these not only to that extent weakens the

organization, but goes a long way to destroy it.
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But the capture of private property at sea is simply the ruin

of tins organization, and of all on which it depends.
The practice of

\\ ere maritime \\ ars at all more common than

they are, international trade would be impossible,

and the most pacific nations would suffer equally

with those most frequently belligerent. As it is, the miserable,

and trivial gains acquired by making maritime prizes, and the

loss occasioned to the enemy's resources by hampering his coin-

in the pecnrity mcrce, make but a poor compensation for the utter

st^i.'-Tarccon- disorder in which even the capturing State involves

o\\n trade, and the wide-spread confusion and

r it spreads on every side among Neutral trading States.

1'rivatc property on land might, indeed, with more justice, be

heM to be assailable, as being in a far truer sense the property

of the paramount State, than are commercial goods in con.

trail-it on the high seas the property of any particular

Trade is the common concern of all States ; and all States must

co-operate to rescue it from a practice which, under the legal

form of belligerent rights, is ever ready to strike a blow at it

in the momentary interest of some particular State or States.

Thus, nt only is the same disproportion observable between the

iflicted, and the value of the belligerent ends attained, by

capturing private property at sea as by capturing it on land, but

r and above this excess of needless loss, the loss di-

rectly incurred by the capturing State, and by all Xmtral trading

.and, indi: mvd by mmeive gem-rally tl,

traly/ing shock to public confidence imparted by such a

wholly incalculable event, or rather accident, as War.

(3.) Furthermore, this exemption ,,f private pr.-perty

;re i> an inevitable eon-e.|uenee of elianur <"> in warlike

Usage which have be. -n aln-adx bn>;i-lit about. T I

1 aration

of Paris of is;,.. which wen-, or have ifoee be-

1 the don 1 M that captures
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of private property at sea can only be made by vessels forming

Changes point- Part * tne organized national forces, and not by

tim/of^ivate
commissioned privateers; and that the private

mantSi
y
e
f

capt- property of belligerents is safe from capture if

found in Neutral ships. The special circumstances

amidst which this declaration was made are well known, and

have, in fact, formed a subject of constantly renewed debate in

the English Parliament.

The most relevant facts are that, up to the commencement of

The Declaration ^ne Crimean War in 1854, England had been prom-
f Paris, 1856. ment above every other State in tenaciously hold-

ing to the right of seizing belligerent goods wherever found.

The general situation of the several States with which England
was allied, was at War, or held relations of Neutrality, led the

English Government to publish an Order in Council, on April

15th, 1854, in support of a Declaration made in the previous

month to the effect that
"
her Majesty, being desirous of render-

ing the War as little onerous as possible to the Powers with

whom she remains at Peace," and "
in order to preserve the com-

merce of Neutrals from all unnecessary obstruction," was willing

to waive a part of the belligerent rights appertaining to her by
the Law of Nations," and that

"
her Majesty would waive the

right of seizing enemy's property laden on board a Neutral ves-

sel, unless it be contraband of War."

This practice was observed throughout the War in the eyes

of all Europe, and the recognition of its expediency was embod-

ied at the close of the War in a declaration signed by the repre-

sentatives of France, Austria, Prussia, Russia, Sardinia, Turkey,

and England. About forty other States have since given in

their adherence, and it is well known that the continued refusal

to adhere on the part of the United States is solely due to their

insisting on securing still greater immunities for commerce as

the price of abandoning their right to use privateers.

It is irrelevant to allege at the present time, when more than
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twenty years have elapsed since this Declaration was made,

its binding
either that some diplomatic, or even constitutional,

cbara
informality attached to the making of it, or that

England could, from any frc>h view of her general interests,

now abjure it. So far as other States go, they have nothing to

do with constitutional irregularities in this country, whether

real or alleged, and they can only judge of the acts and inten-

tions of England by the acts and intentions of the authorized

- of her Government. So far as any opening for retract-

ing the Declaration is concerned, none such exists compatible

with a decent regard to public honor. The Declaration was the

\pression and culmination of a confessedly new policy into

which England had been gradually forced, against all her in-

stincts, her traditions, and apparent interests. For the last t \\vn-

.rs it has been the basis of political and military calculation

for all the States of the world
;
and to hint even at reconsider-

ing it is to suggest such a public repudiation of a repeatedly

ment as would hardly have a parallel in the an-

nals of bad faith.

It thus must be assumed that the terms of the Declaration of

Policy innnpn-
1'aris of 185(5 indicate the starting-point of a new

DecUrSlon
e
of maritime policy for the States which are parties

to it. The purport of the Declaration is t.

strict the rapture of private property at sea in two directions.

It fir-: Mire at all by any but the permanen:

<1 national force. Secondly, it prevents the capture of

any private property of belligerents which is carried otherwise

than in the ships of a belligerent S

The effect of a maritime War is thus to divert all the more

important part <>f it- trade, that mi which its commercial pros-

i [>eiids through the hands of Neutral M
This involves ju^t s<> much loss for both sides in the War as is

1 in pa\in-.r for the u-e ,,f a foreign \> ad of

using a national one ready at hand, the heaviest loss falling on
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the country which has the largest mercantile marine. As to all

the less important trade, the passenger service and the like, its

fate will be generally left to the chances of War; and yet this

is the quarter from which a belligerent draws scarcely any mili-

tary strength at all, while it is just here that the inconvenience,

the irritation, and the abuses created are the greatest.

All this points to the fact that, owing to the changes of which

the Declaration of Pans is the expression far more than the

cause, the retention of the right of capturing private property is

becoming an increasingly worthless belligerent right. Indeed,

it is worse than worthless, for its direct operation is to enrich

Neutral States at the expense of both the belligerents, and chief-

ly of the wealthier of the two, at the same time causing the

maximum of annoyance, with the minimum of influence on the

success of the War.

But there are other changes, physical, scientific, and political,

which clearly indicate that the asje of capturing
Other changes

*

indicating that private propertv at sea is passing away never to
freedom 5f

J J
.

maritime com- return. The colossal iron-clads, each new one out-
merce, in time
of War, will be vying its predecessor in the strength of its armor-

plating and the precision of its equipments ;
the

trained engineer and the practised artillery-man, who have suc-

ceeded to the bluff and rude sailor of a by-gone generation ;

projectiles and torpedoes, of a kind almost wholly to supersede

hand-to-hand fighting between one ship's crew and another, are

phenomena which suggest how worthless for conversion to bel-

ligerent uses are untrained seamen, modern merchant -vessels,

and passenger steamships, as compared with what they may
have been during the ages when the doctrine of the capture of

private property at sea was formulated and cherished. The

general abolition of navigation laws for the artificial nursing

of a nation's own mercantile marine
;
the recognition of colo-

nial independence in matters of trade; and, above all, the aban-

donment of doctrines which sought the enrichment of one coun-
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try in the restriction of Us commerce with others, and the pros-

perity of each State in the impoverishment of all, are further

re movements of an economical and social kind which

make ulterior and consequential changes of the law of capture

We*

The language in which a country loudly talks of its
"
naval

supremacy being endangered
"

if it forbears to strike a blow at

the commerce of its enemy, from which its enemy now suffers

!y more than all other nations do, and certainly not more

than the nation itself which inflicts the blow, is nothing more

than a curiously antique legacy from an obsolete era, when Neu-

tral ships could not carry enemies' goods; when merchantmen

were still serviceable as privateers ;
when the differences bc-

iiierehantmeii and men-of-war were mostly those of

size
;
when a monopoly of colonial trade was treated as a pre-

cious source of national wealth ; and when, even in Peace, the

commercial prosperity of each nation was believed to be inim-

ical rather than helpful to the interests of all the rest. This

era has passed, or is rapidly passing, away ;
and as soon as the

onomiral situation is as clearly appreciated by stat

as it is by men of commerce, the practice of capturing private

property at sea mu>t pass away \\ith it.

(4.) Lastly, it is imp..s>i!,l,. not to look at this whole I

i ..HI,,.
f r"m tnc'

point of view of its bearing on the prc-

Mtiou of War. The proposed restriction of the.

operation of maritime Wars t< the or^ani/ed na-

tional forces and the public property of the l>clligeivnts

to a class of changes in the mode of conducting War \\hich have

been slowly, but Miivly, proceeding f..r some hundreds of

A vast and most beneficial modification in the severity of

War has bn-n brought about through CMiifming tin- an a .

to the nsiblc agents of t!; -m-nts con-
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corned. National passions are thus roused as little as possible ;

military operations are throughout under effective
Advantage of

restrictiug the control, so as to admit of being summarily arrested
couduct uf War
to official at any moment when Peace seems attainable

;
and

as little lasting loss as possible is inflicted which

might be productive of enduring acrimony, and seriously weak-

en the general resources of one of the markets of the world.

By restricting, too, the conduct of the War on both sides to the

official agents of the Government, such personal interests in the

continuance of the War as cannot be annihilated are at least

largely reduced in number and strength.

But the strongest reason of all for confining the conduct of a

The result of War to the organized national forces, on both sides,

morVEaTcuia-
8 and that whicl* especially affects Wars by sea, is,

t

)

d
e
it

a
iess

resort
that ifc is desirable in the general interests of Peace

frequent. to mafce \yar iess an(j \GSS> a subject of chance or

gambling. All that tends to make the events of War calculable

beforehand, and its probable success or failure a matter of pre-

diction, tends, to that extent, to prevent an actual recurrence to it.

When once States are content that in a military or naval point

of view great inequalities must, and do, exist between them, and

that there is no shame in admitting the fact of those inequalities,

they are likely to resort to modes of social combination among
themselves by which the Peace of the world may be made to

rest on some surer basis than the accidental self-restraint of par-

ticular States, or the problematical issue of a conflict between

any two States. The existing practice of the capture of private

property at sea makes the events of a War between two mari-

time States only calculable so far as trade on both sides is habit-

ually circumscribed within rigid and clearly ascertained limits.

Such forced circumscription is fatal to mercantile prosperity,

not to say to the existence of trade itself.

Hence a choice must be made between perpetuating War as

a gambling speculation, ever presenting the readiest temptation
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to the most embarrassed -id, by getting rid of as many
variable and capricious conditions as possible, allowing of \Yar,

at the best, only as a fairly calculable means of attaining a clear-

ly definite end.

It is also to be borne in mind that, when a War is in contem-

plation, deep-laid national sympathies or antipa-
Prevontion of

J
.

.mi- thiea go a long way in preventing or promoting it.

The effect of confining the operations of War to

professional soldiers and mariners, and to public property, is to

do the utmost possible to prevent the growth of those ineradi-

cable animosities which spring from War itself, and lead to each

Diving -birth to a new one, and so produce a progeny of

fresh Wars without apparent end.

Besides the exemption of private persons and property from

other changes
maritime capture, a series of other co-ordinate and

consequential changes have been recommended, in

of commerce.
th(J interests of peacCt guch are (l) the limita-

tion of the right of blockade to the case of naval arsenals, or

places defended with an armed force; (2) the restriction of the

interpretation of
" contraband

"
to articles directly and solely

ci>ndii:ive to the. operations of War, such as ritles and ammuni-

tion; and (3) the restriction of the right of search in sueh a

to reduce it within the narrowest possible limits compat-

ith the effective prevention of the carriage of true

traband
"

articles, and of attempts to break a legitimate bloekadr.

imeoti in favor of all these classes of reforms m

briefly summarized as follows :

All the reforms eon<-<-rn trade, and a competition is t
1

Small milltnry I'
: ;Mn " "* tl

'

; " !l> :in 'l
'

<'inw legcd necessities of brlligereney. The I >erlarati.>n

1

"f tip- Treaty <>f Paris was a concession to Neu-

trals and bdHgenrti alike, so far as they were

uiit.-'l o; ;

^ still left by the Declai
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for destroying an enemy's trade, the complex circumstances of

modern trade, and the ever-growing inter -dependence of the

more important States on each other for the first necessaries of

life, render the indiscriminate pillage of an enemy's trade too

futile and suicidal a policy to be any longer reckoned among
the necessities of naval warfare. The general loss and inconven-

ience to all trading nations are wholly out of proportion to the

uncertain and fleeting advantages attained. International socie-

ty is becoming a vast organization for mutual assurance, and the

States most powerful at sea have the largest commercial marine,

and, both directly and indirectly, must suffer most by the exist-

ing law and practice.

The interests of traders in favor of Peace under the present

rules are counterbalanced by the new and special manufactur-

ing and trading interests, generated by, and wholly dependent

on, War; while, even among the trading classes, strong national

passions soon dominate over the most clearly perceived personal

interest. The extension of the War, and of its consequences,

material and moral, to non-combatants, tends to prolong, to em-

bitter, and to renew War quite as much at sea as on land, where

such extension is abandoned.

If it be argued that the present rules dispose the trading

classes to a general policy of Peace and conciliation at all times,

it must be remembered that the pacific tendencies of the trading

classes need no greater stimulus than the inevitable effects of

War, in all cases, resulting from the sudden displacement of

capital, the precipitate increase of taxation, the cessation of so-

cial intercourse, the impediments to free locomotion, the abnor-

mal appearance of upstart and transient industries, and the sub-

stitution of feverish speculation for the even and healthy rou-

tine of pacific industry and commerce.

The real military gains which the present rules of warfare

bring with them are too minute to be worth the prodigious sac-

rifice incurred. Belligerents can now transfer all their trade to
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Neutrals at a trifling extra cost; the novel restriction that a

blockade must be "effective," prevents any military pressure in

that way on ,1 comprehensive scale. The iv-t notions

on the carriage of contraband are notoriously ineffectual for

illeged objects, while the inconvenience occasioned t<

trals is enormous The objections to the right of search are

recognized on all sides. All that is contended for, on the plea

of military necessity, would l>c attained by restricting the opera-

tions of maritime warfare to conflicts between the naval forces

of the belligerents, and the effectual blockade of fortified har-

bors and ports, or towns also invested by land.

The probable influence of industrial and commercial progress

on War may be thus presented in a systematic and- compendi-
ous form :

I. As to the operation of the doctrine of Free-trade, (l)

Pacific tendency
The substitution of the doctrine of Free-trade for

ratlc -

the old Mercantile Theory implies the abolition

of a class of restrictions favorable to the recurrence of War, and

the development of a class of popular ideas and beliefs fa\<r-

Such restrictions were those involved in the

Colonial System, the Navigation Laws, and the Prohibitive Tar-

popular ideas and beliefs are those which substitute

reciprocity and mutual contribution between States in the place

of hostile rivalry and irreconcilable opposition of in:

which rrcognize th .nv rich by one another's wealth,

and not by one another's poverty; that the destruction of the

wealth of any one State is a loss to all, and that States arc be-

ing linked into a delicately- rienclog at

liroughout all its Members common gain or loss com-

mon well-being or misery,
i .in its fullest sense,

implies not merely the absence of artificial restrictions but tho

subdivision of la'

manufactures those

and those only, which it produces or mamifa
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with the greatest comparative cheapness. The more firmly this

principle becomes established, the more fine and intricate be-

come the commercial and monetary relationships between States,

and the more disastrous and paralyzing becomes even the ap-

prehension of War. This increasing subdivision of labor is of

especial importance in respect of the growing inter-dependence
of States for the supply of food. Old countries, as a rule, im-

port food, and new countries export it. It is the old countries

which, for a variety of reasons, are most prone to War
;
and if

War does not mean famine, it must at least press through the

bread market, and even the meat market on every part of the

population of a belligerent State.

II. The .modern aspects of the Wages question must directly

causes operat-
affect War. Wages are rising everywhere, and

wlrtmpopuiar tne position of all classes of laborers is becoming
in the future.

better and more hopeful> Service in the army or

navy must become comparatively less desirable, and compulsory
service can only be procured at the price of an ever-increasing

national cost and discontent. A keen competi-
Rise of wages. . .

tion is descried in the near future between the in-

dustries (so-called) of War and of Peace. The demand of la-

bor for War, where the labor is forced, will not raise wages gen-

erally ;
and where the labor is not forced, it will be more and

more abandoned, or else purchased only on ruinous terms.

III. The growing expensiveness of War introduces a similar

class of considerations to the last. When it 13

of War.
calculated how precious are the materials which

most of the modern appliances of science to warlike purposes

consume, on how vast a scale the applications take place, and

what an amount of waste and loss are occasioned merely by
tentative experiments, the cost of War is seen to be assuming
more and more prodigious dimensions. So far as this cost is

reckoned as the price of assurance, and, therefore, as akin to the

necessary cost of production, the fact of War counteracts all the
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other tendencies of civilization toward the cheapening of this

IV. There i> a manifestly Crowing tendency in labor to move

with unparalleled facility from country to country.
Growth of In-

i
temai: u hus all Kuropo must shortly become one 1

intercourse,

market. The increased study of foreign lan-

'igious toleration, assimilation of political institutions

and laws, a common postal system, projects for an International

currency, an 1 for a common fiscal system all combine to di-

minish what is narrow and blindly selfish in the sense of na-

tionality, while fortifying what is sound and precious in it; and

this mu^t operate in favor of Peace.

V. The interests and sympathies of laborers are thus likely

to be wholly in favor of pacific relations. The
Interest* of
land-owners interests of land proprietors are in favor of the
and capitalist*.

condition which makes that of which they have a

monopoly most in demand that is, Peace because Peace is

indi>peMsuble to material progress. The interest of ilicfarmcr-

cnpi tu list is for the moment in favor of War, as raising agri-

cultural prices ;
is still more decisively in favor of Peace, as fa-

vorabi generally, as keeping down the price of machin-

ery and labor, and keeping open foreign markets for the dis-

posal of produce. If the capitalist is a trailer, his interests (ex-

case of the few who draw a precarious profit from

sustaining the War) arc undividedly in favor of Peace.

VI. Th particular modes in which the interests and

,,, r
ments of all the industrial and trailing das-

in efforts for a modifi-

cation of the Laws of War in favor of the protec-

tion of Neutral (and, ultimately, all other) trade, in promo

conciliatory and ju>t policy at all tin-.. in 1m-

the conduct of War, in rigidly |>iv\riitin_:

sion, anl in making briidicial, equal, and far-sighted Trea
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SECTION H.

OP THE LAWS OF WAR IN THEIR BEARING ON PEACE.

IT was a maxim of the arch-thief Jonathan Wild, as record-

ed by Fielding his biographer, that he and his
Recent efforts

J

to limit the evil comrades should Never do more mischief to an-
effects of War.

other than was necessary to the effecting his pur-

pose ;
for that mischief was too precious a thing to be thrown

away." The last twenty-five years have been distinguished by
a series of conscious efforts to give a practical application to

this doctrine; and these efforts have been made as much by the

people who delight in War as by those who have become the

reluctant victims of it.

Laws for the limitation of severity in WT
ar are of very ancient

date in European history ;
and it may be important to consider

the modes in which these laws originated, as well as the moral

justification on which they rest. But, before entering on the

broader inquiry, it will be convenient to recapitulate briefly the

more patent efforts that have been made of late years to estab-

lish on a firmer basis, to codify, and to amend, the chief rules

which, in practice, have long regulated and restricted the ex-

treme use of the so-called rights of War.

The Crimean War, in 1854, which first broke up the lull of

Consideration fortv Jears of Peace, was happily signalized, not
*

nou' onty D7 an extremity of courteous regard, on the

pai't of all the belligerents, for the interests of
Crimean War. Neutrals

,
but also by an almost unprecedented

consideration for the claims of non-combatants in the belliger-

ent States, of prisoners of War, and even, in some respects, of

the private commerce conducted by citizens of the belligerent
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res. This courtesy ami amenity in practical ac-

Princinios laid ^on was embodied as a principl irting-

"i
1

,!!" point for the future in the Declaration annexed to

the Treaty of Paris of 1856, signed by the repre-

sentatives of FriiK 1

'', Ar. -sia, Russia, Sardinia, Turkey,

and England, and to which about forty other States have since

given in their adhesion.

The immediate object of this Declaration was tin- conciliation

of Neutral interests; but it was in practice, impossible to con-

ciliate these interests, so far as maritime warfare was concerned,

without mitigating the severity of War in its effects on citizens

of the belligerent States. The abolition of privateering, and the

protection of an enemy's merchandise under a Neutral flag, as

well as the stricter interpretation to be henceforward applied to

blockades, were benefits conferred not only upon Neutral 8

but in which the private citizens and traders of the belligerent

- also have their share.

The next epoch in the republication and amendment of the

Laws of \Var is marked by the sort of code

"in- drawn up bv Professor LieU-r, and after being
for

ricau submitted to and approved by a committee of

ofHcers sanctioned by Piv>ident Lincoln just be-

fore tli ..... mamenoemenl of hostilities between the Northern and

Southern Stat.-s of America. This rod,- U entitled
"

In-tnic-

ti"iis for th- (i..v. rum. ut of the Annies of the I'nited 5

in the Field." Professor -in- author. \\as a Prussian ly

birth, and in his youth had served in t
;

,11 army, taking

part in th 1 1816. This is a matter of

i-hip observable \^-

tions" and the regulations of the so
"

a code \\ i i pul).

uhstance of \\hi.-h can be pr-tl\ ly col-

lected from the con-tai I'QS made to it by Prussian

roimii ; ,u<l manif. -toes issued in the

10
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course of the late invasion of France. The Instructions here

referred to were, in fact, the first attempt to make a comprehen-

sive survey of all the exigencies to which a War of invasion is

likely to give rise
;
and it is said on good authority that, with

one exception (that of concealing in an occupied district arms

or provisions for the enemy), no case presented itself during the

Franco-German War of 1870 which had not been provided for

in the American Instructions.

The interval between the outbreak of hostilities in America

and the Franco-German War was marked by two
Conventions of
Geneva and St. generous and successful efforts, known as the Con-

ventions of Geneva and St. Petersburg, to miti-

gate, by systematic compromises and arrangements, the effects

of warfare on the sick and wounded, and to discourage the use

of barbarous implements, which might inflict torturing pain in

excess of any military advantage to be gained by the use of

them.

The Convention of Geneva was signed on August 22d, 1864,

by the Plenipotentiaries of Switzerland, Baden, Belgium, Den-

mark, France, Hesse, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, Prussia,

Spain, Wiirtemburg, and, subsequently, Great Britain. The

Convention provided, in a series of Articles, for the Neutrali-

zation of ambulances and military hospitals, and o all persons

engaged in the medical service or the transport of the wounded,

and also of chaplains. A distinctive flag and arm-badge were to

be adopted, which were to bear a red cross on a white ground.

The Convention of St. Petersburg, in 1868, was entered into,

on the proposition of Russia, by Great Britain, Austria and

Hungary, Bavaria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Greece, Italy, the

Netherlands, Persia, Portugal, Prussia and the North German

Confederation, Russia, Sweden and Norway, Switzerland, Tur-

key, and Wiirtemburg. The instrument recited that
"
the only

legitimate object which States should endeavor to accomplish

during War is to weaken the military forces of the enemy ;
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that for this purpose it is sufficient to disable the greatest pos-

sible number of men
;
that this object would be exceeded by

the employment of arms which uselessly aggravate the suffer-

ings of disabled men, or render their death inevitable ; that the

employment of such arms would, therefore, be contrary to the

laws of humanity." The contracting parties thereupon "en-

to renounce, in case of War among themselves the em-

ployment by their military or naval troops of any projectile of a

t below 400 grammes, which is either explosive or charged

with fulminating or inflammable substances."

The most ambitious effort which has been made in recent

times to review and include in a general survey all

'itinjj the chief branches of the Laws of War was inau-
'litimi

ncrs gurated in 1874 by the Society for the Ameliora-

tion of the Condition of Prisoners of War, and

reatly advanced by the proceedings of the Brussels Con-

ference, convoked by the Emperor of Russia in the course of

mo year. The Society owed its existence to the Univer-

sal Alliance Congress, which sat at Paris in June, 1872; and

its scheme WJLS mainly confined to carrying still further, in the

f prisoners of War, the beneficent projects to which

the Conventions of Geneva and St. Petersburg had I

given substantial <_:'

In the original circular letter addivssc-d by the Comic <le

Hond' 'lent of tl '"inmittce of i'

to Foreign Governments, soliciting them t- send delegates to a

Conference to be oj>
'.n May, 1874, it was said that

''the disparity in the i

ting relative :

c-nt of soldinx \\li.i l>ec,,ine prisoners of \Yar, and the

absence of any rule whatever in most countries have suggested

composed of members of various

w of moving the <;.. VenimcnN to con-

iient upon a question so highly interesting to

.-iti'l hum
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This letter was dated March 28th, 1874; and on the 6th

of April the Russian Government, in the person

offfiice
3

of Prince Gortchakow, sent a communication to
Gortchakow. .

the roreign Governments, announcing the answer

which it had already returned to the proposal of the Society,

and further declaring that it had arrived at the intention of
*'

laving before the cabinets a project for an International Code,

with the object of determining the laws and usages of warfare."

The words of Prince Gortchakow in this despatch are noticea-

ble. He encloses the project therewith, and adds :

" The motive

by which it is inspired is one of humanity ; which, we are con-

vinced, will meet a general feeling, a general interest, and a gen-

eral need. The more that solidarity becomes developed which

tends in these times to bring together, to unite, nations as the

members of one family, the more their military organization

tends to give to their Wars the character of conflicts between

armed nations
;
the more necessary does it become, therefore, to

determine, with greater precision than in past times, the laws

and usages admissible in a state of War, in order to limit the

consequences and to diminish the calamities attendant upon it,

so far as it may be possible and desirable. With this end in

view, it seems indispensable to establish, by common accord,

upon a basis of complete reciprocity, rules which may be made

binding on all Governments and their armies. We believe this

to be both the duty and the interest of every State. The proj-

ect which we submit to the examination of the cabinets is only

a starting-point for ulterior deliberations, which we trust will

prepare the way for a general understanding. To this end, we

are of opinion that a Conference of special Plenipotentiaries

might be convoked to discuss these questions, and to decide

upon a definite code, which might thenceforth be clothed with

an international character."

Prince Gortchakow goes on to suggest the City of Brussels

as particularly appropriate for such a Congress, and names the
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15th of July as a convenient date of meeting. The C

The Brussels lnct accordingly, at P>ru<-els in July, the English

Government having specially guarded itself again-t

more than
"
-sliding a military officer as delegate, \vh>

would not be invested with any plenipotentiary powers, and who

would simply report the proceedings, reserving t HT Majesty's

nmcnt entire liberty of action in regard to them.*' Lord

J>erby, the British Foreign Secretary, had also expressly stipu-

;hat such a delegate could only be sent upon his Govern-

ment receiving from the llus>ian Government, as well as from

the Governments of all the Powers invited to take part in the

Conference, the most positive and distinct assurance
"
that their

.t the Conference should be instructed to confine them-

to the consideration of details of military operations, of

the nature of th.<e d.-alt with in the Project of the Kussian

Government, and should not entertain in any shape, directly or

indirectly, anything relating to maritime operations or naval

wart

The results of the Congress are of the highest interest, though
no actual convention has, as yet, resulted from

Beaultofthe
J

--i them. Ihe discussions between the repres. nta-

tives of the larger and of the smaller States served
i

to bring to light many of the inherent, hut

pccted, obstacles to unanimity in the attempt to codify

the Laws of War at the present time, and to expose in the

Jit some insuperable diilicultirs in the way of conciliating

opposing interests ouing to the im-iv tran-itory influence of

passions already excited by i irs. A careful

the original t-\t for the amendment of the Laws of War pro-

i
< ;..v-nimeiit, of the text as finally

4 '

niodi-

the CMiifi-renor," and f the argument^, ,,r alm^t d< -ul-

in \\hieh the ditTrr. nt r -presentativcs express
cd tiieir views on cv-ry part <-f tin- MlMOM^ ^iil '"' t'"imd to

the best attaiyal-le instruction .

-ubjcct of
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the Laws of War, as applicable, and in fact applied, to the pres-

ent circumstances of European States. The text, as modified by
the Conference, embodies in clear and legal, though not techni-

cal, language all the best recognized, as well as all the unwritten,

rules and usages relating to the conduct of land warfare.

In two clauses it summarily includes all the regulations of

the Conventions of Geneva and St. Petersburg. It further re-

duces to precise expression the least vague and uncertain of the

rules of practice which the more modern requirements of Wai-

had already suggested and partially enforced. The distinction

between combatants and non-combatants, the treatment by an

invading army of invaded territory and of its inhabitants, the

conduct of sieges and bombardments, and, according to the orig-

inal purport of the whole movement, the situation of prisoners

of War, form a series of topics, each of which is handled with

minuteness, but not prolixity. Taken together, they present a

code which, whatever its legally binding force, cannot be hence-

forth left out of account in any attempt to ascertain the actual

customs and usages, as well as the moral sentiments, of many of

the most enlightened Governments of the world at the present

time. Specimens of the enactments of this code are given at a

later page.

Two deductions from the value of this code have to be made.

One is, the persistent reluctance of England, in the
Unwillingness
of England to interests, as asserted by the foreign Secretary, Lord

n second Con- Derby, of all the smaller States, and of England it-

self, to assent to the renewal of the Conference in

the following year (1875), for the purpose of giving more cogent

effect to its recommendations. Lord Derby went so far as to

say that "the result of the Brussels Conference had been to

prove that it was not possible to create an understanding with

respect to the really important articles of the Russian project ;

that the interests of the invading and of the invaded State are

irreconcilable
;
and that, even could certain Laws of War be
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publislicd in terms which admitted of general adhesion, they

would only exercise in fact that fictitious influence which the

!ii Government had pr- ihe opening of

nferencc. In these circumstance- II. r MajV>ty's Govern-

ment could not consent to pursue the matter, nor to taK

part in further negotiations or Conferences on the sulj>

The second deduction from the value of the results of the

Congress, is the i;laring imperfection of those re-
Tho work of
the Congress suits in some important respects, llns is mani-
incoiuplete. , . . ., . ...

Jested, for instance, in the total omission from toe

modified text of the subject of reprisals, which was a prominent

topic of the original scheme, and was discussed at the sittings

Topic of repri-
f tnc Congress. This omission seems to have

uu umitted. ^en ow ing to t]ic strong feelings, not yet abated,

which had been ar<>u-ed in the late Franco-German War. The.

language in which Baron Jomini, the Russian de! ressed

for the total omission of the topic is interesting. a>

pointing out the expectations and conceptions which the llus-

sian (Government, at all events, professed to have entertained:

"I regret that the uncertainty of silence is to prevail with re-

spect to one of the most bitter necessities of War. If the prac-

tice could be suppressed by this reticence, I could but approve

of this eour>p. J*ut if it is still t> e\i-t, tlii- n-tieriiet- may, it

reOK>?6 any limits :

'

heless,

r that the in. -re in. ntion in the protocol that the

. aft.T having en-1 uid to

I,
lias >hrunk from the ta>k 1-efore the general

rrpu^nanee fdt \\ith
'

> tho subject, will have a most se-

rious moral bearing. It will, p> rhaps In- the best limitation ^ (>

ha\r ! to aflix to th. .-ially to t!

whi.-h in . le of it in fiit;.

Without rmixidi-riiig too minutely the motives of the \

States which took part in this celebrated Congress, or

uount of th'- they may be presuu
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have had in its issue, it may be broadly laid down that both

the most military and the most pacific States are
L:\ws of War

. .

matter of uni- deeply concerned in the adjustment, in one direc-
versal concern. .

tion or another, of Laws of \\ ar. During the last

quarter of a century War has been conducted on a scale of

magnitude, and with the help of scientific inventions, wholly

unknown in former times. The notion of an "armed nation"

is no longer confined to the attitude of a country at the excep-

tional crisis of suffering an invasion. The notion has been ex-

tended, and is being increasingly extended, to the chronic con-

dition of all the leading States in times of what is, apparently,

the most profound Peace. Thus, whenever War
Magnitude of

. .

modem armies, actually takes place, its effects on life, limb, com-

merce, wealth, and honor radiate to a far wider

circumference, and are intensified at every point to which they

reach. The provision for the circumscription of War to the

combatants professionally engaged, laboriously as it is attempted

in form, rather expresses the ever-increasing difficulty of such

circumscription, than indicates any natural tendency toward the

separation of the fighting from the non- fighting part of the

population.

The German landsturm may be taken as one of the most

modern instances of the possible extension of the
extension of the
area effected by area of organized warfare. Every member of this
Laws of War.

force is liable to serve in the national army of de-

fence, up to the age of sixty years the organized German army
to be encountered by an invader being thereby raised, it is said,

to three millions of men.

It is obvious, then, that such questions as the treatment of

prisoners of War, the modes of dealing with occupied districts,

villages, and towns, and their inhabitants, as well as the manner

in which an invading army may support itself in a hostile terri-

tory, and even the kind of warlike instruments employed, must

henceforth come home to private persons in obscure and outly-
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ing quarters, such as, even in the most ruinous Wars of former

. have themselves had little to fear from the shock of anus.

Thus it conies about that the modern inquiry as to what are, or

ought to be, the Laws of War, becomes in time of War, ami M>

the belli. ites are concerned, an immiry into the

whole political constitution under which the population of thoso

is liable to be, for the time, compelled to live.

the fact of invasion, which, by the hypothesis, may be

presumed as likely to befall the one State as the other, the male

population may be converted into a standing army, martial law

be substituted for the laws and customs of Peace, and all the

ordinary provisions for personal liberty, for the security of prop-

erty, for the just and orderly trial of offenders, be instantly over-

ruled by regulations conceived in the interests of the \Yar, and

over which the smallest possible amount of popular control can

at any time be exercised. The severer >ide <{' Li\\- of \Var has

been rather epigrammatically expressed by Mr. Sutherland Kd-

wards, one of the Times correspondents during the Franco-Ger-

man War. " Laws arc not silent in the midst of arms, but the

law-; made to replace ordinary laws are of a primitive and bar-

barous type. In principle they might not unfairly be summed

"
1. For every offence punish some one

;
the guilty if po

but some one.

Better a hundred innocents should suffer than that one

guilty man should escape.

"3. When in doubt, shoot the prisoner."

It does not need any ciivui
1

uin-- t<> show that.

apart from all e<>n>id<Tations of human;
It is to the in-

'

terciit of milita- which, whether voluntarily or compulsoriiJ

:... devoting themselves to a militan mm *

iMtau:.-.

Strong concern and private inteiv-t in a-culaiimiLC

the limitations which ai In \\.n-.

The larger the armv. and the sln-rUT and miv Mip-rlii-ial the

10*
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training its magnitude involves, the more indispensable it is for

commanders in the field to be able to apply the sternest rules

to the conduct of their own troops.

The Government to which an invading army belongs can

have no interest whatever in exacerbating on every side the feel-

ings of the population among which the army comes. Beyond
the necessity of preventing opposition and securing supplies in

the most economic fashion, all the interests of the invaders arc

in favor of conciliating the friendship, or at least the respect,

of those not engaged in the War, and of sparing to the utter-

most public as well as private property, upon which they have

an opportunity of laying their hands. These principles are now
so fully acknowledged, that the only difficulty remaining is

where to draw a line between those persons who are and those

who are not engaged in opposing the invasion, and how to im-

pose efficient penalties on persons who disobey the military code

in its spirit or its letter.

It may thus be expected that, for the purpose of conducting

Probability of warfare in the most civilized manner compatible

["Ins'on'he'i: with fighting at all, much will yet be done by con-

venty of War.
ventions, and by more or less clearly understood

practice, to circumscribe in every way now possible the area of

War, to reduce its severity, and to substitute the notion of War
as a means, rough, but necessary, for the attainment of some

worthy end, for the notion of War as a casual and ferocious

struggle, in which no other end is even plausibly put forward

than the satisfaction of cupidity, or the indulgence of national

animosities.

There are those, however, who are far from content even with

this description of the prospect in view for the more civilized

countries of the world. Educate your soldiers to the utmost

pitch of moral self-restraint, or even of national heroism
;
take

from them all that imparts to them the character of butchers,

and clothe them with all that is most worthy of admiration in
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the occupations of 1 \c them the highest spirit of sclf-

Qnestionofper- sacrifice, unmaiTed, even in tin- heat of conflict, by
mauent Peace-.

;m y t;lstc f()p Bloodshed OF rapine, or delight ill the

miseries of their fellow-men; make your armies models of or-

ganization, of individual consecration to the corpora

and of loyalty to the State they serve, and to the military end

which that State has in view. When all this is accomplished,

as it might be one day, and as, perhaps, it has been already in

one army or another at different epochs, it may still be a-k-d

whether Wars are likely to become any the less frequent, and

whether a reign of permanent IVaec is any nearer than it was

before. For those who attach practical importance to so mo-

mentous an issue as this, not onlv is the more
The develop-

fthe eral investigation here suggested one not too re-
T War as

iM-ariiii: npnii mote to attract immediate interest, but, inasmuch
the ultimate
Hi>"iitiiMiuf . detailed and progressive amendment of

the Laws of War prepares the way for a total re-

construction of practices now looked upon with approval, the

most far iirhtcd philanthropist must condescend to discus-

military details, for which he naturally may have little t..

1-Yom the times of Livy. writing at the epoch of the Christian

i,
to those of Grotius, \\h-.M- great \\vk owed

ry^ecesli't valid
^ ts 'W n to the felt horror of the Thirty Ymnt

\Var, \\hieh rl-tsi-d in 1G4S, the c.. -xi-t nee .n

:ttle-tield of two system* ..f obligation, one to the claims

of military necessity, the other to the claims of alMract morali-

ty, has been recouni/" <1 by all the leading \\iil' r- on the subject,

and ly thoxe who h r
-j.-.n-ibie f<r the aetual conduct

:. The Story told by Livy of Camillus, \\heii be-i.'ir'mg

the city of the l-'ali\i, was no doubt an anaehroiiUm. to i

. izcd
tent that the historian imputed t" I r ago

sentiments \\hieh had only ln-i-n formulate. 1 in his

own time. |5ut the fact of sentiments so memorable

:i<>\\ ledge' 1 ; that til: 'ig be-
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twoon the Wars of tlic Republic and those of the Empire

points out how congenial they are to the instincts of even the

most bellicose human nature. In reply to the school-master,

who in the course of the siege had treacherously delivered into

his hands the sons of the chief men of the city, Camillas an-

swers that it was true that "the Romans and the Falixi were

bound to one another by no obligations created by man, but by
the obligations which nature had created they were both of them

bound, and ever should be
;
there were rights of War as well as

of Peace, and in conformity to them they had been taught to

do all that justice, as well as all that courage, prompted."

Grotius, always loyally, if not servilely, following the examples

of former times, distinguishes, in different chapters,

all that a military commander is licensed to do by
the actual inhuman practice of War, and the modifications of

the severity so permitted which a higher morality, or the desul-

tory humanity of particular commanders, seem to recommend as

doctrine or precedent. Mr. Ward, in his
"
History of the Law

of Nations," fills up the chasm between the times

which have of Livy and Grotius, and points out, with the aid
modified the
character of of copious illustrations, how all the institutions and

events, through the operation of which the modern

States of Europe acquired their existing political form, combined

to modify the severity of War, and to circumscribe its effects.

Mr. Ward passes in review the effect of chivalry, of ecclesias-

tical institutions, and of the feudal system, and throughout the

whole region of International Law he demonstrates that while

one series of influences tended to produce dislocation and ani-

mosities among the nascent States, another series, far more po-

tent, more continuous, and more universal, was tending to bind

the States together, and to make their Governments entertain

sentiments of friendliness to one another. The conflict of these

two classes of influences, uncertain and spasmodic as it appears

on a narrow inspection of it, forms a large part of the history of
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European civilization
;
and the whole of this process is mirrored

in the- gradual changes which have boon brought about in the

art and practice of War.

These historical considerations might of themselves si:

improvements
tna^ there is some close, though hidden, conn

!.'r waVrorrc- lx?tween improvements in the practice of War,

looked at merely from a military point of
uu ' and the growth of those civilized habits which are

the only augury of the final establishment of Peace. The amend-

ments of the Laws of War have two distinct aspects and origins.

These amendments either have in view the mere increase of effi-

ciency of the army, by preventing insubordination, controlling

licentious dispositions, maintaining discipline in exceptional and

unforeseen circumstances, and generally securing that the soldier

shall only differ from the most manageable of mechanical a^-n-

his ability to understand and act upon the word of com-

mand, and in the power of self-adjustment by which he can

mould his own actions in conformity with a common plan; or

they have in view the benefit of those, whether combatant^ or

non-combatants, who belong to th- linst which tin- War

is waged. The most highly elaborated system of Law* of War

would sue. ; a- is pos-ihle, in rendering the attainment

of these two objects not incompatible; and looking at the m.-t

recent codes, previously adverted to, it would appear that both

'atcd simultaneously before the minds of those \\lio have

i the laws, and, in fa-t, little discrimination has been at-

tempted between them. There mu>t, then. urrund <>f

unity on which all tin - amendments n-t, and in \iew ,f which

their value and bearing mu^t be jud-

This ground of unity may perhaps be found in the fact that,

Whs! the laws for the iv-traint and direc-

tion of those \\ho earn on War. the differences

"* Kal "* brtweru one ela ir kind of laws and aiiothT RFC

of infiniti'ly Ic--^ importance than the dilTerence \\hich exists be-
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tweon a system of warfare in which Laws of War of some sort

are recognized, and a system in which the will of one who is go-

ing forth conquering and to conquer is the supreme and final

rule of action for him and his. During this terrific period of

some thousands of years, in which the nations of the world are

being made perfect through the suffering of War, the hope of

ever attaining the perfection compatible with the natural condi-

tion of human life must wholly rest upon the perpetual sus-

tenance of those moral ties between man and man, and between

nation and nation, from which all promising growths can alone

spring. There can be no doubt but that by the union, in the

way of alliances and of co-operation, which it has promoted,
WT

ar has done something toward educating and preserving some

moral instincts of the most precious kinds. But there can also

be no doubt but that, so far as warfare has become habitual in a

State, or as particular Wars have lasted long and had their area

widely and indefinitely extended, the most flourishing shoots of

all moral unity between the populations to which the law has

reached have been previously threatened. So far as Wars have

incidentally favored fellowship and brotherhood, it has been by
force of those very Laws of War, on the subsistence of which

all durable alliances, all effective concentration of purpose, have

depended.

Savages, indeed, make occasional combinations and alliances,

and the Book of Judges presents a picture of a more advanced

stage, in which a momentary co-operation is secured for a defi-

nite end, and a brief warfare is followed by an anarchy of Peace,

in which everybody does what is right in his own eyes. But

in all gradations of warlike practice, from the time of the most

primitive and casual expeditions to the modern era of
" armed

nations," using up in times of Peace most of the public revenue

and the best physical resources of the country in preparation

for ever-renewed War, there are still present the two counter

agencies, by which mankind is separated on the one hand, and
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is bound together on the other. The hopo of progre-

turned, and will turn, upon the narrowing within the smallest

possible compass what i> ca-ual, accidental, or capricious in war-

fare. It is in this region that individual pas>k>ns, national prej-

udices, the indulgence of narrow and short-sighted selfishness,

fin 1 their home and pasture-ground.

When once it is recognized that War is the most serious of

.,,{ all pursuits in which man can ever presume to en-

wi;,!',

1

;';'. <d calls for the contribution of all that K--

F?r1t?aboi? islative science and educated habits of self-restraint

can yield, the field is at least partially cleared for

the natural play of those orderly instincts which belong to con-

ditions of Peace. It is in disorder, irregularity, hurry, and con-

fusion that what is truly bellicose, ferocious, and purely animal

in man can be>t rang* at lar^--. It being assumed that the

moral ties which bind man to man, as God's common creatures

and children, are not matters of artificial and laborious construc-

tion, but are real and innate, only needing the order of social

and political existence to discover them, and to call them into

their appropriate activity, it may follow that they may be hid-

den or destroyed by one sort of warfare, while they may live

ii flourish by the help of another. Thus, improvements
in the mere technical regularity of warfare, which must imply

ions upon an aimless and reckless severity, may

lently nurturing the \cry moral .sentiments which, in tin;

become tin- dii- the abolition of War i

1

main hope of prrmain ; turns not so much

"ii tin- casual adoption of m'iv e..n\ mi. m. ],

circuitous processes than W
fur the . as mi the ultimate prep..n-

d.-raiice, diffusion, and strength of the M-ntii:

whi'-h bind nn-n to-vther, as contrasted with the foroe of those

which separate them. The conspicuous and alarming organiza-

n in the
pi-,--.,

: ill all the material appliances
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employed, and with all the special political and quasi-legal ad-

ministration to which it gives rise, are far more patent to the

eyes of all men than facts of another class, not, indeed, so start-

ling and lurid, but of far deeper and more lasting import. It is

certain that the mere introduction of free, popular institutions

in two States, and a single glance or reminiscence of brotherly

sentiment between the populations of those States, might super-

sede in a day all the elaborate contrivances for War which mil-

itary dynasties had for years before laboriously collected to-

gether. It is not so much that novel expedients for terminating

differences would be resorted to, as that the differences them-

selves, where existing in any portentous form, would be of a

wholly novel kind. So-called national honor would have a very

different interpretation put upon it when the alternative of

fighting for it was so repugnant as to seem impossible. All

questions capable of reference to arbitration would not be tar-

dily and hesitatingly referred to it, but such references would

be eagerly sought for in anticipation, and as few unsettled ques-

tions left open as remain in an assize town after a general jail

delivery.

The impulse toward Peace, or rather the dominant repulsion

from War, would be favored by a number of cir-
rircnmstances
favorable to cumstances, some of them slight in themselves and
Peace.

almost evading attention, but which in the aggre-

gate would have long prepared the populations of the two States

for concord, and indisposed them for quarrels or physical con-

flicts. Many of these circumstances are negative rather than

positive, but not the less influential on that account.

Such are the total abandonment of the lust of territory, an

easy forgetfulncss of transient animosities or disputes, the ab-

sence of dynastical apprehensions, the impossibility of those se-

cret diplomatic mismanagements which so frequently generate

widespread misunderstandings.

Chief among the more positive influences favoring a pacific
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ition is i !.> win;; concern for tlic freedom of commercial

intercourse, for nnrcstriet . uinitics of travel and mutual

acquaintance, and, in fact, for all that zealous co-operation which,

-fmg among the citizens of any one State, is the source of

:ality and growth.

These relations, which, stated in this abstract form, seem rath-

er to wear the color of a gorgeous prophecy than the dull,

pery of facts which meet the eye, are really already found to

i-xi>t between more than one pair of States in the civilized

world, of equal political importance, and, so far as can be con-

jectured, military or naval strength. They have been described

here for the purpose of clearly showing what is the state of

things where the true moral ties, which everywhere, in truth,

bind men and States together, have succeeded in attaining a su-

preme ascendency over the accidental elements of sclhV

M, or mere dislike, the force of which is represented in

armies and navies.

The exact antithesis of the above picture that is, where tho

dislocating elements have attained a supreme as-
Wars In which
\ei\\ and mor- cendcncy over the moral ties has been, and Kill
nl obligations . /.,,.,,. . -

^uig- is, too faithfully imaged in raco ROOM of military

strength as characterised the Knglish in their Chi-

nese Wars, and in some of their Asiatie expedition-, the Kn u--

lish, again, in their barbarous conflicts with the aboriginal tribes

in the neighborhood of some of their colonies, and tin Fivin-h

in some of their i-xpl>iN in tin; north of At

l of conduct such as is here alluded to, in whieh all

Laws of War are >upcncdcd in the name ,,f military necessity,

;ted as good enough for one hemisphere or count ry

t for another, operates as an annihilation of the very idea

of moral ties existing between belligerents. The v. ry <i

put forward for this unsrrupulous indulurener in \\"ar ;

duties are not necessarily binding >n "lie army unless

.'.\ledir<-d and 1 by the ( mbatanU on
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the other side. But this plea rests the performance of moral

duties upon the basis of choice, caprice, charity, or bargain, and

is nothing else than a repudiation of the absolute obligation of

morality, and a denial of the moral constitution of every single

combatant on either side.

What, however, is important to notice for the purpose of the

Mischievous present argument is, that where Laws of War, in-

stead of being made, or held, obligatory .on all

combatants on both sides, are merely introduced so far as they
are accidentally convenient for the purposes of one, the utmost

is done to destroy the basis on which alone real pacific rela-

tions can be resumed and permanently maintained. Especially

in conflicts with half -civilized races, it is in the exciting mo-

ments of battle that the most distinct lessons are taught by
those who represent the best moral attainment of the civilized

world. If the lessons taught are such as to misrepresent the

moral responsibilities of the teacher, every War, or even every

engagement, must only plunge the combatants on one side into

a deeper abyss of hostility to all civilized institutions, and of

general savagery, and react fatally on the other side, by teach-

ing the army, and those who follow its movements at home,

that duties generally have only to be performed so far and so

long as it is safe and convenient to perform them.

Thus, by taking two extreme cases, it has been shown that

War, as modified by the laws and restrictions
War under le-

gal restraint a which the conscience of the civilized world, work-
Btajie toward
permanent inp; in concurrence with the dictates of military
Peace.

*

and political convenience, imposes, marks an inter-

mediate and, it may be hoped, transitory stage, between an ab-

solute oblivion of moral obligations, and such an ascendency of

the sense of these obligations as would render the cruel hard-

ships and bitter passions which are inevitable, even in the best

conducted Wars, an anachronism. From this point of view it

would be interesting to notice the real effect of some of the
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leading doctrines and regulations by which the conduct of War

is now, so far as Europe is concerned, surrounded by limitations

conceived in the interest of humanity, and therefore, as has

been shown, of Peace.

The "modified text" of the Brussels Congress may be taken

rte(1
as an approximate statement, if not of the actual

; y^. practice now habitual in European Wars, at least

of the theoretical rules already either well c

or on the verge of receiving such general approval as

must lead to their being established. Take, for instance, the

npon prison- leading topic of prisoners of War. According to

the resolutions of the Congress, prisoners of War

are
"
lawful and disarmed enemies ;"

"
they are in the power of

the enemy's Government, but not of the individuals or of the

corps who made them prisoners;" "they should be treated with

humanity ;*' "all their personal effects, except their arm>, are to

be considered their own property ;" while
"

liable to internment

in a town, fortress, camp, or in any locality whatever, under an

obligation not to go beyond certain fixed limits," tiny
"
may

not be placed in confinement, unless absolutely necessary as a

;re of security ;" they may be "employed on certain pub-

lic works whieh have no immediate connection with the -

tions on the theatre of War, provided the employment 1

excessive, nor humiliating to their military rank if tin -y
1

army, or to their ofii.-ial or social position if they do not

belong to it ;" "the pay they receive will go toward am<

inir their position, or will be put to their credit at the t;

their release;" their maintenance is to be provided for by the

Minenl in whoso power they are, and, in default of a mut-

ual un<ler>tandinur "i the subject, between tin- belligerents, and

as a "general principle," they are to be "treated, as regards

.ind el .thin^, "ii tin- same footing as tin- tr->ps "f the

t who made them ]>rN.

, ag-iin, the m..ili!i igrccd to, aft. r

*
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discussion between the German delegate on the one side, and

the representatives of the Netherlands, Belgium, and Switzer-

land on the other, respecting the relations of an invading army
to the population of the invaded country.

Leaving on one side, as presenting insuperable difficulties, the

vexed question of the right of the population of
Relations of
invaders to the occupied territory to rise in arms against the in-
iuvuded. , .

"

vader without being treated as rebels and traitors,

the modified text confines itself to the following rules, which

seem to have been treated as of indisputable authority :

" The

population of an occupied territory cannot be compelled to take

part in military operations against their own country. The pop-

ulation of occupied territories cannot be compelled to swear al-

legiance to the enemy's power. The honor and rights of the

family, the life and property of individuals, as well as their relig-

ious convictions and the exercise of their religion, should be re-

spected. Private property cannot be confiscated. Pillage is

expressly forbidden." With respect to the last two clauses,

the modified text introduces some explanations and definitions for

the purpose of regulating the mode of exacting forced contribu-

tions for the support of the invading army.

The text, indeed, though reproducing the actual practice in re-

cent Wars of invasion on the European continent, is behind the

requirements of some of the most competent authorities on the

subject, and, as will be seen lower down, the strong recommenda-

tions and experience of the Duke of Wellington. The text says

that the enemy, in levying contributions, should proceed, as far

as possible, according to the rules for the distribution and assess-

ment of the taxes in force in the occupied territory ;
that for

every contribution a receipt should be given to the person fur-

nishing it; that requisition should be made only by the author-

ity of the commandant of the locality occupied ;
and that for

every requisition an indemnity should be granted or receipt

given. The text says nothing about the kind of materials to
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which requisitions may extend, and i- certainly most unsatisfae-

tory in iv>peet of the modes of payment which it contemplates.

The passage of the text in which it intnulu :tics of

AVar as a ground for determining the sorts of payments and

services which may be demanded fn>m pari>hes and their inhab-

itant-, in fact docs nothing more than leave the whole matter to

the irresponsible will of the officer in command.

re leaving this last-mentioned topic, it may be well to re-

call more precisely the views held bv the I>u!
The Duke of

.

' *

Wellington Wellington in 1815. as reported by Lord Palmer-J

an iu- ston on his visit to Paris, in September of that
vading army

r. The Dnke told Lord Palmerston that "the

i of individual plunder had been the ruin of the French

army, and would be the destruction of the Prussian. AYhcn of-

ficers were allowed to make requisitions for their troops, thev

soon began to make them for themselves; and those who de-

manded provisions to-day would call for money to-morrow.

War then assumed a new character; the profession of arms be-

t mercenary speculation, and the officers' thoughts grew t.

ccted to the acquisition of plunder instead of the attain-

ment

Lord Palmerston adds that the Duke had succeeded in

ing hi- army well in hand; no officer was permitted to make

any requisition himself, but was obliged to state his wants to the

commissary, who applied to the agents of the I'I.MI. h <

ment for the articles required; and the supply being mad.;

thron-h channel- known to the pc..j.le, and by authorities rccog-

i-y them, the : M not felt to bo SO oppiv-^ivc as if

a-'tion hail been male by the immediate order of an enemy,
and at the caprice of individual officers. The eoii<e.|iiencO Was,

that though both tl, U and the Kii'Ji-h lived equally at

\pensc of the country, the liiM men d killed and the latter

ral rca-oninur is applicable :
. - ( .f ins
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though the passage of the allied armies through France could

only be called an invasion in a special sense.

In citing the above extracts from the amendments of the Laws

Rules of the f "War agreed to at the Brussels Conference, it is

ference
l8

imper-
not here evcn so muct as Dinted that they are any-

thing more than imperfect and tentative approxi-

mations to the rules which a pure regard to the interests of hu-

manity would enact, and still less that the rules themselves rep-

resent the actual practice even of those States which have been

most loud in the vindication of them. It is notorious that in

the Franco-German War the most cruel hardships were inflicted

on the French nation, not from the want of sufficient rules for

restricting severities, or of a sincere desire on the part of the

Germans to conduct the War in a civilized manner,
impossibility of .. . . . . A ,

applying them but from the wide scope for license which, in the
in all the emer- , . ,

genciesofactu- hurry and confusion of an invasion, the strictest

rules still leave open, and from the unscrupulous

rigor with which an observance of the rules affecting the invaded

population was enforced.

The mode, indeed, of enforcing Laws of War must always

leave a dangerous latitude of discretion to commanders in the

field, where it is quite impracticable to substitute for prompt

and rough remedies the tardy and dignified procedure of Peace.

It is in this region of discretion that the perplexed question of

reprisals, and of what are called military executions which in

fact are nothing else than the punishment of the innocent with

or for the guilty would seem destined always to lurk.

A special hardship is also involved in the fact that the new

crimes which the Laws of War invent arc mcas-
Some offences . , - , ,

acquire a crim- ured on a wholly different principle irom the
inal character . - . . . -

-,-,
.

which is uew crimes tccognized in legislation tor .reace, ana

their magnitude bears very little proportion to

moral guilt. Thus, in the new circumstances of modern War,

there are scarcely any offences which it is more indispensable
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for an invading army to repress, by every method within its

reach, than those of taking up railway lines, destroying railway

bridges, and cutting telegraph wires. Such offences h.v

fects far more serious than the old-fashioned offences of

ing impediments on roads of march, or of casually intercepting

individual messengers. The whole safety of an army and the

success of an expedition may be involved in the possibility of a

sure reliance on rapid conveyance from point to point, or on

communication being maintained hour by hour between widely

removed detachments of the army.

These criticisms point to the fact that, in discussing the bear-

., of ing of Laws of War, it must be borne in mind
; War-

that (1) all imaginable Laws of War are imperfect

from a purely humanitarian point of view
;
and however near

they approach to perfection from a point of view which

once military and humanitarian, they must, by their very nature,

-pen wide gaps to be filled by the discretion of individual

commanders, or the peculiar emergencies which the changing
- of the War may from time to time present ;

that ('2) the

Ia\\- now actually in existence are very far from approaching

even \ of perfection which the philanthropist might

be entitled to demand of the military Ic^Mator, and r\p:

faet, nothing more than the maximum amount of agreement

whieh, in the present eiivmnstaiu'es <-f Europe, the Km
.' and small, ean, in view of all tin- separate in:

involved, or supposed to l.e involved, arrive at; and that (3),

sn far as recent eip as gone an experience \\hieh in-

\Vars conducted on the European continent on a wholly

unpiv- scale of magnitud. the laws them-elves arc

andalously outraged, and. if

niliet long endure, more and more oast <n on, ^ido and

less, with all these deductions the existence of

Laws for the mitigation ,,f >r\vriti--> in \\.ir as professedly
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govern the conduct of modern armies is a great boon to human-

ity, and affords the best of all guarantees for the

ertheleaa, great gradual abolition of War itself. Over and above
value.

the public and constant testimony which any laws

for the limitation of War present to the moral ties which, in

spite of the War itself, continue to bind together the citizens

and soldiers of both States, some more particular effects of

these Laws on the promotion and maintenance of Peace are

brought about in certain distinctly intelligible ways, which may
be recapitulated as follows :

1. Laws of War, -whatever their character and merit, have,

Legal rules tend at ^east
>
tue effect of assigning limits, lines, and

boundaries to the conduct of War. If ferocity or

individual license cannot be eradicated, they are,

at least in outward form, put into fetters. If the distinction be-

tween the private citizen and the armed soldier is drawn reck-

lessly or hastily, at any rate the notion of such a distinction is

persistently maintained. War, in profession at least, as the

Emperor William said at Forbach in his proclamation on enter-

ing France, is made on soldiers, and not upon citizens. In this

proclamation the Emperor added that French citizens would
"
continue to enjoy entire security for their persons and prop-

erty so long as they did not themselves deprive him, by hostile

enterprises against the German troops, of the right of granting

them his protection." Even if the humane treatment of pris-

oners of War cannot be absolutely insured, the moral duty of

securing their persons from outrage, and of providing for them

with all the care due to the stranger and the guest, is openly

confessed. Even if private property is exposed to the utmost

risks, and, in spite of every restraint, is still recklessly stolen or

injured under the name of requisitions, still a distinct protest

continues to be made against the supposition that War can be

waged for the purposes of self-enrichment, or that unpermitted
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spoliation is any less robbery in a time of War than in a time

ace.

All these linos ami boundaries, imperfect, uncertain, lluetu-

V:irto at ing, and often undecipherable as t:

;oau
8

lwi*t have the effect of sustaining the idea that

War is only made in order to promote a distinct

political object outside itself, and not for the purpose of giving

vent to those passions and dispositions which are in truth, or

ought to be, the disfigurements and not the characteristic feat-

ure^ of War.

The general result must be to bring into ever clearer view the

and mny sng-
notion of War as merely a means to an end, and,

"other* therefore, possibly one among many other means

t-> the same end. The political use of War is

thus constantly encroaching on the mere military appetite for

it
;
and simultaneously, the various defects of War, as an in-

strument the most costly, the most uncertain, the most injuri-

both belligerents, and the most outrageous to humanity,

become matter of grave political consideration in the course of

calculating the worth of the object to be attained, and the mate-

rial or mral expensiveness of various competing mrans at hand

for attaining it. It is obvious, then, that to the extent th.v

is, in public profession and even in desultory practice, restricted

and circumscribed, the arguments for choosing the alternative

c obtain a Letter chance of being heard and deliberately

weighed. The issue in the course of time can hardly be doubtful.

2. A minor consequence of the imposition of bounds and

Lawsorw.ir limits t.. War by the laws introduced for the niiti-

'!iM.r pit ion of its severity, is that commanders in the
-

field, and their Goi . thereby retain in

their hand* the only HTeefm; means for bringing

the War to an instant close so soon as the ;

ical object is attained. The history of In- Wars, such as the

11
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Hundred Years' War of the English in France, the Thirty Years'

War in Germany, and even the Bonapartist Wars, sliows how
hard it is to maintain from the outset one steady political pur-

pose, or limited assemblage of purposes, as the cause of the

War, without the War itself, and its events, generating in their

progress an ever-enlarged variety of new purposes, which them-

selves tend to give to the War an indefinite perpetuity, only

prevented, in fact, by total exhaustion on one side or on both.

It is one of the hardest problems of diplomatists, and exercises

all the self-restraint of commanders in the field, upon whom are

always cast diplomatic functions of the first importance, to pre-

vent this incessant generation of fresh causes of dispute ; and,

of all causes, those due to the license of individual soldiers, or

the reckless violation and destruction of property, are among
the most potent. So far as Laws of War are wisely conceived,

strictly interpreted, and sternly as well as impartially adminis-

tered, the original objects of the War are kept free from all

perplexing or confusing images, which, mostly unreal, are of the

fruit rather of passion and hatred than of any genuine political

differences.

3. It has sometimes been said by the most thoughtless writers

Error of the on War, that the more cruelly and recklessly War

restS
a
M-

n~

is conducted, the more likely it is to become mat-

hinder8
U
re8ort ter f general abomination, and, -therefore, the

more effectually are the ultimate interests of Peace

provided for. Such persons would reduce Laws, of War to the

narrowest proportions, and would do little more than provide

against usages familiar only among the lowest of the savage

races. They would connive at, if not applaud, the indiscrimi-

nate use of all the implements and all the force in the hands of

a commander
;
unrestricted violence, even amounting to depop-

ulation, is looked upon with approval as likely to wean the suf-

fering nation forever from a warlike career
;
and even the hor-
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rors of a long siege, followed by bombardment and barbarous

assault, are counted among the necessities of War, the absence of

which might make it only too pleasant and attractive a pastime.

Those who write and speak in this way can only have tak< u

a most superficial view of the meaning of St. James's account

of why
" Wars and fightings" come. They come not from any

studied preference for War as an occupation, nor from any mis-

apprehension as to the sufferings it causes, nor even from any

forgetfulness of the losses and calamities which a very recent

War may have brought with it. So far as War is used as any
other than the roughest, the nearest, and the most familiar in-

strument for the attainment of political cuds, it owes its

nance to the force of those brutal and unbridled passions which

j,nates as the lusts which war in our mem!

It is not most, it may be even least of all, the soldier who is

"nit easily possessed with the uncontrollable desire to

fight. It needs, under the modern conditions of

'inmunication, but a few paragraphs in any

largely circulated daily newspaper about some al-

leged violation of the national honor, prestige, or what not,

:i the narrative of some accidental conflict on the frontiers

n the inhabitants of outlying villages, to rouse, thi

out a whole country, the most vindictive and savage passions of

whi'-h human nature is capable, and which years of ci\ ili/ation

nturies of Christianity seem only to have cloaked and

discipline. 1. ] ome, by means of ci\il

and domestic association, and of all the facile machinery f,.r m>

certainin<_r and concentrating public opinion, a dominant r

i'_'th far greater and more la-ting than is possible in the

isolated brute beast. Governments are perforce led or driven

by tli ..f those they rule; and they can

only maintain their <>N\II rxi-tene.- by finding some diplomatic

artifi.-- -ipitating a War, ami glutting the popular thirst

f.-r 1
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In such a state of things as this, the recurrence of which at

frequent intervals is one of the most harrowing phenomena of

modern times, it is far more the severities of War than the mit-

igations of it, which are its recommendation to the popular

mind. If the people have themselves suffered in previous Wars,

they wish now to make others suffer equally, and in the same

way. The strength and blindness of passion make them callous

to the possible sufferings of themselves and their countrymen ;

the familiar experience of the murderer who, with the certainty

of conviction and of bringing on himself a shameful death, takes

no count of the future in the presence of the enemy who for

the moment is before him, is repeated and multiplied over half

a continent.

If this be a true explanation of the deep-lying causes which,

in the teeth of all the civilizing influences operating directly the

other way, continue to make War possible and popular, the rem-

edies for it must be in the exactly opposite direction from that

to which the advocates of reckless severity are looking.

The main and only hope for maintaining throughout large

Moral control populations a balance of mind and moral self-re-

paseiou

l

the
al

straint in the presence of irritating instruments

of attaSing
an<^ diplomatic controversies, is to be found in

lasting Peace.
gucj1 ft pOpU]ar training as shall bring the brutal

passions of an associated crowd under exactly the same chronic

discipline as the civilized individual man, not to say the Chris-

tian, has long learned to exercise in the culture of his own spir-

it. Human society in a single country could never have exist-

ed, or its artificial maintenance would be an intolerable burden,

if every occasion of discord, every act, or suspicion of an act, of

wrong-doing, every question of disputed rights, were instantly to

call into action, offensive or defensive, the strongest passions of

the human breast.

The progress of civilization has been marked, not by the an-

nihilation, nor even the weakening, of these passions, but by
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the effective subordination and use of them to the loftiest

Progwaainthe
The disuse of privatr War-, of trial by battle,

.'j'i

11"1 and of duelling, has marked the gradual and
the future. more overt steps of tin- ur. at nmral achievement.

"nly in the relations between nation <uid nation that it

is still believed that brutality, passionateiiex, cruelty, and self-

Mim-ss may not only riot to the uttermost, but may

inately begin to riot on the \vry ^lightest provocation. It is

impossible for any believer in the progress of the human race,

and in the redemption which, day by day, and century 1>\

tury, is searching out all the dark places of the earth, and brin^-

iiiLC them under a truly Divine dominion, to admit that War

-nts more than one transient spasm, be it of hard neces-

sity or of still untamed passion, which the world will in no long

time have outgrown and, except for purposes of wholesome re-

minder, have forgotten. So far as Laws of War exi>t and oper-

ate, their action has been shown to help forward the arrival of

this kingdom which cannot be moved, and which alone can hold

n in those moments when "
the heathen rage, and the peo-

ple imagine a vain thing."
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chiefly from Original Sketches liv the Author. s, 8vo,

Cloth, $7 00; Sheep, $8 60; Roan, $9 00; Half Calf, $10 00.

LIFE oF I'FAX SWIFT. Ti.- F. nlv Life of Jonathan
Swift (Irtrt7-17ll). I5y .!"ii\ FUKSTKU. With Portrait. 8vo,

:_'.s and < lilt Tops, $2 60.

OREDTfi BTOLBB PF.nn.E. i

Jon KM HARD GREKN, M.A. 3 volumes ready. 8vo, Cloth,

$2 50 per volume.

BHOB1 II AMF.Kl. \\TK.riTV. Ti,

- of Antiquity. Tln'ir Oi i

Ci\i :isidcred. By J<IIN T. SH..I.I. ir,i;-tr.it.-.l. 8vo,
<

;h, $3 00.

ri:i;r. P.TU: incidents at MM in

th.- Land of tlie Inras. \\. \. Qf ,i:a| SQCIKR, M.A .

Commissioner t . . >ns. 8vo, Cloth, $5 00.

EMPIRE- i: ! <.st Empir.
of t P

: ,-KUS. EUastrmtad. svo, cloth, $3 60.



4 Valut-ible Works for Public and Private Libraries.

IIALLAM'S MIDDLE AGES. View of the State of Europe during
tlu Middle Ages. By HENRY HALLAM. Svo, Cloth, $2 00; Sheep,
$2 50.

IIALLAM'S CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND. The
Constitutional History of England, from the Accession of Henry
VII. to the Death of George II. By HENRY HALLAM. Svo, Cloth,

$2 00; Sheep, $2 50.

HALLAM'S LITERATURE. Introduction to the Literature of Eu-

rope during the Fifteenth, Sixteenth, and Seventeenth Centuries.

By HENRY HALLAM. 2 vols., Svo, Cloth, $4 00
; Sheep, $5 00.

SCHWEINFURTH'S HEART OF AFRICA. The Heart of Africa.

Three Years' Travels and Adventures in the Unexplored Regions
of the Centre of Africa from 1868 to 1871. By Dr. GEORQ
ScmvEiNFURTir. Translated by ELLEN E. FREWER. With an Intro-

duction by WINWOOD READE. Illustrated by about 130 Wood-cuts
from Drawings made by the Author, and with two Maps. 2 vols.,

Svo, Cloth, $8 00.

M'CLINTOCK & STRONG'S CYCLOPEDIA. Cyclopedia of Bib-

lical, Theological, and Ecclesiastical Literature. Prepared by .the

Rev. JOHN M'CLINTOCK, D.D., and JAMES STRONG, S.T.D. 9 vols. now

ready. Royal Svo. Price per vol., Cloth, $5 00
; Sheep, $6 00

;

Half Morocco, $8 00. (Sold by Sub.wiption.)

MOHAMMED AND MOHAMMEDANISM : Lectures Delivered at

the Royal Institution of Great Britain in February and March, 1 874.

By R. BOSWORTH SMITH, M.A., Assistant Master in Harrow School
;

late Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford. With an Appendix contain-

ing Emanuel Deutsch's Article on " Islam." 12mo, Cloth, $1 50.

MOSHEIM'S ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY, Ancient .and Modern ;

in which the Rise, Progress, and Variation of Church Power are

considered in their connection with the State of Learning and Phi-

losophy, and the Political History of Europe during that Period.

Translated, with Notes, etc., by A. MACLAINE, D.D. Continued to

1826, by C. COOTE, LL.D. 2 vols., 8vo, Cloth, 4 00
; Sheep, $5 00.

HARPER'S NEW CLASSICAL LIBRARY. Literal Translations.

The following volumes are now ready. 12mo, Cloth, $1 50 each.

C^SAR. VIRGIL. SALLUST. HORACE. CICERO'S ORATIONS. CICE-

RO'S OFFICES, etc. CICERO ON ORATORY AND ORATORS. TACITUS

( 2 vols.
).

TERENCE. SOPHOCLES. JUVENAL. XENOPHON.
HOMER'S ILIAD. HOMER'S ODYSSEY. HERODOTUS. DEMOSTHENES

(2 vols.). THUCYDIDES. ^ESCHYLUS. EURIPIDES (2 vols.).
LIVY (2 vols.). PLATO [Select Dialogues].

NICHOLS'S ART EDUCATION. Art Education applied to Indus-

try. By GEORGE WARD NICHOLS. Illustrated. Svo, Cloth, $4 00;
Half Calf, $G 25.



5

PAKToN'S CAIMCATU:!-:. Caricature and Other Comic
All Times and M.mv ;

KS PAETON. With -J'>:; Illus-

trations. J>vo, CftoUL t'ncut Edges and Gilt Tops, $5 00 :

I. AM) OF TIIK WIIITK ELEPHANT. The Land
of the White Elephant: Sights and Scenes in Southeastei :.

A Personal Narrative of Travel and Adventure in Farther India,

embracing the Countries of liurina, Siam, Cambodia, and Cochin-
China (IsTl-l'J. Hy FKANK ViNrnvr. .Jr. Illustrated with Maps,
Plans, and Wood-cuts. Crown Nvo, Cloth, $3 60.

LIVINUSToNF/S SHTH AFKi' -nary Travels and Re-
i'i South Africa: including a Sketch <

ienee in the Interior of Africa, and a Journey from the Cape
iood Hope to Loanda on the West Coast; thence across the

Continent, down the Kiver /ambc.-i. to the Eastern Ocean. liy
I'AVII. Li I.L.D., D.C.L. With Portrait, Maps, and Illus-

trations. 8vo, Cloth, $4 60; Sheep, $5 00; Half Calf, $6 7:..

LIVIN;<To\l-:-S XAMUKSI. Narrative of an Expedition to the

md its Tributaries, and of the Discovery of the I

Mrinvu and Nya-sa, 1858-1864. By DAVID and CHARLES I.

. Map and Illustrations. 8vo, Cloth, $5 00; Sheep, $6 60;
I!.. If Calf, $7 25.

I.IYIN<;ST<>\!> LAST .I'TKXALS. The Last Journals of David
Livinirstone in Central Africa, from 1865 to his Death. Contin-

Momeiits and SulTcrin-^, obtained
. lii- Faithful Servants Chunia and Si^I. I!y HIIKATK WAI.I.I:I:,

1 I: i >
. Rector of Twywell, Northampton. With 1'ortrait.

and Illustrations. 8vo, Cloth, $5 00; Sheep, $5 50; Half Calf,

$7 25. Cheap Popular Edition, Svo, Cloth, with Map and Illustra-

S$2 60.

CHoTKS IlISTonv OF ;IM:I:CK. 12 voLs.,12rno, Cloth, $18 00;
cp,$22 80; Half Calf, $39 00.

KF.CJ.' !;-toryoft:
nonicna of the Life of the (il.)l.

Maps and Illu.-trutiiins, and 'J- Page Maps printed in Colors. 8vo,

h, $5 00.

i:F'l.rS*8 OCEA' Mein- the

Second Series of a I
1

I: F; i i ftMLUI ! Illustrated with 250 Maps
S and 27 Maps printed in Colors. 8vo, Cloth, $6 00.

;

| BtBU LANDS BIMi Uadi: U
'

! lu-tiative of Scripture. P,y tli-

.1 \ !' I>. With up".

:..th, :?: ou; Sheep, $600;
f Morocco or Half Calf. *s



6 Valuable Works far Piiblic and Prirttte Libraries.

NORDHOFFS COMMUNISTIC SOCIETIES OF THE UNITED
STATES. The Communistic Societies of the United States, from
JVrsimal Visit and Observation; including Detailed Accounts of

the Economists, Zoarites, Shakers, the Amaua, Oneida, Bethel, Au-

rora, Icarian, and other existing Societies. With Particulars of

their Religious Creeds and Practices, their Social Theories and Life,

Numbers, Industries, and Present Condition. By CHARLES NORD-
HOFF. Illustrations. 8vo, Cloth, $4 00.

NORDHOFF'S CALIFORNIA. California: for Health, Pleasure,
and Residence. A Book for Travellers and Settlers. Illustrated.

8vo, Cloth, $2 50.

NORDHOFFS NORTHERN CALIFORNIA AND THE SAND-
WICH ISLANDS. Northern California, Oregon, and the Sandwich
Islands. By CHARLES NORDIIOFF. Illustrated. 8vo, Cloth, $2 50.

SHAKSPEARE. The Dramatic Works of William Shakspeare.
With Corrections and Notes. Engravings. 6 vols., 12mo, Cloth,

$9 00. 2 vols., 8vo, Cloth, $4 00
; Sheep, $5 00. In one vol.,

8vo, Sheep, $4- 00.

STRICKLAND'S (Miss) QUEENS OF SCOTLAND. Lives of .the

Queens of Scotland and English Princesses connected with the Re-

gal Succession of Great Britain. Bv AGNES STRICKLAND. 8 vols.,

12mo, Cloth, $12 00; Half Calf, $26 00.

BAKER'S ISMAILIA. Ismaili'a : a Narrative of the Expedition to

Central Africa for the Suppression of the Slave-trade, organized by
Ismail, Khedive of Egypt. By Sir SAMUEL WHITE BAKKR, PASHA,
F.R.S., F.R.G.S. With Maps, Portraits, and Illustrations. 8vo,

Cloth, $5 00
;
Half Calf, $7 25.

BOSWELL'S JOHNSON. The Life of Samuel Johnson, LL.D., in-

cluding a Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides. By JAMES BOSWELL,
Esq. Edited by JOHN WILSON CROKER, LL.D., F.R.S. With a Por-

trait of Boswell. 2 vols., 8vo, Cloth, $4 00
; Sheep, $5 00

;
Half

Calf, $8 50.

SAMUEL JOHNSON: HIS WORDS AND HIS WAYS; what he

Said, what he Did, and what Men Thought and Spoke Concerning
him. Edited by E. T. MASON. 12mo, Cloth, $1 50.

JOHNSON'S COMPLETE WORKS. The Works of Samuel John-

son, LL.D. With an Essay on his Life and Genius, by AUTII-n
MURPHY, Esq. 2 vols., 8vo, Cloth, $4 00

; Sheep, $5 00
;
Half

Calf, $8 50.

GRIFFIS'S JAPAN. The Mikado's Empire : Book I. History of Ja-

pan, from 660 B.C. to 1872 A.D. Book II. Personal Experiences,

Observations, and Studies in Japan, 1870-1874. By WILLIAM EL-

LIOT GRIFFIS, A.M., late of the Imperial University of Tokio, Japan.

Copiously Illustrated. 8vo, Cloth, $4 00
;
Half Calf, $6 25.



* fur Public a), 7

SMILES-S HISTORY OF THE HUGUENOTS. The Huguenots:
their Sett'. . ami Industries in England ami Ireland.

s. With an Append: lenuts

ill A!:

SMILES-S HU<;I MTEK THE REVOCATION. The iiu-

ts in Franco after t: fad of tin- Edict of Nantes;
with ..untry of the Yaudois. By SASiru. SMIU.S.

- u 8vo, Cloth, $2 00.

SMILES-S I.UK OF THE STEPHEN SONS. The Life of .,

:i, and of his Son, Kooert Stephenson ; Comprising:, al.-o,

a lli-t'-ry of the Invention and Introduction of tin- Kaihvay Loco-

motive. I5y SAMTKI. SMII.KS. With Steel Portraits and numerous
Illustrations. 8vo, Cloth, $3 00.

RAWLINS.'YS MANUAL (F ANCIENT HISTORY. A Manual

!'iry. from tli" Karlii-st Times to the Fall of the

Kmpire. Comprising the History of Cliald;i-a, Assyria,
i. Haliylonia, Lydia, I'liu-nieia, Syria, .Juda'a, K::y].t, Carthaire,

\lacedonia, Tarlhia, and Rome. l!y GnOBOl 1!\\\-

:nden 1'rofi'ssor of Ancient History in the I'niver-

of Oxford. 1-Jmo, Cloth, >!

THE VQYA MM: -CHALLENGE!:." The Atlantic: an
iiit of the (ieneral Ue-ults (f tlie \'o\:i-c durintr 1ST:;, and the

Early Tart of 1876. Hy Sir WYVH.I.K
"

THOMSON. K

With numerous Illu.-tratio:, M.ip-, and Cliaits, fruin Draw-

bj .1. .1. \V\ld. iii.M.ived ly J. D. Cooper, and Tortrait of the

Author, engraved i-\ c. 11 l \-ois., sv>, cloth, $12 00.

ALIBOira HisTniiv OF F.nmn: ;n the

Commeneeineiit of the Freiieh IJ.-voiiition, in 17 s
'.', I"

tiMii (.t the ]>urbons in 1815. [In addition to t! Cliap-
\\\ I., which correct tin- errors uf the ori'/mal work oniivrn-

he I'nited Static, a copious Analytical Imlcx ha> 1'eeii ap-
ihis American Edition.) S .m the Fall

of Napoleon, in lsl.">, toti
'

\.ip<.lmn. in 1 s.Vj.

8 vols., 8vo, Cloth, $16 00; Sheep, f20 00; Half Calf, $34 00.

\\\i.: LPHB \i. DISTRIBUTION OF A\IM\I.<
! Animal-;. \\'ith a study of the

Mid Extinct Fauna-, a- Elucidating' the Past
BflM of tic .1 \> Ki -.-I I \\ \

With Maps and lllu-tration-. 1: th, $10 00.

3 M \1.\V Ai: 1111'!

1:1 and the !

With Sti; :

A &.WALLACK kUpe and Illattimtkma, Crown s\-o, cloth, $2 50.

! fe.,f.Iuh: II K

Fox 1 .Sro, Cloth, 1 Tops, $5 00.



8 Valuable Works for Public an<? Pi-irate Libraries.

111. I NT'S BEDOUIN TRIBES OF TUB EUPHRATES. Bedouin
Tribes of the Euphrates. By LADY AXXK BLUNT. Edited, with a
Preface and some Account of the Arabs and their Horses, by
W. S. B. Map and Sketches by the Author. 8vo, Cloth, $2 50.

BROUGHAM'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY. Life and Times of II, my,
Lord Brougham. Written by Himself. 3 vols., 12mo, Cloth,

$6 00.

THOMPSON'S PAPACY AND THE CIVIL POWER. The Papacy
and the Civil Power. By the Hon. R. W. THOMPSON, Secretary of

the U. S. Navy. Crown 8vo, Cloth, $3 00.

THE POETS AND POETRY OF SCOTLAND : From the Earliest

to the Present Time. Comprising Characteristic Selections from
the Works of the more Noteworthy Scottish Poets, with Biographi-
cal and Critical Notices. By JAMES GRANT WILSON. With Por-

traits on Steel. 2 vols., 8vo, Cloth, $10 00
; Sheep, $12 00

;
Half

^ Calf, $1* 50; Full Morocco, $18 00.

THE STUDENT'S SERIES. With Maps and Illustrations. 12mo,
Cloth.

FRANCE. GIBBON. GREECE. ROME (by LIDDELL). OLD TESTAMENT
HISTORY. NEW TESTAMENT HISTORY. STRICKLAND'S QUEENS OF
ENGLAND (Abridged). ANCIENT HISTORY OF THE EAST. HALLAM'S
MIDDLE AGES. HALLAM'S CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND.

LYELL'S ELEMENTS OF GEOLOGY. MERIVALE'S GENERAL HISTORY
OF ROME. Cox's GENERAL HISTORY OF GREECE. CLASSICAL DIC-

TIONARY. Price $1 25 per volume.

LEWIS'S HISTORY OF GERMANY. ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY.
HUME'S ENGLAND. Price $1 50 per volume.

CAMERON'S ACROSS AFRICA. Across Africa. ByVERNEYLov-
ETT CAMERON, C.B., D.C.L., Commander Royal Navy, Gold Medalist

Royal Geographical Society, etc. With a Map and numerous Illus-

trations. 8vo, Cloth, $5 00.

EARTH'S NORTH AND CENTRAL AFRICA. Travels and J)i>-

coveries in North and Central Africa : being a Journal of an Ex-

pedition undertaken under the Auspices of H.B.M.'s Government,
in the Years 1849-1855. By HENRY BARTII, Ph.D., D.C.L. Illus-

trated. 3 vols., 8vo, Cloth, $12 00; Sheep, $13 50; Half Calf,

$18 75.

ADDISON'S COMPLETE WORKS. The Works of Joseph A.ldi-

son, embracing the whole of the Spectator. 3 vols., 8vo, Cloth,

$6 00; Sheep, $7 50; Half Calf, $12 75.

TENNYSON'S COMPLETE POEMS. The Poetical Works of Al-

fred Tennyson, Poet-Laureate. With numerous Illustrations by
Eminent Artists, and Three Characteristic Portraits. 8vo, Paper,
$1 00; Cloth, $1. r,o.



Valuable Worts for Public and Private Libr>; 9

THK REV! THE ENGLISH VERSION OF THE NEW
With an Introduction l>y th-- li- .. 1' > lAlf, !.!.

618 pp., Crown 8vo, Cloth, $3 00.

This work embraces in one volume :

I. ON A FRESH REVISION <>F THE ENGLISH NEW TF.S-

TA.MEVr. Iiy ,]. I!. LK.HITOOI, I'D., C.mon of St. P
ami Hul --or of Divinity, Cambridge. Second

Edition, Revisrd. l'.M pp.

II. ON TIIK ArTHORI/El) VKKSION OF TIIK NEW
'I'AMENT in C-mnrction with sonic Rin-nt Proposal

-

its K-vi>ion. l:. K <

I >.D., Archbishop of Dublin.
I'.'l pp.

III. CONSIDERATIONS ON THE REVISION OF THE ENG.
I.ISH VERSION OF THK NEW TESTAMENT. By C. J.

EI.MCOTT, D.D., Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol. 178 pp.

ANNTAL RECORD OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY. The An-
nual Record of Srimcf and In. lust ry. Edited by Professor

1 Dunn, of the Smithsonian Institution, with the Assistance

.rly Volumes for 1871, 1
S
7-'.

1873, 1874, 1875, 1876, 1877, 1878 are ready. 12rao, Cloth, $2 00

per vol.
; $16 00 per set of 8 vols.

r.l'LWEIl'S HORACE. The Ode? and Epodes of Horace. A Met-
Intion into English. With Introduction and Comnn-nta-
LORD LTTTOX. With Latin 1\-xt from the Editions of

( Jrdli, MacK-aii.-, and Yonge. 12mo, Cloth, $1 75.

IM'LWEK'S KING Aimini. Kin- Arthur. A Poem. By LORD

12mo, Cloth, $1

IOSCELLAKEOU8 IMinSE WORKS. Th.-Mise-llane-

I'l..-.- Works of Edward I'.ulwrr, Lord Lytton. "2 vo!s., 1'Jmo,

Cloth, $3 50. Also, in uniform style, Caxtoniana. 1'Jmo, C'loth,

IAVIS'S CARTHAGE. Carthnire nnd her I: an Ac-
i; ---arches on tin- Site nf tin- IMnr-

.uMetropoli m-1 oth.-r Atljaet-nt IMacefl. Coil'.

iinil.-r tli.- Au.-|.ic.-s of H.-r
'

S. Profusel \ I i

'

< xxl -cu ts, Chronio-

li,$4 00; Half Calf, $6 25.

CROIBI 01 THE -CM ALLEN- many Seas,
-9 in many .1 .1 faff, BUK, With Map and

Illustrations. Crown 8vo, Cloth, $2 00.

IY10E IN (-REVT IMMTMN -

ry of Al.ns.-s :in.l K.-form-. and thrir

Bearing upon American Politics. By DOUMAN B. EATON. 8to,

Clot -



10 Valuable Works for Public and Private Libraries.

CAKLYLE'S FREDERICK THE GREAT. History of Friedrich II.,
called Frederick the (Jroat. By THOMAS CARLTUE. Portraits, Maps,
Plans, etc. 6 vols., 12mo, Cloth, $12 00; Sheen, $14 40- Half

Calf, $22 50.

CARLYLE'S FRENCH REVOLUTION. The French Revolution:
a History. By THOMAS CARLYLE. 2 vols., 12mo, Cloth, $3 50;
Sheep, $4 30; Half Calf, $7 00.

CARLYLE'S OLIVER CROMWELL. Oliver Cromwell's Letters
and Speeches, including the Supplement to the First Edition. With
Elucidations. By THOMAS CARLYLE. 2 vols., 12mo, Cloth, $3 50;
Sheep, $4 30

;
Half Calf, $7 00.

DRAPER'S CIVIL WAR. History of the American Civil War. By
JOHN W. DRAPER, M.D., LL.D. 3 vols., 8vo, Cloth, Beveled Edges.
$10 50; Sheep, $12 00; Half Calf, $17 25.

DRAPER'S INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT OF EUROPE. A
History of the Intellectual Development of Europe. By Jonx W.
DRAPER, M.D., LL.D. New Edition, Revised. 2 vols., 12mo, Cloth

$3 00
;
Half Calf, $6 50.

DRAPER'S AMERICAN CIVIL POLICY. Thoughts on the Future
Civil Policy of America. By JOHN W. DRAPER, M.D., LL.D. Crown
8vo, Cloth,' $2 00

;
Half Morocco, $3 75.

MCCARTHY'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND. A History of Our Own
Times, from the Accession of Queen Victoria to the Berlin Con-

gress. By JUSTIN MCCARTHY. Vol. I.
; 12mo, Cloth, $1 25. (Vol.

If. Nearly Ready.)

PERRY'S HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND. A His-

tory of the English Church, from the Accession of Henry VIII. to

the Silencing of Convocation in the Eighteenth Century. By (I. (\.

PERRY, M.A., Canon of Lincoln and Rector of Waddington.* With
an Appendix containing a Sketch of the History of the Protestant

Episcopal Church in the United States of America, by J. A. SPEN-

CER, S.T.D. Crown 8vo, Cloth, $2 50.

BARTLETT'S FROM EGYPT TO PALESTINE. From Egypt to

Palestine : Through Sinai, the Wilderness, and the South Coun-

try. Observations of a Journey made with Special Reference to

the History of the Israelites. By S. C. BARTLETT, D.D., LL.D., Pres-

ident of Dartmouth College, and lately Professor in the Chicago

Theological Seminary. With Maps and Illustrations. 8vo, Cloth,

$3 50.

THE FIRST CENTURY OF THE REPUBLIC. A Review of

American Progress. 8vo, Cloth, $5 00.
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